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HE FELLJXTY-FIVE FEET

State VFW Candidate

Archie Beaton. 30, Framingham.
Mass , steeplejack fell 65 feet in
side the empty North.Haven stand
pipe abaut 2 p. m yesterday. He
survived serious injuries to be
transferred to Knox Hospital at
Rockland by boat and later to the
Maine General Hospital at Port
land.
Anthony Quatrano of Portand,
also a worker on the repair project
on the island standpipe, said last
night that first knowledge of the
accident came when other worker
discovered Beaton's staging dang
ling inside the tank.
Quatrano, a welder, had to burn
a hole through the sidewall of the
huge water storage tank at the
base to reach the injured man.
Beaton was described as the
father of a family of six and to

Sam Savitt was named head of
the Rockland Film Council for
the coming year in the annual
meeting of that group held at
Rockland High School Wednesday
afternoon.
The Rev. Merle Conant of the
Pratt Memorial Methodist Church
is to serve as vice president and
Mrs. Ruth Teel as secretary. Rev
John Smith Lowe of the Univer
salist Church was named to the
position of treasurer.
Rev. Charles R. Monteith of the
Congregational Church as booking
agent for the group. Miss Ruth
The Camden High School Band
Rogers, city librarian, is to be in
leaves
Priday at 5 a. m., by bus
charge of the projector owned by
to
participate
in the New England
the council.
Music Festival in Boston.
The festival parade, in which
Camden will march, will be held on
Friday at 11 a. m„ starting on
Men—How often have you said
Commonwealth avenue at the cor
if I could only get a steady po
ner of Gloucester street.
sition so I and my family can
Friday night at Boston Garden,
have security. Well I have this
the New England Festival Con
opportunity for you, and if you
cert will be presented, featuring
have retail selling experience
the orchestra, chorus, and band
and wan tto work, here it is.
which offered an outstanding pro
We operate throughout the New
gram last March at the New Eng
England states.
Ladies and
land Music Festival Concert in
Men's wearing apparel stores
Auburn-Lewiston. These three or-

have been one of a two man crew '
enzagrd in sandbla’t'ng and paint- j
ing the interior of the standpipeDr. V H. Shields treated Beaton
at the scene and supervised his
removal from the standpipe and
the trip by stretcher for several
hundred yards to an ambulance on
the highway.
Beaton is thought by other work
ers to have been chang ng the po- j
sition of his staging and to have
slipped as he manipulated the sup
porting lines. No one saw the
steeplejack fall, fellow workers
said last night.
Richard McAvoy
Workmen have been at the
standpipe for the past week One
Huntley-Hill Post, Veterans of
crew’ is engaged in adding another Foreign Wars is planning on send
course to the standpipe and the
ing a large delegation to the State
crew m which Beaton worked, do
convention of the veteran’s group
ing cleaning and painting
in Auburn June 1. 2 and 3.
They are presently planning to
campaign strongly in favor of
Richard McAvoy of Rockland for
the position of State vice com
mander. McAvoy has been active
In the re-organization of the post
and is one of those who have been
nstrumental in bringing the post
to its present membership of 103.
The post is now planning the use
ganizations are composed of se of the drum and bugle corps of
Past.
lected high school boys and girls Winslow-Holbrook-Merritt
from all sections of New England. American Legion to head their
Camden has three boys partici delegation in the convention parade
pating. Frank Stearns and David scheduled for Saturday, June 2.
Crockett in the band, and Harland Complete arrangements have not
as yet been made on this feature
Robinson in the chorus.
The Rockland post has in the
The audition for the Camden
High School Band will be at 8 a. past year taken a prominent posim., Saturd.ty morning, at English t on in State V F W. circles and is
presently one of the larger groups
High School in Boston.
in the Department of Maine
Friday night 'he band members
McAvoy is manager of the Hotel
and chaperones will be accommo
Rockland and also is a member of
dated at the Hotel Avery, and will
the national V.F.W. committee on
return to Camden Saturday night.
maritime affairs.
Chaperones will be G. Lorimer
Walker and Miss Ethel Fowler of
will ultimately pay the bills.
the High School faculty.
The hearing is set for 7-30 p. m.
in the City Council rooms on the
third floor of the City Building
Mr Farnsworth pointed out that
the Council can only be guided by
the reaction of the pubic.
Both the .school and municipal
operating budget will be considered
at the meeting.

ABOARD FOR BOSTON FESTIVAL!
Camden High School Band To Participate In
the New England Gathering

OPPORTUNITY!

We need managers and have sev
eral good openings at present

with good starting salaries. If
vou can till the bill call or write
to Mr. Gold, Thorndike Hotel,
and let's talk it over.

TO DISCUSS BIG BUDGET

Citizens Who Pay the Tax Bills Asked To
Attend Tuesday Night’s Hearing

ITS NEW!

Dessert Bridge

Citv Manager Farnsworth stated
The City Council has asked that I
this morning that there is expect- I they have a representative group ]

HOTEL ROCKLAND

ed to be discussion on several items ; of citizens at the hearing in order !
in the municipal budget at the pub- j that they may obtain a fa r opinion i
lie hearing next Tuesday night.
' of a cross section of the people who I

THURSDAY, MAY 24
TONIGHT—7.30 P. M.
Reservations may be made with
Mrs. Clinton Robinson,
Tel. 585-M
THERE WILL BE A

WANTED

DOOR PRIZE
Auspices Daughters St. Bernards

INGRAIN CARPETS

LIGHT WEIGHT COTTON

HIGHEST PRICES PAID

DANCE

These reversible Woven Carpets were common
about 70 years ago. Wool material is in strips
about 36 inches, sewn together.

EVERY SATURDAY
NIGHT

SWEAT SHIRT

R. E. CONDON

Boy Scout Emblem
and Colors ... $1.85
Cub Scout Emblem
and Colors ... $1.75
Explorer Emblem
and Colors ... $1.95
Also. Complete Line of
Camping Supplies, includ
ing Cook Kits, Canteens,
Knapsacks, Chow Kits,
Flashlights.
PLAN FOR CAMP NOW!

VALLEY FORGE, PA.

S
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ROCKLAND

Volume 106, Number 62.

$5 OO per year
$2 50 six months

THE BLACK CAT

JAYCEES SPONSORING CIRCUS

An Open Meeting

By the Roving Reporter

Richard McAvoy Boosted For The Camden-Rackport Lions
State Vice Commander By
■Have Many Visitors and
King Brothers Three Ring Show Here July 11;
Steeplejack Beaton Found At Bottom of North
Huntley-Hill Post
An Interesting Speaker

Haven Standpipe—Taken To Port
land Hospital

Sam Savitt, new president of the
Roekland Film Council

TWELVE PAGES—5c COPY

AT BREEZEMERE

Music by the Revellers

Many people from Camden ac
cepted the opportunity of meeting
with the Camden-Rockport Lions
ln their open session at the Con
gregational Parish House. Tuesday
night to listen to their guest speak
er. Miss Lillian F. Wall, teacher for
handicapped shildren in the Mary
Snow School in Bangor.
Miss Wall was introduced by
Lion George H. Thomas, president
of the newly organized Camden So
ciety for Handicapped Children.
She received her degree in "Special
Education" from the University of
Michigan, and. handicapped herself,
understands the needs of these chil
dren she teaches. She expressed ap
preciation for the help given her by
the Lions of the Bangor-Brewer
club and talked interestingly of her
work in Bangor.
Miss Wall had
many suggestions for the new Cam
den Society and also warned of
many difficult situations.
All the new officers of this So
ciety were present and after a
demonstration of teaching lip read
ing and showing some of her class'
work. Miss Wall spent a busy time
answering questions from her audi
ence. Mr. Thomas explained what
the Society hoped to accomplish
and said “Camden would hear more
of them in the future.”
At the usual dinner before the
open meeting with Vice President
George Boynton in the chair, the
club members welcomed Bill Bing
ham back from Florida.
The installation committee re
ported a turkey dinner in the mak
ing for next week’s big installationladies night. A nice entertainment
is planned and Ed Longley ot
Waterville, Past District Governor
will be the installing officer.
Former Camden-Rockport Lion
Henry Beukelman now pastor of
the Woburn (Mass.) Methodist
Church was heard from this week.
He writes: "You may be interest
ed to learn that at long last we
have a live-wire Lion's Club here
in Woburn. I am on several com
mittees: however, I act as a sort
J of information bureau to these
new and young Lion's leaders We
keep tabs on the Camden-Rockport
club by way of the “Camden
Herald.” There is plenty to do in
Woburn for a Lion's program—
Scouts, polio, etc. Our club has a
bang-up pianist and a hot song
leader, with enough assorted musi
cal talent to make an impromptu
orchestra. Give our greetings to the
club.” Thanks, Henry, we knew
we’d hear from you in Lion’s work
again, and now we're just waiting
for Lion Father Bill Berger out in
Lincoln, Ill., to ‘get going’ with a
new club out there.

Earnings To Go Toward Maine Memorial
Fishermen’s Pier At Public Landing
The Junior Chamber of Com
merce Is to sponsor the appearance
of King Brothers’ Circus in Rock
land on July 11. King Brothers is
considered to be the second larg
est circus on the road in the Unit
ed States and bows only to the
Ringling Brothers’ outfit.
Final arrangements were made
with a representatve of the circus
Tuesday by a committee from the
Jaycee gToup.
The Junior Chamber plans the
cricus sponsorship as a fund-rais
ing project to enable them to erect
the planned Maine Fisheremn's
Memorial Pier at Public Landing
The show wil locate on what
used to be the Broadway airport
bordering on Thomaston street aiid
Broadway Permission was readilygranted Tuesday by the Rockland
School District officials who now
control the property which ad
joins South School.
While work will be started short
ly on the Maine Memorial Fisher
men's Pier, additional funds will be
needed to macadam the stage sur
face and to install adequate light
ing. Funds earned through the
circus sponsorship will permit this
work Vo be done prior to the open
ing of the Maine Lobster & Sea
foods Festival on Aug. 3
The arrangements with the cir

cus official will permit the Javcees
to retain for the memorial fund 50
percent of all advance ticket sales
In addition, the c reus will pay to
the fund 10 percent of all tickets
sold on the day the circus shows.
The Javcees will soon have
tickets for the show ready for sale
and wlll canvass the city to roll
up as large an advance sale as pos
sible They point out that seldom
does such an event present the
opportunity for a local organization
to keep one-half of admission paid
within the city for a civic project
People buying advance sale tickets
will actually be paying 50 cents for
admission to the show and donat
ing 50 cents toward completion of
the Maine Fishermen’s Memorial
Pier, they point out.
The circus operates a fleet of
54 tractor-trailer un ts, plus near
ly an equal number of vehicles
owned by circus personnel. In all.
the show has a staff of 350 per
sons.
There will be a street pa Fade
which will show off the 15 ele
phants, 50 horses and other color
ful features of the big show, ineluding performers of the threering outfit. The Christiana Family
of aerialists will be one of the
highlights of the show and is a na
tionally-known feature.

Rubbish Throwers

Tenant’s Harbor Post

61-82
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Camels are used as trucks to haul
goods in the big cit es of Egypt,
according to Childcraft Books.
When there is a traffic accident,
i there is no difficulty getting the
license number, for each animal
moving van has a license plate
dangling from under one ear!

Will Be Prosecuted When Has Its Plans Made For
Memorial Sunday and
ever Caught In Knox
Memorial Day
County This Summer

This newspaper has been in
formed that several towns in this
County are to enforce the law
against parties throwing rubbish
along our highways. Chapter 124.
Section 24 of the Statutes of
Maine provides that "Whoever de
posits or dumps refuse or waste
material of any kind within the
limits of any public way, except
upon written authority of munici
pal officers, shall be punished by
a fine of ten dollars, to be recov
ered to the use of the town where
the offense Is committed.”
The beautiful stretch of woods
through Ballad Park was rendered
most unsightly last Sunday by the
[ presence of many large paper bags
I and boxes of garbage and cans
which has aroused the resentment
of motorists driving through that
lovely locality. We understand oth
er States have put a stop to such
For a small inexpensive scrap
nuisance by enforcing laws similar
book, you might use several sections
I to that which exists in Maine.
of unprinted newspaper which The
Courier-Gazette has for sale at
For social Items ln The Couriera very modest price.
123*156
Gazette. Phone 1044. Cltv.
tf

STOCK CAR RACING

BELFAST FAIR GROUNDS

which will be held at the Port
Clyde Advent Church. A portion
of the service has been turned

Rummage Sale
Saturday, May 26
G. A. R. HALL

J

Adm. tax inc. 50c

Weymouth

RUMMAGE
SALE
SATURDAY, MAY 26

9 A. M.

2 O’CLOCK EVERY SUNDAY

One of John Watts’ best stories
concerns the time when he ordered
an egg omelet in Prance during
World War 1. He had mastered a
few French words, including some
of the numerals. After he had
given his order the waiter came
back from the kitchen, and looked
him over in a manner which in
dicated a doubt as to whether he
was all right When the omelet
came, her action was explained,
for it nearly filed the small dining
table. In his manner of French
speaking he had ordered 12 eggs
instead of two.

Memorial Day Plans are com
plete and the usual parade and
ceremonies will be held.
Tenant’s Harbor is fortunate to
have its awn school band in the
procession
as its popularity is
growing and its addition to the
Rockland Post Drum and Bugle
Some Vinalhaven friend sends
Corps will thereby provide plenty
(Continued on Page Seven)
of music and make the parade
more colorful.
over 'o the Legion. The church
Parade will form at the Tenants
service will be conducted by the
Harbor Baptist Church at 8.45 a. pastor, Mr. Temple and the Le
m., Wednesday, May 30 and start gion’s part by Past Chaplain A. L.
promptly at 9 a. m. preceding to Ingersoll of the Post.
the Public Landing where a briet
C ommander Martin's Call
service will be held, for those who
Commander N. C. Martin of Kindied at sea. From the Public
Landing the parade will proceed jiey Melquis: Post announced to
to the Legion Home for the main day the following: All legion
service of the day. This service naires. members of the post and
will be held in front of the Legion its auxiliary will meet at the Port
Clyde Advent Church at 1045 a.
Memorial.
The speaker of the day will be in., Sunday morning May 27, that
Col. S. L. Mains of South Thomas they may enter the Church in a
ton, whom the Post is hoaored to body. The Commander also said
have as its guest. Music at ‘.he Le . '1 former service men. members
gion Home will be furnished bv cl the Post and ladies auxiliaiy
both organizations. Norman C. hould meet it he legion nome at
Martin, Commander of the Post, 3 30 a m. Wednesday morning
May 30. A cordial invita’ion is ex
will act as master of ceremonies.
Sunday morning the Post has tended to all to participate in these
been invited to join the services services.

LINCOLNVILLE, ME.
Old and New Dances

I have been chasing around base
ball games for a great many years,
and though: I Ml fairly wellversed in the elf mentals of the Na
tional game. But I fail to see the
s:gnifcance of the stress which the
broadcasters are laying upon “runs
batted in.” What particular credit
accrues to the player who has bat
ted in a run. especially If the next
player is given a base on balls, or
goes to first by virtue of being
hit? And who cares?

9.30 A. M.

Benefit
Grange, Thomaston

METHODIST CHURCH

61-62

Open Races. All Cars Welcome.

Announcement

PRIZES ON EVERY RACE

TRY OUR BANANA SPLIT
EDGAR A. AMES FARM

T

DUST HAS BEEN ELIMINATED

V. S. KOl'TE 1, WARREN, MAINE

TO OUR
ADM. $1.00 Tax Inc.

Depositors and Customers

about Saturday closing
In accordance with the State Law enacted permitting
Saturday closing, the following Banks will not open for
business on Saturdays beginning June 1st, 1951.

First National Bank of Rockland

Thomaston National Bank
Knox County Trust Company

Rockland Savings Bank
Rockland Loan & Building Association

CHILDREN 50c

/CE

All Children Must Be Accompanied by Parents.

\CREAfl]

One Mile from Thomaston-Warren Bridge
For velvety rich, full flavored Ice Cream,
made here on the farm by Louise, in person.
Serving daily, inc. Sunday, 10 A. M.-10 P. M.

62-Th-tf

NOTICE OF BUSINESS CHANGE
AND A “THANK YOU”
TO OUR FRIENDS
This is to notify all persons that I have sold my
Building and Building Supplies business on Gleason
street, Thomaston, to Joseph C Robinson & Son of
St. George who are now in possession.
I wish to thank all my patrons who have been
so loyal and generous in their patronage the past
3i/2 years.

ROBERT J. CLARK

THANKS AND APPRECIATION
The Rockland Letter Carriers wish to thank
all who contributed or helped in any way to make
the recent convention a success.
DAVID S

BEACH,

Convention Secretary.

Branch 131, N. A. L. C.
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while the latter has chosen chem
ical engineering as his field. Push
aw is also a member of Tau Beta
Newsy Letter From Orono, Pi, national engineering honor so
Written By a Rockland ciety.
• • • •
Student
Richard B. Dow, son of Mrs
(By Sid Folsom)
Francis S. Dow of Friendship, has
Sidney F Andrews, son of Mrs recently been elected to two posts
Margaret Andrews of West Rock at U. of M. In general student elec
port, and Robert J. Pu haw, son of tions held early this month, he
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Pushaw of i was named president of the stuUnion are new members of Phi | dent athletic board, the group
Kappa Phi. national scholastic , that determines policies of student
honor society. The two were among I a hletics and confers with a fac
30 students initiated into the Uni ulty and alumni group to reach
versity of Maine chapter of the overall plans. He is also one of
fraternity at ceremonies held at nine members of this year's Junior
the college May 16.
Class who have been selected as
Phi Kappa Phi. founded at the next year's Senior Skulls. The
U. of M.. in 1897 is an honor society Skulls form a select honor society
recognizing achievement in any on the Maine campus, devo'ed to
field of learning. Chapters of the the jobs of continuing university
organization have been estab and stud< nt traditions, building
lished at many of the nation's col the Maine spirit, and working for
the benefit of the university and its
leges and universities.
Andrews and Pushtw are both undergraduates.
Seniors at Maine. The former is Dow, the star two-miler of
studying business administration Maine’s varsity track team, has
been awarded letterss in track and
cross counry running. He was
elected president of the Junior
Class earlier this year, and is a
member of Sigma Chi fraternity.
• • • •
Roger W. Dow, 25 Spruce street,
Rockland, took part in the final
chamber music concert of the U. of
M. music department, presented
May 13. The concert featured a
program of American contempor
ary music, and Dow was well re
ceived by the audience as he played
the piano part of Sowerby's “Son
Don’t neglect your car!
ata for Trumpet and Piano.’’ Dow
is an accompanist of the Glee Club
Prompt attention by
and other smaller choral groups
our trained mechanics
at Maine, and has recently played
means trouble-free driv
at a number of other public and
private performances.
ing later.Using specially
• • • •
designed equipment and
Eini E. Riutta, daughter of Mr
factory engineered and
and Mrs. Antto Riut a of Warren,
was one of a capable cast of stu
inspected parts, they’ll
dents that enacted the play “When
put your car in good
the Bow Breaks" at the U. of M.
driving condition. Why
last week. A member of the Maine
Masque Theatre. Miss Riutta has
not stop in today ?
appeared earlier this year in other
productions of that student theatri
cal organization.
“When the Bow Breaks” is a
comedy written by Prof. Walter
Whitney of the U. of M. English
DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH
department. It was produced earlier
25-31 RANKIN ST.,
at Eowdoin college under the title
“One On the House.”
ROCKLAND
Miss Riutta, who transferred to
Maine from Vermont Junior Col
The Sign of
lege this year, has been active in a
BETTER SERVICE
number of other activities at the
sta e university. During the obser
vance of Maine Day, at the
school on Wednesday, May 9. she
was in charge of the float entered
by her dormitory, the Elms, at the
annual float parade. The entry was
based on the theme of dormitory
life and won honorable mention.
Maine Day is an annual day oft
from classes at the University ot

University Of Haine

ONE OZ.OF

PREVENTION

MILLER’S
GARAGE

Maine, and is the occasion for a
general clean-up of the campus.
Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
Students and faculty alike pitch in
for work projects in the morning
[EDITORIAL]
and the rest of the day is devoted
to recreation and special activities.
THE PASSING OF A FINE WOMAN
The float parade mentioned above
Statewide sympathy is extended to Guy P. Gannett, the
was one of these.
Portland newspaper publisher in the death of his wife which
Another activity of Maine Day
took place at her home in Cape Elizabeth Tuesday. Mrs.
was the annual campus mayoralty
Gannett, who had many friends in Rockland, was a former
campaign. William Robertson, son
president of the National Federation of Music Club6, and
of Mrs. Thomas Hinton of Waldo
was the first Republican national committeewoman from
boro, was the chairman in charge
Maine. Her activities embraced many other spheres in all
of arrangements for this year's
of which she won distinction and friends beyond numbers.
campaign. The affair saw thc act
Her passing is a distinct loss to the State she honored.
ive seeking of votes by two candi
dates, and the inauguration of the
winner on Maine Day afternoon.
FABRICATED MEALS
• • • •
Signed statements must be filed with O P S. by hotel sup
A later feature of Maine Day
ply houses, ship suppliers and combination distributors be
was the student-faculty skit pre
fore they can sell fabricated meats. Those selling fabricated
sented in the schools Memorial
beef cuts without being regi.tered with O.P.S. will be in vio
Gymnasium that night. The skit
lation, Edmund S. Muskit, Maine O.PS. Director, said.
climaxed ’.he day's activities and
Wholesalers ard truck peddlers of meat are not permitted
provided a chance for students and
to include in their prices special adidtions applicable to their
faculty to get together to stage an
sales of beef and fabricated cuts until they have filed a signed
informal show.
statement applicable to their types of business Muskie added.
Two of the students taking part
Registration must be made with the District O.PS. office, 616
in the production were Philip Pen
Congress street, Portland.
dleton, son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
T. Pendleton of Camden, and
Thomas White, son of Colonel and
WHAT'S THE TROUBLE?
Mrs Walter C. White of Hope.
Armed
Forces
Day, last Saturday was celebrated with big
Pendleton provided piano accom
parades
in
several
Maine cities, but Rockland's observance
paniment for several of the show’s
was apparently limited to a scattering display of curbstone
songs, and White sang with the
flags along Main street. We take back water from no other
Varsity singers as that male choral
community in Maine when it conies to patriotism, and never
group rendered several popular
lack in valor on the front lines, but something is seemingly
numbers.
wrong with us when we turn the cold shoulder on certain oc
Four familiar names appeared on
casions like Armed Forces Day The Courier-Gazette would
the program of Music Night, annu
be glad to publish an explanation if there’s any such animal.
al musical program presented at
the U. of M. in late April. They
were Ruth Mitchell, daughter of
A STEADYING HAND
Mr. and Mrs. Burr C. Mitchell of
United Nations action has halted hostilities between
Dark Harbor; Bruce G. Stratton,
Israel and Syria over a demilitarized zone along the Jordan
son of Dr and Mrs. R. L. Stratton
River. This illustration that the Security Council can arbi
of Rockland; Roger Dow of Rock
trate even relatively -mall border disputes is welcome at a
time when that agency needs prestige.
land; and Philip Pendleton ol
With Russia abstaining, the council members were una
Camden.
nimous in their view that the Government of Israel should
Miss Mitchell sang in the so
postpone its work of draining the Huleh marshes until the
prano sec'.ion of the U. of M. Glee
rights of seven Arab landowners had been safeguarded. Syria
also is apprehensive lest the drainage work prejudice her
Club, Stratton was a member of
claims to sovereignity in the area.
that organization's tenor group,
While matters were going against the Israeli spokesman
and Dow and Pendleton served as
in the council, the United States undoubtedly was well ad
accompanists for the Glee Club's
vised also to warn Syria and five neighboring Arab nations
several selections.
Music Night is an annual pre
sentation of Mu Alpha Epsilon, the talents of the school’s Glee See the latest styles In Purs and
musical honor society at the uni Club Band, and Orchestra, as wel cloth Coats' moderate prices, top
quality, at Lucien K. Green & Son
versity, and this year combined as several selected soloists.
1-0
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Community Action

In Municipal Court

SOUTH WARREN

in the years ahead, the Publicity
Bureau believes.
Among the specific projects sug
gested in the booklet are commun
ity physical improvements, econo
mic development, social and cul
tural encouragement, municipal
affairs participation, civilian de
fense, safety programs and special
promotional events.

The Vinalhaven Health Council
will present a film “Self Examina
tion of the Breast'' to the women
of Vinalhaven in the Union Church
vestry, Thursday, May 24, at 8
o’coek. AU women of the Com
munity are cordially invited and
urged to attend.

The next meeting of the Grange
Roland Caldwell of West Mea circle w.ll be at the home of Mrs.
dow road, Rockland, was fined $10 Olive Fales Thursday, May 31.
Wednesday on charges of speed
Mr and Mrs. Edward A. Colson
ing on Camden street. Complain of Bristol, N. H., who are spend
ants were Rockland police.
ing their honeymoon in Maine,
• • • •
were callers Tuesday at Mrs. O. A.
Robert Hyland of Bridgeport.
Conn., was held in $200 bail ini Copeland’s.
Mr. and Mrs Wiliam Hemes of
court Tuesday on drunken driving
charges. Upon posting of bail, he i Lynn and Mrs. Lucretia McNeil,
was freed until next Monday for Donald Brazier and Mrs. Gertrude
hearing and to determine the re Parsons of Newburyport were week
sults of a blocd test taken follow end guests at the Bu.klm-Deiano
ing arrest. He was arrested by home. Fred Mortbn of Massachu
Rockland police at 12.05 a. mJ setts and Mrs- Nellie Renn and
daughter. Myrtle of Wadoboro were
Tuesday on Crescent street.
recent callers there.

A Suggestive Manual Issued
By Publicity Bureau For
Boosting Maine
A new Suggestion Manual for
“Boosting Maine Through Com
munity Action" is being distributed
by the Maine Publicity Bureau.
More than 3000 copies have been
sent to government officials, civic
I leaders, school superintendents and
Chambers of Commerce through
out the State
The suggestions presented in the
booklet are based upon the Maine
Publicity Bureau’s practical ex
perience gained in working with
M'aine communities over the past 29
years.
Guy P. Butler, executive manager
of the Publicity Bureau, points to
the Community Act on program as
a logical development of the
“Boost Maine" movement inau
gurated by the organization more
than two years ago. With the re
awakening of the Maine “booster
spirit” and a resulting better
Statewide psychology during the
past two years, organized activity
at the community level should re
sult in many local improvements

Have you a youngster too young
to write but who just loves to
scribble? Keep him happy at little
cost by getting a package of news
print at The Courier-Gazette for
15 cents.
1*50
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ering. Strong Enough
To Stand On.
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At A&P Help You Have a Grand Holiday!
Whether you spend the week-end or Dec
oration Day at home or away, you're sure
to spend less on food and get more value
for your money it you do your holiday
marketing at A&P. One stop at your
A&P . . . and you’ll be all set to enjoy the
best eating yet! And wherever you're
bound, your budget is bound to benefit
by A&P's “Low-Price, Low-Profit” policy.
Stop in before you start off.

TWO-SUITER

f’

Easy to Park

.

$25.00

Men’s Overnight ............................. $17.50
OTHER SAMSONITE CASES
Ladies' Train Case .......................... 17.50
Ladies' Vanity O’Nite ....................... 17.50
Ladies’ O’Nite (Regular) .................. 19.50
Ladies’ Wardrobe ............................ 25.00
Ladies’ O’Nite (Convertible) ............... 22.50
Samsonite Pullman .......................... 27.50
Samsonite Hand Wardrobe.................. 35.00
‘All Prices Plus Tax
/'

STETSON

STRAWS

Drawn
Drawn Pilgrim
Pilgrim Turkeys
Turkeys Ready-to-Cook 8-1 IMt Ibs

j

Customers’

Butt HALF

Corner

Butt END

Shank END

EXTRA COMFORT!

EXTRA VALUE!

Just one ride will convince you!
•DeSoto’s amazing, new Oriflow
Shock Absorbers—combined with
other famous De Soto ride and com
fort-contributing features—give you
a “boulevard” ride on roughest roads.

DeSoto gives you a new, higherpowered engine . . . Big 12-inch
brakes . . . Waterproof ignition for
quick, sure starts . . . Featherlight
steering . . . Greater visibility . . .
More extra-value features per dollar!

Won’t you tell us how we can serve you
better? Please write:

CUSTOMER RELATIONS DEPT.
AaP Food Stores

latest factory methods-and prices are always fair.

MENS

AND’TBOYS

CLOTHING

MILLER’S GARAGE, Inc.

No Center Slices Removed—6-8 LBS

LB

63c

CENTER SLICES REMOVED -5-7 LBS

LB

47c

lb

57=

for the large family

’ULl QUART BOX

Oranges

™59c

Fla, Lx. Juice, None Priced Higher

Pineapples

LGE S|ZE—W,NE

Bananas

v,ll°*

price° higher

Rip*'*c"'p,lcW h1’*”

ea

29c

ib16c

Potato Chips

Apple Pie

OFB^l

5

Za-Rex

tl

8

■ARVEL

Worthmore Gum Drops •

Gum

PKG

26C

each

53c

20 0T LOAF

19£

12 0Z PKG

21 C

23c

6

POPULAR VARIETIES

THE rRuiT svrur

flavors pt bot

27c

wot™, 39®

Fray Bentos Corned Beef

Nabisco Ritz Crackers •

•

>l»rkg33c

Cut Green Beans «•.<*•« *0 t can 2

•

•

for

lMfcQZPKG

35
18c

29c

Sunshine Krispy Crackers

.

Cream of Wheat

,4otp«,9c

no?pkg

IctBero, Node Priced MlflBer

Melo-ted, Hone Priced Higher

i*

Roasted Peanuts

J*I’ER"’KE"

Sandwich Bread

Ea,if

LGE HD

CELLO PKG

shell-bulk

J
25

lb29c

PKG « | (

FRANKFURTER

3(7

luncheon meat

LB PKG

12 ozcan

49°

WHITE HOUSE EVAPORATED

Milk

3c’X41c

Salad Dressing

<NNM«E

Tuna Fish SULTAN* light

meat grated

Sweet Mixed Pickles

no w can

27c

0T J1R 35

noiBO’27c

•

• »01 J*R 35:

Ann Page Peanut Butter

Cigarettes

590

REIW*»

Ann Page Chili Sauce •

Marshmallow Fluff

ot jar

•

•

™>°tjar19c

forular brands priced for me

Spaghetti 1 *r«i»ii.—cwt bo,a, o«

gg

02 can

25"

chef boy ar dee m/sozcAN

49'

With Meat Chef Boy-Ar-Dee 8 0Z TIN

14c

Meatless Dinner

Spaghetti S'ce

cTNj

Armour's Corned Beef •

»«T|* 44c

■

Angelus Marshmallows •

.

10 0Z PKG

19c

Chopped Pressed Ham tR"0URs »<* »» 57c
Armour's Vienna Sausage
Armour's Corned Beef Hash

DE SOTO-PLYMOUTH DEALERS • GREAT CARS + FINE SERVICE ♦ A SQUARE DEAL

LB1.09

49c

TomatOeS

YOU PAY NO MORE for better service! Vour car

is serviced faster by master technicians trained in

LB

Strawberries

LettUCe

OR SANDWICH

service from a friendly DeSoto-Plymouth Dealer.

J

420 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, N. Y,

■

SERVICE

REMOVED—4-4’/a LBS

ARKANSAS RED JUICY

JANE PARKER—FOR YOUR PICNIC

For The Life Of
Your Ride,..
Get Expert Service!

Hutim

T0 tAKE 6R0IL 0R FB¥

Whole Hams

But if we’re to keep your AaP the best
place to shop, it will help us if we know the
things you would like us to change.

Armour's Treet

FURNISHINGS SHO£S

CENTER SLICES

Shank HALF

drive, you can always expect -and get- expert

OFFINS

COOKED

FO CEaTER SLICES REaOVED-J-7 LBS LB

Center Slices

NO MATTER WHAT MAKE OR MODEL car you

OTHER STRAW HATS from $2.95

Ib 79c

<
LB <

SHORT
7 INCH CUT

Cooked

Flakorn Muffin Mix .

$5.00 and $7.50

LB

SUNNYFIELD—"SUPER-RIGHT”—FULLY

Wi

MEN'S

«•!

PLUMP 10-14 LBS

Cut from U. S. Gov't. Prime or Choice Steers

™ Jl
M •>
W “ ■;£*

Jt<89is

FANCY PILGRIM,

Turkeys

Many customers have written their ap
proval of the quality foods, good values
and fine service they get at AaP.

IK~..

W. H. Glover, Rockland
Curtis Hardware, Camden

Hili It oast

&

U

Lining. Dirt Proof Uov-

RUST-PRUF is the only—
SALT
AIK conditions.
2.—Metal paint that can be
painted OVER rusty or pre
viously painted metal.
3. —Save 50f, in material. RUSTPRUF is both a primer and
finish coat in one application
4. —Save 75% in labor as no
sanding or scraping neces
sary.
1. —Metal paint made for

BIG FOOD BUYS

For The Rid© Of Ybur
Life-Get ()g§QTO

Color.

Wearing

SALT AIR RUST

Planning to Room? Slavina at Home?...

What don't you like about your AaP?

New

A convenient and inexpensive
way to remove grease from your
pots and pans is to wipe them with
old newspapers which you can buy
at The Courier-Gazette in large
bundles for 10 cents.
62*aw

against taking any inflammatory action in the dispute.
The question of the Huleh marshes is only one of a large
number that must be settled—that is, worked out constructively—in Palestine if that land is to know peace. Basically
there is a problem of providing a living for large numbers
of Jewish refugees who have been encouraged to immigrate
from many parts of the world, while preserving justice for
the Arabs who have lived in this arid and relatively unpro
ductive land.
With technical aids to agriculture and with industriali
zation this probably can be done, but continued or at least
occasional frictions for a time are in the nature of the un
dertaking. Hence it is useful that the United Nations, with
its Mixed Armistice Commission on the ground, can provide
mediation and a neutral judgment where needed.
—Christian Science Monitor.

Samsonite Luggage
Beautiful

VINALHAVEN

Baby Foods GERBERs strained

41.02

aozcan

22c

16 0Z CAN

42c

jar

4

for

FOR EVERY CHEESE USE

Ched-O-Bit

39

YUKON ASSORTED BEVERAGES (Content.)

Ginger Ale 3”0”32c

AND UNIFORMS

389 MAIN' $T \ ROCKLAND

ME

25-31 Rankin Street, Rockland, Maine
Mett »hown in thi. td art guinnte.d from Thur.d.y through Sotvrdoy, ond effective ia thi.
community md vicinity.

«

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

TALK OF THE TOWN

Today
through
"Rawhide."

Saturday:

KNOX THEATRE:

Today last time: “Groom
Wore Spurs." Starts Friday:
"Painted Hills."
WALDO THEATRE:

Today and Friday: “The Fly
In the magazine section of las;,
ing Missile." Sat.: “Prairie
Sundays New York Tunes is an
Roundup,” plus Footlight Va
rieties.”
interesting ar icle by Betty Pepi.-.j
entitled “Glass in Today's Homes ’
wh.ch sets forth some of the fea CAMDEN THEATRE:
Today and Friday: “The Com
tures to be found in the Coming
pany She Keeps” Starts Sat
Glass Center. Corn jig. N. Y., of,
urday: "Gasoline Alley,” plus
which James M. Lrown III. former
"Missourians.”
director of the Farn worth Ait
For Time of Shows
Museum, is now director. The art
See Ads In This Paper
icle is illustrated with pictures of
rooms of different periods showing j
the use of glass in lamps, mirrors
At the Knox County Fish and
windows, etc., and of types of
Game Association meeting tonight,
glass from various parts of the
a matter of utmost importance to
world shown in the Center’s glass
all concerned will be discussed. A
display. The formal opening of
saleable piece of property has
the Glass Center took place last
been made available on one of
Saturday.
the most desirable lakes in Knox
Extensive repairs
have been County. Action on this property
made to the Yacht Club at Pub will take place at this meeting.
lic Landing this Spring by city All members are urged to attend.
crews. In addition, members of the The club house, a dream of the
club are redecorating the interior Knox County Fish and Game As
of the building. The municipal sociation for many years, is in the
float and ramp are now in place balance.
for the season.
Mrs- Irma Anderson’s sub-pri
Officers from Camden. Tenant’s mary school closed yesterday for
Harbor,
Waldoboro,
Appleton, the Summer.
Union. Warren and Round Pond
Darold Hocking of St. George
will observe Guest Officers Night at
has been named by the Chamber
Knox Lodge. I. O. O. F. Hall next
of Commerce to complete the un
Monday night. Entertainment and
expired term on the beard of di
refreshments
will
follow the
rectors of his father, the late Al
meeting.
fred Hocking.
Miss Helen Dunbar joined the I
The Intermediate Ambassadors
sales staff at Senter Cran£ Com
of Christ of the First Baptist
pany Monday.
Church held a social Friday night
If anyone has some men's shirts in the church parlors. Several
that he cannot use. Please send games were enjoyed climaxed by
them to the Salvation Army. The a scavenger hunt after which sand
Home League women fixes them wiches, brownies, cookies and soft
over into “Johnny's’’ and sends drinks were served by the social
them to India for sick people in committee. Presen: were: Sherrill
Harding, Betty Richardson, Helen
the leprosy hospital.
Snowman, Marjoire Bettis, Betty
There will be a ministrel show Williamson, Evelyn Philbrook, Hel
in the 'Keag Grange Hall May 28 en Priest, Carolyn Bray, Joan Dun
and 29, 8 p. m. There will be a J can, Mary Nichols, Richard Von
supper the night of Maj- 28 only. Dohlen, Walter Hill, Francis Da
Beano, at G.A.R. Hall Friday. vis, Clfiford Perry, Leo Martel,
William Martel, Robert Crie, Rob
May 25 at 2 p. m.
62-lt
ert Merriam, Supt. Mrs. J. Charles!
There will be a game party at l^acDonald, assistant supt. Mrs.
the G.A R. Hall at 2 p m. Friday, Agnes Young and Rev. J. Charles
sponsored by the CivJ War Me MacDonald.
morial Association
104-Th-tf

NEWCOMERS

J

FOR MEMORIAL DAY i

MIXED TULIPS
F. L. BROWN
3 ELM ST.,

Wntte

THOMASTON
TEL.

37

62-63 1

soon learn about
our professional

IT’

$1.00 per dozen

I

huHOi F

'•

ItNOHaSTOM

| PASCAL AV(
'

Deputy Sheriff Maurice Powell
of Washington, has resigned from
the staff of Sheriff Willard Pease.
The Volunteer Air Force Reserve
The resignation was prompted by needs the support of all veterans
Powell’s move to Grafton, Mass., Army, Navy. Marine and Air Force
where he has obtained employment ve'.erans who are physically fit may
sign up at 7.30 p. m., tonight, May
Roger Peterson, employed at the 24, at the Rockland Mun cipal Air
Bay View Hotel, was presented a Port. Each will be given the same
purse of money in observance of rating he held at the time of his
his birthday by the employes. A discharge. The Air Force Reserve
paper was prepared “Roger’s Birth is an important part of America's
day Letter," by J. Lionel DuBarry. defense.

To AH Veterans

WITH THE
THEATRES
STRAND THEATRE

May 24—Medomak regional meet
ing of Garden Cluhs, Warren.
May 26—At Warren, meeting of
District 15. Rebekah Lodges, with
Mystic Rebekah Lodge.
July 4—Fourth of July Celebration
Thomaston.
Aug. 3, 4, 5—Maine Lobster & Sea.
foods Festival.

ttt-HO V I
ROtKIANO
ROCKPORT

Frank Gross, scrap metal yard
worker for the firm of Morris Gor
don & Son on T street, lost the
tip of one finger Tuesday. Gross,
operating a power driven metal
shear, received the injury when his
hand was caught under the blade
as he fed metal into the machine.

Northeast Airlines will resume
service out of Rockland. June 1
w th one round trip daily, Bar
Harbor-New York.
The service
will be featured this year with
non-stop flights, Rockland to Bos
ton, consuming exactly one hour
The service will be increased
around June 15 Frank. Keefe wil’
The Knox County Deputy Sher
be local manager.
iff’s Association met Wednesday
night at the Hope Community Hall
“Arabian Oil Headlines," pub
Deputy Nathan Pease was host to lished by the Arabian American
the group with George I. Shaw of Oil Company of New York quotes
Rockland being the speaker.
(with picture) the story published
by
The Courier-Gazette with ref
Winslow-Hobrook-Merritt Post,
American Legion, wil hold its an erence to Francis J. Galiano being
headed for Arabia. And front
nual elections at the meeting of
pages’ the story.
Thursday June 7
Hotel and restaurant men of the
coastal area met at the Hotel
Rockland Wednesday with OPS
officials. Edmund Muskie. OPS
director, and Guy P Butler of
Portand, Maine Hotel Associaton
secretary were the speakers.
BORN

Wallace—At Knox Hospital, May
31. to Mr. and Mrs. Harlan J. Wal
lace of Friendship, a son.
Duplin—At Addison Gilbert Hos
pital, Gloucester, Mass., May 23. to
Mr and Mrs. Raymond J. Duplin
(Barbara Saunders), a son.
Soffayer—At Camden Commnity
Hospital, to Mr. and Mrs, Joseph
Soffayer of Rockand, a son.
Pendleton—At Sukeforth Mater
nity Home. Vinalhaven, May 20.
tlo Mr. and Mrs- Maynard Pendle
ton. a daughter—Betsy Jane.
MARRIED

Cars operated by Eugene Stick
ney of Rockland and Clayton Den
nison of South Thomaston collided
in Owl’s Head Wednesday night.
The collision, which did little dam
age to either vehicle, took place
at the junction of the Owl’s Head
and South Thomaston roads at
the Head of the Bay.
Members of the Sea Scout
Red Jacket officially opened
boating season Wednesday
the launching of their picket
the Isaac L. Hammond.

Ship
their
with
boat,

Membership in the Chamber of
Commerce has reached 153 to date
The drive for new members is con
tinuing, with the workers ab’e to
point to several projects now be
ing carried on by the organization
for the public good.

Olson-Witbington— At Vinalha
ven, May 19. Ivan Olson and Miss
IN MEMORIAM
Norma Withington, both of Vinal
In loving memory of Carrie C.
haven.—bp Rev. W. S Stackhouse. Carroll who passed away May 26,
1950
DIED
Loving and kind in all her ways,
Lorraine—At Bangor, May 23, Upright and just to the end of her
Myra E. Lorraine, age 79. Fnuera
days,
to be announced.
Sincere and true in her heart and
Vinal—At Rockland. May 23. Mrs.
mind,
Addie L- Vinal of Warren, widow Beautiful memories she left behind.
of Sidney W. Vinal, age 81 years,
Ralph A Carroll, Mr. and Mrs
7 months, 11 days. Funeral serv Lawrence Carroll.
62-lt
ices Saturday at 2 o'clock at the
Simmons Funeral Home, Warren.
CARD OF THANKS
Burial at Fairview Cemetery.
We wish to thank neighbors,
Warren.
friend, and overseers in the George;
Connolly—At Roxbury, Mass, River Mill for the cards, letters,
May 18. Elizabeth Gertrude Con flowers, and the generous contribu
nolly of Rockland, age 79 years, 1 tions during the illness and since
day. Funeral services were held the death of Marshall: we also ac
Monday at a Requiem Mass., from knowledge with thanks the floral
St. Katherine’s Church in Charles offerings sent by all organizations,
town, Rev. Fr. Riess officiating. In including the churches.
terment at Mt. Benedict Cemetery,
Mrs. Mildred White, Mr. and Mrs.
West Roxbury. Mass
Albert White and Family,
Greenlaw—At Camden. May 21,
Warren.
62-lt
George A. Greenlaw, formerly of
Waldoboro, age 75 years Funeral
CARD OF THANKS
today, Thursday, 2 p. m. from
The parents of Nancy Hahn wish
Flanders’ Funeral Home, Waldo to thank all who helped make it
boro, Rev. Aaron Kelley officiating. possible for her to win the tricycle
Interment in Seaview Cemetery, in the I.G A. Contest.
62-lt
Rockport.
CARD
OF
THANKS
Sylvester—At Fort Kent, May 20,
We wish to express our thanks
Laura S. Sylvester of Rockland,
age 92 years. 8 months, 3 days. and appreciation to relatives,
Committal services were held at 11 friends and neighbors, and to War
o’clock at Achorn Cemetery Tues ren Lodge, I.O.OF., for the beauti
ful cards, flowers and gifts we re
dayceived on our 50th wedding anni
versary.
Mr and Mrs. Frank L. Davis.
Warren.
62-lt

Start Your
Prescriptions
Carefully Compounded
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WORK-SAVING, MODERN
ri^KITCHEN TODAY

Lunchroom to lease Tel 1174-J
62-lt

TULIPS
$1.00 dozen
Narcissus, 75c dozen
NOW IN BLOOM

V. MARSH

MAIL ORDERS FILLED

77 BROAD ST.,

17-tf

Health Council Met
Marge Cook's Graphic Ac
count Of the Session
Held In Winterport
Editor of The Courier-Cazette:—
Did you ever climb between the
sheets at night feeling perfectly
wonderful, full of big plans and
eager anticipation for the next day
to dawn quickly, so you can pitch
right in and accomplish the thou
sand and one things beating a tat
too through your feverish brain?
Sleep at that moment seems an
unnecessary waste of valuable
time.
The sudden explosion of the in
nocent-looking little alarm clock
shatters the peace of the slumber
ing household like a sudden attack
from ambush. The sun streams
into the room harshly, and a drab
little sparrow is perched on the
clothespole screaming enthusiastic
ally about what a grand world this
is. but you have a headache: you
feel awful. To the gallant little
sparrow you mutter, “Aw, shut up!”
You were planning such big things
for today, and you wake up sick.
Maybe it’s just the sniffles, which
can be pretty disagreeable to the
one who is doing the sniffling
Chances are the disease is some
thing meh more serious, like tictolleroo or double pneumonia.
Health is something we take for
granted, like some wives do their
husbands, and only pause to won
der and lament when it has left us.
Sickness is an enemy we all meet
with before this business of living
through- Its army is made up of
worry, heartaches, waste of valu
able time—and it is expensive. No
one welcomes it, but how many of
us know of the work our State De
partment of Health and Welfare
is constanty executing to combat
and prevent much of this unneces
sary illness? You should know, you
are paying for it.
Did you know that there is a mo
bile x-ray unit owned and operat
ed by the State, available to come
to your town and examine the lungs
ol anyone wishing the service, and
with no charge whatsoever? Do
you all know about the free pamph
lets which your department of
health sends out on request, per
taining to every subject under the
heading of “health” from mental
diseases to every aspect of child
care? These small booklets are
clearly written, and even the most
knowledgeable person can find in
them some of the latest informa
tion which psychologists, scientists,
and medical men are constantlyfinding out and passing on to the
layman.
In nearly every town in Maine

there are health councils, made up
of parents, nurses, and every sort of
person interested in attaining and
maintaining good health In a
great many towns these councils
have been most active; they have
seen to it that needy children have
infected tonsils removed, fur
nished eyeglasses, fluorine treat
ment for the teeth of school chil
dren, sponsored hot school lunches
Most, but not all. are sponsored
by some other longer established
organization These councils fur
nish helpers for the physical ex
aminations, and vaccination and
inoculation clinics for pre-school
and school children. Behind every
group is a district nurse and a
doctor, giving freely of their time,
often with no pay whatever.
Every year there are two import
ant meetings of these councils, the
first, where all the health councils
in each county meet to discuss ad
vancements in the health world,
compare notes on their own coun
cils, and to eat . . . The largest
meeting of the year is a combina
tion of several counties and a great
many towns. The larger meeting,
which is called "District 3” in this
territory met Saturday in Winterport, where we were fed on a diet
of interesting talk, chicken salad,
purple pansies, and violin music.
Last year the meeting was at St
George The menu? Lobster, of
course!
Report on the Winterport meet
ing:
The 9th annual meeting of Dis
trict 3 Health Councils met Sat
urday, May 12 at Winterport. Over
80 persons registered at the town
hall, where the general session took
place. There were large displays
on either side of the hall dealing
with every subject pertaining to
health. Free literature was piled
in stacks for interested persons to
help themselves. Also on display
were colored slides which ran elec
trically, and showed every stage of
TB Mrs. Irene Webb Chairman
of Winterport Health Council
presided. The invocation was given
by Father McEnery of St. Gabriel's
Church. Winterport
Three veryattractive young matrons. Mrs. Ar
thur Webb, Mrs. Albin Tkacz and
Mrs. Russell Wolfertz blended their
voices beautifully in a vocal trio.
The address of welcome was
given by Mrs. Nancy Wight, vicecairman, Winterport Health Coun-

ELKS HOME
SATURDAY, MAY 26
8.30 P. M.

Informal Welcoming Party
For

New Emblem Club No. 200
Bring Your Guests
Refreshments Served.
Show your appreciation by
making this Party a success!

Entertainment Committee
for May and June

SPECIAL!
TWO CLAW LOBSTERS, 2 for $1.00
PETE REED’S HADDOCK
NATIVE HALIBUT
SALMON—MACKEREL—HAKE—SCALLOPS
ALEWIVES—SLACK SALTED FISH

CLAMS—pt. 50c

HASKELL’S FISH MARKET
582 MAIN ST.,

TEL. 650,

ROCKLAND, ME.

GAME PARTY

MONTH ON
EASY

F.H.A

At 7.30 P. ML
TOWER ROOM
COMMUNITY BUILDING
Auplcea Knlgnta of Calumbas
1-tf

TtRMS

RUSSELL
Funeral Home
CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
M HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

PHONE 701
I CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND. ME.

1-tf

BURPEE
Funeral Home
TELS. 390—624-M
110-112 I.IMEROCK ST
ROCKLAND. ME.

Ambulance Service
i-tf

SPECIALS

Let us tell you about the easy payments. Give

A delicious luncheon was served
in the vestry of the Methodist
Church. The general session was
held in the Methodist Church au
ditorium where Mrs. Irene Norris
again presided. The two guest
speakers, who were followed by a
Ash Point Mothers' Club will
question and answer period, were
Mrs Aino Rissanen. chairman of hold a Card Party at the home of
Knox County Red Cross. Waldo Mrs. Otis Lewis. Trail’s End, Fri
62-lt
boro, who gave the history of the day night at 7.30.
American Red Cross, and told of
her experiences with class on home
nursing. She gave a very well de
livered. informative talk on the
many beneficiaries sponsored by
the Red Cross, which include
classes in First Aid, Home Nursing.
Disaster Corps, etc.
Miss Ruth Clough, health educa
tor. State Department of Health,
poke with a great deal of knowl
edge and dry humor on health ed
63 CEDAR ST„
ROCKLAND
ucation and the availability of
Open Daily Inc. Sunday until
services and materials Miss Helen
9 P. M. except Thurs., Close at 6
Dunn, director of the Division of

-SHOES-

FACTORY
PRICES
Joe’s Shoe Store

towpR'CES
HAVE;*—
THEIRf liNG
STRICTLY FRESH

WHITE

HALIBUT
CUT AS DESIRED!!

Ib 39c

CHICKEN
FRESH NATIVE
3-3‘i LB. AVE.

SALMON

Ik- 47c

OCEAN FRESH RED

DAILY ARRIVALS!

FRANKFORTS, Ib. 49c
SAUSAGE, 1 Ib roll 49c

LOBSTERS
TWO CLAW

SMOKED

lb. 49c

BEEF TONGUES Ib. 49c

Fresh I .can Pork
SHORT CUTS

BACON.

Shoulders lb 47c

2 lbs. 49c

A REAL TREAT—AND IT’S ECONOMICAL

»>• 8^

CALVES LIVER
BACON
BANANAS
NUCOA
CHEESE

SERVE WITH
WITH-—ARMOUR'S STAR

lb.

YELLOW
RIPE

OLEO
YELLOW

2lbs’ 69°

STORE
AGED

lb- 591

GREEN
No. 303 tin
PEAS
GIANT
WITH MEAT BALLS
tin
SPAGHETTI CHEF BOVARDEE
14 oz. bot.
KETCHUP
BAKER
V2 lb. tin
COCOA
4-IN-l MIX

CHOCOLATE BITS

DOG FOOD

IDEAL

DEL
MONTE

49c

2,bs- 290

QUARTERS

CREAM

OUR LOW PRICES
MEANS SAVINGS

yourself up to 2 hours of freedom every day

tivities.

ROCKWOOD

CORN
STYLE
PEA BEANS
MICH.

TEL. 77-J

ONLY A FIW
DOLLARS A

IVKBY FRIDAY

Public Health Nursing, summar
ized the day's proceedings. The
meeting ended with a business
meeting and closing of 1961 session.
The next annual meeting of Dis
trict 3 will be held in Manches
ter. Everyone is welcome at these
meetings, and everyone attending
will find his time well spent. Any
person desiring to become a mem
ber of St. George Health Council
may contact Mrs Leland Lowell,
Port Clyde, chairman of the coun
cil.
Marge Cook

cil Response by Mrs. Pearle Wall.
Tenant's Harbor Report of Knox
County 4th annual meeting by Mrs.
Lena Starrett. Warren. Secretary
of District 3. The roll call was
given, with each council respond
ing with a brief account of its ac

20c
24c
19c
19c

pkg. 19c
2 tins 29c
2 lbs. 29c

2 tins 29c
2 lb. pkg. 45c

PRUNES
5 oz. tin 37c
SHRIMP
tin 19c
GRAPEFRUIT SECTIONS
Pl’RE
2 lb. jar 29c
JELLY
APPLE

with a beautiful work-saving American Kitchen!

Spend more time with your children,
save yourself youth-robbing kitchen
drudgery—get your American Kitch
en now. This is the kitchen women
want most—beautifully designed—
with more work-saving features than
any other kitchen in America.
American Kitchens sinks and cabi
nets combine to fit any shape, any
size kitchen—solve any architectural
problem. Come in today, we’ll help
you plan your kitchen now—show
you how you may save thousands of
steps every day.

YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT!

If you OCt now we con give you
almost immediate delivery!

FLINT’S MARKET

FACTORY AGENT WILL BE HERE
SATURDAY MAY 26th AT 9.00 A. M.
Bring Your Problem In For Special Attention.

UNITED HOME SUPPLY CO.
•WHERE WILLOW AND RANKIN STREETS MEET”

579 MAIN ST.,

TEL. 939,

ROCKLAND, ME.

©ft
b

276 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

TtcUXotL-T/Ztcle
FOOD STORES “

THE PERRY MARKETS

” Page

Foot
FOR SALE

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
HERE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines Inserted
once for 50 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10 cents
each for each line, half price each additional time used. Five small
words to a line.
Special Notice! All "blind ads” so called, 1. e. advertisements which
require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette office for hand
ling, cost 25 cents additional.

ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and ns book
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
ALL MUST BE PAID FOR
as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular ac
counts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five To a Line.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Attractive Farm of 50 acres, lo: cated on hardtop road near town.
Nice shade trees and pretty view.
Good set of buidings with running
water. About 20 acres in tillage.
Poultry capacity for 2000 layers,
| $8000.’
A lake-front Cottage of 3 rooms,
furnished.
Finished in knotty
pine Good road. $1900.
A nice rental property in Owl’s
Head. $500 for the season Total
of 8 rooms (4 sleeping rooms) and
bath. Pretty water view. Easy
I walking distance to village. Fur
nished. Large wooded lot. See
F H WOOD, Court House. 61-62
~AUTOMATIC " Gas Hot Water
Heater. Used six weeks. PHONE
498.
61*63
—1940"”CHEV \-ton Truck, plat
form body, for sale. CALL 534-W
or 107—JK_______________ 61*63
~GIRLS juvenile 20” Bicycle, for
: sale, good condition, $20.00. JOHN
ROBISHAW. 145 Pleasant St. Tel.
1363-W.___________________ 61*63
12-PIBCE Dinner Set for sale
TEL. 337.
61*63
THOROUGHLY Trained Angora
Kitten, choice for pet, CALL 699
I after 6 p m.; 142 Camden St,
j
61*63
SEWING Machine for sale. Port1 able, also foot treadle Electrified.
THE FIX-IT SHOP. Tel 1091-W.
138 Camden St., Rockand
60tf

Mr.

ALENA L. STARRETT
Correspondent
Tel 4*

Mr. and Mrs Frank L. Davis
marked their golden wedding an
niversary Friday, as a very happy
occasion, with scores of greeting
cards from friends, and gfits, in
cluding a purse of money, flowers,
a plant, a huge box of fruit from
friends in Warren Lodge. I.OOE.,
! and an anniversary cake. They
also received felicitations from
Governor and Mrs. Frederick
Payne. The purse, in silver, was
placed in a simulated pot of gold
at the end of a rainbow, which

spected. Howard 17. Temple. Fairland, Fairfax, Sparkle, Catskill, 100,
$3; 1000. $20; 10,000 $18; Great
Bay, 100. $6; 1000, $30; Gem Everbearing. 100. $4; 1000 $26 Sprayed
and fumigated, freshly dug, postpald. Folder free. SYLVESTER
& SKINNER. Bellast, Me. Tel
566-W4.
46-72
BARRELS for sale. Useful for
floats, bait; Range Oil and Cider;
also two quart Bottles, Rubber
Stoppers, Chains, Nails, Paint,
second-hand Pipe and Iron. MOR
RIS GORDON & SON, 6 T St.

55-tf
7—Small 5-room Home across
STRAWBERRY Plants for sale; j from the new South School, good
Howard 17, Catskill, Temple and ! plaster, water and lights, no mod
Howard, 17. Catskill. State inspected ern conveniences. Lot size 70'x90’,
and sprayed, $2 per 100; $18 1000. [cosh price $1200
C O.D orders filled. LEROY LUCE,
E W. COFFIN.
Washington. Me. Tel. 9-14. 53*65 Owl's Head,
Phone: 551-W2
59-62

FOR SALE
I have for sale 2 4 passen
ger Bus, 40 vintage, with 48
motor, ready to go, and in
PAINTS & VARNISHES
perfect condition. I have a
Sea Coast Paint Company
1941 Dodge Dump Truck,
Rockland
39 tf 4-wheel drive, this is For 440 Main street,
62tf
Sale also, a large hunch of
FOR SALE
Used Cars, 2 wheel trailer
On North Haven
BODY and FENDER and a whole lot more, have
Large House, hardwood floors,
a 4-yard body with hydraulic j fireplaces, two baths, hot water
WORK
will sell cheap. If I listed all heat, (needs new boiler), large lot
COMPLETE PAINT JOBS
of the things I have for sale, of land, fine shade trees, one of the
ANT TYPE TRUCK REPAIR9 I would have to buy some best locations in town and with
RADIATOR CLEANING AND
newspaper, come and see for [ some repairs would be worth tw’ice
REPAIRS
I the present asking price. Anyone
yourself. Have 2 Gun Type j interested in Summer or yearANT TYPE OP WELDING
Oil Burners for furnaces, and round home at North Haven should
Rowling’s Garage new Fairbanks-Morse Power ; inspect this property.
L. A. THURSTON.
Lawn Mowers
771 MAIN 8T-, ROCKLAND, ME.
38 Beech St..
Rockland, Me.
HAROLD B KALER
TEL. Ml-W
57tf
1-W
WASHINGTON, ME.
REAL
ESTATE
Tel. 5-25
Open Sundays
Situated on Route 1, Guest
FOR SALE—Have a few used Route 17-220 from Rockland
House for sale, all modem, price
White. Oil and Gas Combination
25 Short Miles.
I reasonable.

Stoves, some Black Stoves, with Oil
Burners. Electric Stove. Used Deep
Freeze, Electric Washers, and Elec
tric Refrigerators, that I will sell
cheap. If you are looking for some
used stuff, we have it at prices you
can afford to pay. I also have 3
reasonably-priced Farms that I
will sell. Whatever you need, see
Kaler
HAROLD B. KALER.
Washington. Me. Tel. 5-25. Open
385 days every year._________ 49tf
WE have some reasonably-priced
used cars for sale If you do not
want to buy one, perhaps you have
one to sell. We buy, and sell, do
some horse trading, sell on time
payments, in fact we do anything
to please. HAROLD B. KALER.
Washington, Me. Tel. 5-25, National
Shawmut Bank of Boston Finance.
71tf

GRANITE LIVES FOREVER
Walks, Steps. Posts, Fireplaces
Mooring Stones and Chain, Ash
lar, Veneer, Pier Stone, Wall and
Foundation
Stone.
Estimates
gladly submitted. No obligation.
HOCKING GRANITE INDUS
TRIES I Successors to John Mee
han
Son), Clark Island. Me.
Tel. Rockland 21-W2 or Tenant !
Harbor
1-tl

M-IX

Lowe Brothers

55-tf
STRAWBERRY Plants for sale;
Howard 17, $2.50 per 100; $10.00
per 500; $18 per 1000 State in
spected. CHESTER LEONARD 5
Thomas street, Camden. Tel. 798.
No mail orders.
54*66

Also a few cottages, farms and
houses, good location.
If you have a well-situated prop
erty that you wish to sell quickly
and at a reasonable price, if it is
1 property that I can use, I will be
glad to make you a cash offer for it.
L. A. THURSTON,
BURROWES ALUMINUM
Tel. 1159
Combination Storm Window and 38 Beech St,
57tf
Screen
STILL AVAILABLE
E. T LONG.
Tel. 8230 days, 1503 nights

53tf

FOR QUICK SALE
Ninety-acre Farm, About
One-half in Blueberries
Also

7-Room Cape Cod House
with Bath

WEST FARM AGENCY

ROUGH FLOOR?
Let Us Give You An Estimate
On Laying a Beautiful, Smooth
Floor That Is Easy To
Take Care Of

WE SELL
ARMSTRONG CONGOLEUM—
NAIRN, BIRD’S
FELT BASE, INLAID, RUBBER

FLOORS

Guaranteed Installations.

TEL. 939

United
Home Supply Co.

Mrs. Faye Smith. Representative
(AMDEN ST., ROCKPORT, ME
TEL. 2754
P. O BOX 384 CAMDEN

579 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

57-tf

61-T-tf

L. Robert MacKenzie

;

FOR SALE
1946 CHEVROLET Sedan for
sale; also 1948 Ford Tudor a real •
buy- Terms if desired, will trade.
Call at 161 LIMEROCK ST. 62*64

1949 DODGE Coronet for sale,
white sidewalls, radio and heater
TEL. Tenant's Harbor 56-13. 62-lt
NEW 151 z ft. otboard Motor
Boat for sale. M. L YOUNG, 36
Broadway62*64
LAWN Mower for sale, excellent
condition $12; 343 CAMDEN ST.
62*lt
SIX-Room House for sale, 7 acres
land, good location, $3(00. LAW
RENCE HUNT. R.FD. No 1, Rock
land.
62-64
GARDEN Tractor with attach
ments for sale. Two new inside,
two-panel Door 2’6’x6'6”. Two
jack posts- VICTOR HILLS, Thom
aston.
62*64
ONE Large Gas Lawn Mower,
for sale. TEL 1285 or apply to
DAVID RUBENSTEIN.
62tf
ATTRACTIVE Modern Home,
with barn and garden land for
sale. Located in seaside town of
Friendship; $4400. Act now Con
tact A. D. Gray, Realtor, THE
MAINE-WAY, Waldoboro, Me.
62-lt

VENETIAN BLINDS

Tel. 5-25
Open Sundays model, just like new, the
REAL ESTATE
1—‘Down By The Old Mill
Route 17-220 from Rockland other a varnished case, por
handsome
restored
celain lined, remote control, ! Stream—a
25 Miles.
country
village
55-tf both in A-l condition, just . three-bedroom
home on paved road. Natural pine
what you need for beer, a i finish, fireplaces, new hot water
small restaurant or roadside I Timken heat and modem bath
QUALITY FUEL OILS
Range, Fuel and Diesel Olla,
stand.
I Barn holds 1500 laying hens. This
Motor Olla and Greaaea.
I also have some good J little square saltbox home was built
Citlea Service Gasoline
used Electric Refrigerators, ' in 1834 and from its dry and high
' posted cellar it sits right up and
THURSTON PETROLEUM Washers, white colored and 1 looks the world of 1951 In the eye
black Cook Stoves, 2 oil and i for a fair trade of $8500
PRODUCTS CO.
THURSTON’S WHARF
gas Comb. Stoves, Franklin 2— Small Thomaston Home of
M TILLSON AVE.,
TEL. $J«
Type
Fireplace,
Electric 454 rooms, new flush, on paved
ROCKLAND, ME.
Stoves for cottages, Home ' road, cellar. Partly furnished with
1-tf
Lighting Plant, Wood Burn bedroom set, stove, chairs, etc$1700.
ing Heaters, and a whole lot i 3—Salt water rent, oil heat, 3
SEVEN-ROOM House with bath.
If, and when you I bedrooms, complete except linens,
for sale. Inquire 41 ADMONTEM more.
$450 May 1 through October.
AVE. No Information by phone need anything, see
4——Overlooking Rockland Har
145tf
HAROLD B. KALER
bor, nearly an acre of land with
At WASHINGTON, ME.
QUALITY—Strawberry Plants for
j city water, cleared and high
sale. Large fibrous rooted State in Tel. 5-25
Open Sundays ground. $500.

was arranged by Mrs Frederick
Richards, neighbor of the Daiis's.
Mrs. Roland Berry, local chairman of the crippled children’s
seals, reports the sum of $136 received and turned in to date. This
is slightly short of last year's to
tal amount, and if there are any
other contributors at this time,
they will be forwarded to county
headquarters.
Mr and Mrs Sewall Davis of Au
burn were Sunday callers on rela
tives in this town, including Mr.
and Mrs Frank L. Davis.

WARREN

EBAGLE Pups for sale, sired by
Dick Benner's "Rocky ” Males $15;
femaes, $10. Call or write EL
WOOD CUTHBERTSON.
Tel.
Waldoboro 151 after 4 30 p. m. Tel.
202-3
62-67

OPEN 26' Motor Launch, Gray
iUBEkOUS Begonias, Gloxinias
Double Petunias, Geraniums, and luggar engine used two Summers,
other blossoming plants, shrubs, for nit. Price $800. Apply to
perennials and pansies. DEAN’S BROWN'S BOATYARD, North Ha58-69
NURSERY, 325 Old County Road,
el. 348-J.
55tf
GAY'S Lsiand at Pleasant Point,
LOBSTERS and Clams for sale, Cushing, 210 acres for sale, very
wholesale, retail SIM'S LOBSTER best part of island; 200 feet from
POUND, Spruce Head, Me Open shore, good elevation, a mile and a
Sundays and holidays. Tel Rock half of shoreline, wonderful location
land 420.
56tf for Summer residence, hotel or for
development purposes. Any broker.
MEN'S, Women and children’s H. A. THOMPSON, Union Me.
Shoes sold at factory price at JOE'S
61'66
SHOE STORE, 63 Cedar St. Open
HOUSEHOLD Frniture for sale,
daily, inc. Sunday until 9 p. m
cheap- Call at SADIE BOARD
cept Thurs. close at 6 o’clock
62-64 MAN'S. 18 Park Place, City. 61*63
FORD '34. ’i-ton Pick-up, re
13-FOOT Fisherman’s Dory, out
board motor well, in excellent con cently over-hauled, new clutch, box
dition, for sale. For Information trailer, good tires; also 2 bikes 1
call Waldoboro 145-13. JOSEPH H man's, 1 woman's; 2 oil brooder
All reasonable.
BUTTERS
56-65 Stoves for sale
F. S HYND. Tel Thom. 77-22
61*68
SAGADAHOC Fertilizer, for sale;
also certified Seed Potatoes <A few
POUR rooms, all on one floor,
Kennebec*; nice variety of flower completely furnished and with
and vegetable seedlings. CURRY beautiful view over ocean, for sale.
& BOWLEY, Old County Rd
Year around location, $4000. See •Plastic, Duplex or Keg. Tapes
50 tf F. H. WOOD, Cort House.
• \ll Colors in Slats
61-62
•Made to Your Specifications
1939"PONTIAC. 2-door, for sale.
FOR SALE
•Get Our Free Estimate
I have 50 Cottage Lots IRVING WOOSTER. 5 Bunker St.,
60*62
TEL. 939
for sale on the south end of city, Tel. 656-J. City.
THE Herbert Knight Camp and
the Medomak Lake, fine
United Home Supply Co.
Autumn St., for sale. Cheap
roads, Central Maine Power land.
379-589 MAIN STREET
for cash. LILLIAN DODGE, Pas
line on about all of the cal avenue, Rockport. Tel. 2602.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
shore, near Meadow-Lark Camden.
62-Th-tf
60*62
Girls’ Camp, and Medomak
CUT Flowers for Memorial Day,
Camp for Boys, I also have also plants. Order early. Grace's
New GUN’S Used
a 76 acre farm in the north Garden, MRS. CHARLES A.
Bought, sold, traded. SMITH’S
SWIFT.
9
Booker
St
,
telephone
part of this town, blue
59-64 ESSO STATION, 650 Main St..
berries, or farming, and one 114-4, Thomaston.
Rockland
60tf
FOR
SALE
of the best places in Maine
1938 BUICK Sport Coupe, radio
I have two 20 Cu. Ft. and heater for sale- See at
for a hunting lodge.
Commercial Refrigerators— CASEY’s GARAGE Warren.
HAROLD B KALER
One white enamel 1949
60*62
WASHINGTON, ME

A
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“FOR SALE”

an estimated 130 acres
with a semi-Cape Cod-style house,
located on black road Owner says
more than $400 received from blue- ,
berries last year. You can own 1
this entire property as above for
$3000 It is surely a bargain. The
house has elec, lights, water in sink.
2—Is the so-called Fernald Farm,
Lake Ave., road; the dwelling is
nearly modernized, has city water,
a full bath, flat tub, hot water
heater, furnace, ready for immedi
ate occupancy. A large barn, suit
able for most any kind of farmingThe price is $7500
3— We have listed two Tourist
Homes, nicely located, and in good
condition
4— Hotels, two to select from.
5— Store with living quarters
above.
6—Now is a good time to buy ■
your dream home. Tell us your
wants. We believe we have it
listed
Thanks for reading.
FREEMAN S. YOUNG.
163 Main St Rockland, Me. Tel. 730
62-lt |
1— Is

Rev J. Homer NeLson officiated
at funeral services Friday afternoon at the Simmons Funeral
Home for the late L. Robert Mac
Kenzie. 74. who died at his home
May 16. Mr. MacKenzie had been
in poor health the past few years,
and had never fully rallied from an
illness of several weeks ago, which
had greatly impaired his heart.
Soloist at the service was Mrs
Maurice Lermond.
Full Masonic rites were admin
istered by St. George Lodge, F-A.M.
also.
Interment was made at Locust

“CLAYT” BITLER
WANTS TO SEE YOU
ABOUT

GOODYEAR TIRES
43-63

LOST AND FOUND
SMALL black and white Fox
Terrier Pup lost. TEL 591-M
62*65
WHITE with brown wire-haired
terrier Dog lost. Name Whiskers.
Owner heartbroken. Please CALL
I183-M
62-64
SHORT-Haired Male Tiger Cat
lost, white chin and tips of paws
Answers to "Baby; 34 JAMES ST..
City.
61*63

’ Grove Cemetery, in Hampden.
where committal services were
| conducted by Rev. Manfred Carter
! of Hampden
' Honorary bearers were George
W. Walker, William Barrett, Willis
R. Vinal, Jefferson Kimball, and
Edwin Boggs.
Mr MacKenzie, a former ranch
owner in Florence, Mont., came
here from Missoula, Montana, four
years ago, accompanied by Mrs.
MacKenzie, who survives him The
decision to come east was made
when their only son, Ossian Rob
ert MacKenzie, lo"ated in New
York City, and it was nearer him
j Another influencing factor was
that Mrs. MacKenzie is a Maine
woman, the former Evangeline
Taylor of Hampden. On arrival
here, they bought what was the
Oliver Vinal place on West Main
street.
Mr MacKenzie was born at Port
Huron, Mich., the son of Robert
M. and Lucy Ward MacKcnz.e. and
as a young man he operated a gen
eral store at Judith Gap, Montana
Later, he was connected with the
Butler Brothers at Minneapolis.
Minn
A 32d degree Mason,, he was a
life member of Tuscan Lodge, at
Killam, Alberta, which he had
helped found; a member of the
Scottish Rites Consistory at Butte,
Mont., and of Bagdad Temple.
Mystic Shrine in that City. He was
one of the founders of the Univer
sity Congregational Church at
Missoula.
Besides the widow and the son,
Mr MacKenzie is survived by a
grand-daughter, Robin of New
York City, and a sister, Mrs. Ivan
Lawrence of Houghton Lake, Mich.

WALDOBORO
MRS. ROBERT CREAMER
Correspondent

Telephone 240

COTTAGES

1

I
Mrs. Florence Calderwood

Correspondent
Telephone 10-24

Sunday Memorial services will be
held at ’.he Methodist Church
with the Nazarene Church uniting.
Services will begin at 10.45 a. m.
I Union Lodge of Masons and their
guests from
Worcester, Massbrother Masons will attend in a
body. American Legion, Auxiliary
and Girl Scouts.'
Union Masonic Lodge entertains
coin Pomona, State and National' Grange and a member of the First
Baptist Church WaldoboroI Surviving are his wife, Maude
Greenlaw, two sons, Charles Green
law of Kittery and Howard Green
law of Farmington, one grand
daughter and four grandsons, and
several cousins
Funeral services wil be held
Thursday, May 24. at 2 o’clock from
Flanders’ Funeral Home, Waldo
boro, Rev. Aaron Kelley officiat
ing. Interment will be in Seaview
Ctmetery, Rockport.
( hurdles Hear Mrs. McEldowney

j

the Lodge from Worcester, Mass.,
Saturday night May 26.
Mrs. Frances Doughty and Mrs.
Christine Barker are in Portland
attending Grand Chapter, OEJ5.
Mrs. Edith Payson chairman of
Cancer Drive for Union reports
192.80 received. "Mrs. Payson
wishes to thank all who contri
buted. Also :he solicitors for giv
ing their time.
Rev. Harold Nutter of the Wal
do Larger Parish will bring an
inspiring message at the Prayer
meeting. North
Union Chapel
Thursday 24, 7.30 p. m.
Mrs. Alvin Fountain has re
turned to her home after spend
ing the Winter in Revere, Mass.
Junior Class of Union High
School
presents
their
play
"Spooky Tavern.” Friday night at
Town Hall.
Bethel Rebekahs

Entertain

Bethel Rebekah Lodge entertained with guest officers Monday
night. The following filled the
chairs:
Noble Grand, Arlene Collins of
Golden Rod; right supporter, Es
ther Moody of Golden Rod; left
supporter, Evelyn Putnam of Gol
den Rod; vice grand, Eleanor Shaw
of Aurora right supporter. Myrtle
Fletcher of Aurora; left supporter,
Geneva Stockman of Aurora; In
side guardian, Virginia Kennedy of
Good Luck;
outside guardian,
Pauline Sewall of Good Luck;
reasurer, Mildred Gammon of
Mystic: financial secertary, Edna
Moore of Mystic; recording secre
tary, Annie Lehto, Mystic; past
noble grand, Margaret Wood of
Mainden Cliff; chaplain, Doris
Douty, Maiden Cliff; musician,
Ruth Hcar hington, Vesper; con
ductor, Lida Lloy of Pine Tree;
warden, Maude Neal, of Pine Tree;
Guest tableau staff of Rockland
was present with Addie Brown,
directing. Drill team of Round
Pond under direction of Mr. Fran
ces.. Refreshments in charge of
Shirley Bosser; decorations, Lilia
Morton and Maxine Heath.
North Union Farm Bureau meets
with Appleton. May 24 at the Com
munity Hall. “Foods and Free
dom” is the subject with Veda
Scott as leader.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Cunning
ham of Eelfast were guests Sun
day at Hermon Scotts.

Next Sunday the four churches
of the Waldoboro Methodist Cir
cuit will hear Mrs. Janies E Mc
Eldowney of Jabalpur, India She
will speak at all of the regular
worship services as well as to the
Methodist Youth Fellowsh p meet
ing at 5 o'clock.
Mrs. McEldowney is the wife of
Dr. J. E. McEldowney, a professor
at Leonard Theological College in
Jabalpur, India.
Dr. MoEdowney ha soeen doing
pioneer work with religious films
in India; 85 percent of the people
of India cannot read. The Chris
tian message must come to them
by the spoken word and pictures.
Thus far The Good Samaritan and
The Prodigal Son have been prodeed. Each of the four Churches
has raised a sum of money which
will be presented to Mrs.Mc Eldowney during the services Sunday.
All who are interested are in
vited to attend any of the services
which wil be held accord’ng to
the following schedule: Winslow’s
Mills, 9.39; Waldoboro Village, 11;
West Waldoboro, 2; M.Y.F. at Vil
For social Items In The Courierlage Church, 5; Dutch Neck, 7.
Gazette. Phone 1044. City.
tf

Mr. and Mrs. Amos Hammersley
SEVEN Rooms, furnished, elec
tric stoves, refrigerators, hot water of Lancaster, Penn., were recent
heaters, baths, with showers fire guests of his brother-in-iaw and
places; short distance from Rock sister, Mr and Mrs. George B.
land. TEL. 1204 or 515.
6-63 JonesFOUR-Bedroom, all mod. conv.
Connie Randolph, daughter of
seashore Cottage to let TEL. 790 or Dr. and Mrs. Franklin Randolph,
14 Florence St.
61*63
attended the D.A.R. luncheon held
TWO Cottages, each six rooms at the Ledges, Wiscasset on Satur- j
and bath to let; modern conveni
ences. One mile from Rockland. day May 19.
Mr and Mrs. Roger Miller spent
BURDELL’S DRESS SHOP, School
street, Rockland.
55tf the week-end in Boston attending
the ball game Saturday’ and visit
ing with Mr. and Mrs. Joe DeTO LET
Napoli. Mr. and Mrs. Richard Free
SIX-Room upstairs unfurnished man, and Mr. and Mrs. Gus Pagels
Apartment with bath, to let, at
corner of Oak and Union street of that vicinity.
CaU at 30 Oak St. or TEL 372-W.
George A- Greenlaw
62*64
George A. Greenlaw. 75, died at
FURNISHED Housekeeping Apts, Camden, May 21, after a long ill
to let, one, two and three rooms,
We have nice Squared Granite Slabs which we will
suitable for two adults Quiet, pri ness. He was born at Deer Isle,
load on your truck at quarry or deliver to you.
vate residence, fine, central loca the son of Albion and Josephine
tion. Seasonable rents preferred. Small Greenlaw. He was a retired
ANYONE
SHEPHERD HOUSE, Rockport. painter, and has been a resident of
can lay up a wall with this stone.
Tel. Camden 2853.
62*64 Camden for four and one-half
Cheapest and Best . . . Order Now!
POUR Rooms with bath, all years. Previously he was a resi
EGGS & CHICKS modern
improvements TEL. 1285.
dent of Waldoboro. Mr. Greenlaw
GRANITE LIVES FOREVER!
62tf ;
FORTY Barred Rock, 3 weeks
was a member of the Germania j
old Chickens for sale $15 Call at
UNFURNISHED 4-room House Lodge of Odd Fellows, Waldoboro; ■
36 FRANKLIN ST.. City.
61*63 I to let at Pleasant Gardens. Call
Encampment of Union; and Canton
CLARK ISLAND, ME., TEL. ROCKLAND, 21-W2
SEX-LINK Pullets, cockerels or at 36 FRANKLIN ST., City.
61*63 of Rockland, a member of Progres
straight-run chicks from Pullorum
clean U. S approved stock, for
FOUR-room Apartment to let sive Grange, Winslow's Mills; Linsale. MELVILLE W. DAVIS, Dutch , from June to September. TEL.
Neck Hatchery. Tel. 122-23. Wal 166-M.
60*62 .
doboro
4-tf
LARGE front Room to let, with
light housekeeping privileges. Call
at 100 UNION ST.
60*65
WANTED
LIVING-Room, Bedroom. Kit
BELL Boy wanted at the THORN chenette and bath Apartment to let;
DIKE HOTEL.
62-lt large hall and closets; electric
CHILDREN wanted to care for range; hot water and heated.
days, while mothers work. Large Adults ony. THL. 671-W or 1152-W.
play yard, away from traffic. LOIS
61-63
RICHARDS, 11 Elm St., Thomas
FOUR-Room Apt. to let; modem
ton.
62-64 bath; electric range and refrigera
USED Garden Tractor wanted. tor; hot water heat, thermostat
} 154 hp. or more. Give cash price control; *12.50 per week. Over
' and make. Write J. N., r. The Cou- Carr's Store, 536 Main St. TEL. 24.
rier-Gazette.
62'63
51 tf
'
SALESMAN WANTED
POUR-ROOM Apt. to let; new
I have been selling Rawleigh bath, hot water, second floor, pri
! Products in South Knox County for vate entrance, unfurnished. Adults
the past 15 years. I am looking only, $40. P. O. BOX 505 . 46tf
for some industrious man of good
SMALL Furnished Apartments to
reputation, character and a good let. Apply in person, 11 JAMES
Eglantine Farms’ 195C Ford F-l Pickup stayed on the job in all
| worker to operate a similar busi BT.
ltf
weather, on all kinds oj roads, in the nationwide Ford Truck Econ
ness in East Lincon and Northwest
omy Eun. Over 5,000 Ford Truck operators took part m the run.
HEATED and unheated furnished
Knox Counties- Write H E. BEAN,
Apts to let. V. F. STUDLEY, 77
21 Rankin St., Rockland, Me.
Tels, 8060 or 1234, ltf
56-Th-65 Park StRENT our Floor Sanding Ma
HOUSEKEEPER wanted Write
chines. Do the job yourself. We
SEE, % The Courier-Gazette.
57tf teU you how. STUDLEY HARD
WARE. Tel. 20, Thomaston.
RusseE Deane, at isgiantino
ANTIQUES and Used Furnish
30tf
Farms* drevea Ford f-I Pickuo
ings wanted, attic contents, etc.
during the Economy Run, sot
SANDING Machine and polisher
WEAVER’S, 91 Main St. Thomas
black-and-white oroot that "the
on. Tel. 345-2.
50-63 to let. Also a Wall Paper Steamer.
Ford costs iese tc run than any
Inquire at SEA COAST PAINT
truck we ever owned.”
ALTERATIONS and Repair Work CO-. 440 Main St
2tf
•Audrot; supplied ou request.
done at the Mend-It Shop, 102
Union St., Grove St. entrance. Tel
1680. EVA AMES.
58*64 MISCELLANEOUS
Farms operate eight Ford Trucks, two
"I am sold or ♦he Power Pilot econ
WASTE Paper wanted, newspa
trucks of another make.
OIL Burner Service, reliable, ex
pers, books, magazines, corrugatomy
of
Ford
Trucks,
”
says
the
man

Their Economy Run records show that in
; ed boxes. Inquire 55 TILLSON perienced workmen Call JULIAN
ager of Eglantine Farms...
OLIVER . Tel. 1945-R.
61-63
j AVE., City._________________ 147tf
12,994 miles of the Run, the F-l Pickup
INSTRUCTION—Male
TOP prices paid for all kinds of
hauled an average load of 1,039 lbs., had no
“The performance of our Ford F-l Pickup
WELDING—Arc and Gas
Junk Iron, steel, metals, batteries
Learn in spare time. Big increase
repairs, co6t them a total of $233.65 for
far surpassed our expectations,” reads the
and rags. MORRIS GORDON *
SON, 6 T St. Tel. 123-W.
12tf in demand for welding operators.
gas, oil and maintenance (they got regular
statement from Eglantine Farm & Feed
Write for free information. UTILI
ANTIQUES. Glass, China, Furai- TIES ENG. INST., Box GA, % The
service from their Ford Dealer). Result—y
Service. “The Ford Truck Power Pilot gives
i ture, old Paintings, etc wanted Corier-Gazette
61*63
a running cost of only llff a mile!
us more power from less gas.” Eglantine
CARL E. FREEMAN. Glen Cove.
INSTRUCTION
Tel Rockland 103
ltf

a

I

$
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NOW IS THE TIME

To Build That Wail or Lay Up
That Underpinning

HOCKING GRANITE INDUSTRIES

i

11 We haul feed
for
a mile!"

HIGH SCHOOL—NO CLASSES

ACME
EXTERMINATING CO.
We rid your premises of
any vermin.
For information phone

LLOYD'S, INC.
64G MAIN ST,

ROCKLAND
44-TMeS-tf

Study at home, spare time Di
ploma awarded
Write for Free
Catalog 5. WAYNE SCHOOL,
DA, % The Courier-Gazette. 61*63
LAWN Mowers—Come and see
us about the type of power and
hand mowers that are the most
economical to operate and service.
We can also save you money on the
purchasing of a Garden Tractor.
EMIL RIVERS, INC., 342 Park St.,
Rockland.

«7tf

FORD TRUCKING ,
COSTS LESS*"*"”

Uting hied rogldnUloP \

doro o« 7,318,000 frvei^
hh insurance exports
prove Ford Truck*

jg*

r.c^

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.

32 Park SL, Rockland

x

«t

America’s Greatest Liner

VINALHAVEN
MRS.

favontte tea...

IFX"’

Hl

z-S.-Lr'- •*?£%!&&&%&&

Betty Alden Bread is Labor
atory Tested Daily on 14
Points ol Quality. It is
Constantiy the Same High
Quality Day After Day.

Holiday Ahead!

Valued

tb&p.a>itine*it

Meat

lb

Fryers or Broilers
LB

DRAWN READY TO COOX

Young,

APPLES
3 “ 29c

47C

Fancy Delicious "-or

£5C

Extra Good Eating

Lean Sugar Cuied
, _

Shank

ft’de LB 73c

Hams

30th

fy'uuti a*uA Vegetable*

2*/^> to 3^j Lb. Ave.

Fresh Native

COOKED

STORES CLOSED ALL DAY

WEDNESDAY, MAY

O

LA 63C

End

Florida Babiju'ce - Sun Ripened - Large Size

lender, Meaty

DRAWN READY TO COOK

Juicy California -

Lb 75C

Heavy Western Steer Beel - bone in - Choice

Past Masters' Night
Quantabacook Lodge,
F.A.M..
Searsmont, observed Past Masters'
Night May 19 with these officers of
the evening: First Section, W. M.
Rt. Wor. John Levenseller; second
section. W M.. Rt Wor Clarence
E. Gelo; S. W. Wor. Irvin R. Jackson; J W , Wor. Irvin Berry; S. D..
Wor. Horace V. Jackscn; J. D.,
Wor. Samuel Payson; Chap. Wor
Emery I Clement: Sr. Wor.. Rus
sell Knight; Treas., Wor Hiram
Davis; S. S.. Wor. Frank Bryant;
J. S., Wor- Wendall Payson of
Amity Lodge: Marshal, Wor Guy
Annis, St. Paul’s Lodge; Tyler,
Wor. Raymond Rob nson. The reg
ular officers of Quantabacook
Lodge are: W. M , Samuel Payson;
S. W., Wesley V Tibbetts; J. W„
Earl M. Tibbetts; Treas-, Hiram R
Davis; Sec, Albert Bardsley, Sr.; S.
D. Royal I. Woodbury; J. D.,
Francisco Whittemore; S S.. Keith
Weymouth; J. S., Roy V Hatch;
Tyler. Raymond J. Robinson; chap
lain, Emery I. Clement The can
didate was F C. Raymond Gelo.
The lectures and charges were
given by visiting brethren. Re
freshments of lobster stew, pastry
and coffee were served.

4 F0R 19c

fill Your Painting

Luscious Cuban - Extra Large

Fresh Young Roasting Pork

RIB END

Pork Roast

Pineapple

__

LB 49c

Up to b Lbs.

Question Answered/

EA 29c

Firm Red Ripe

CHINE ENO Lb. 59£

CELLO

Tomatoes

L.an, Mild, Economical

Shoulders

PKS

23c

Fresh Crisp Pascal

Celery

Fresh Ground Lean Beef

Ground Beef

“BUNCH
OU!LE 23c
LGE

Lettuce

Sliced Bacon

Come in
Ihe

Fresh Crisp Iceberg

Lea n. Rindless, Sugar Cured

Ocean Fresh
Chicken Size

FRESH HALIBUT

LB

Clear Meat

“ 6c

Cabbage

49c
39c

Hans’m Ready for the Salad

Salad Bowl c‘p&° 19c

cAolcdatf. Picnic SutyfeAtiand
Finait - Adds Flavor to Sandwiches

and see

big new "Du Pont

Guide Book to
Successful Painting.”

Firm New Heads

LIVE LOBSTERS

Whatever the painting job you’re planning, you’ll
find the answers to every question in this complete
Guide Book. Tells what Du Pont finish to use for,
every surface—shows colors on giant-size sheets,
that make color selection easy. You’ll get a bettey

t paint job! Come in today!

Fancy Assortment
PINT
JAR

Sandwich Spread

UjC

Finast Imported

4% ox O O -

Stuffed Olives

JAR

OOC

Finest Prepared

Sweet Pickles
Millet's Kosher Style

STUDLEY HARDWARE CO.

Dill Pickles
Bellview

White, Soft - Saves Laandry

15c

Paper Napkins

33c

Waxed Paper

3&J

20c

Hot Cups

BAG

25c

Sunshine Straws

12 os
JAR

A1 _
21C

Forks & Spoons

Mustard

JAR

THOMASTON, ME.

TEL. 20,

MAIN ST.,

Keeps Foods Fresher

Cloverdale Solid Pack

Light Tuna

Save the surface and you save all!

9 ox. Sixe - 6 in Pkg.

Imported Brisling - in Olive Oil

Sardines

PAINTS

Very Coloifu

Cain's - Crisp, Tasty

Potato Chips
Mirabel Pure

Grape Jelly
Pinast Fresh Made - QT JAR

75c

Mayonnaise

JAR

Colored Plastic

4lc

MILLBROOK CLUB

GINGER ALE
Also All Popular Flavors

28 oz
' BOTS

PKG
of 12

. -

15C

FOR

EVERY

32c

(Price for Contents)

Peanut

Butter

JAR

P'uaoJzA.ide 9ce Gteam
Rich, Creamy, Smooth
Chocolate - Vanilla
Strawberry - Coffee
fudge Ripple ■ Harlequin

29c
Ott

UNDERWOOD'S

Deviled Ham

2c\n

Summer services will start at
Spruce Head Chapel the first Sun
day in June at 7.30 in the evening
The Spruce Head Chapel Fair
will be July 25.
Miss Katherine Aagarson of
Newark, N. J. arrived Sunday and
all! spend the Summer at her home
Mrs. Floyd Singer of Tenant'Harbor visited her mother, Mrs
Fred Batty M nday
Mrs. Wilbur Aagarson of Green
wood, Mass., is guest of her sisterin-law, Miss Katherine Aagarson.
Mrs. Eugenie Godfrey visited her
son and daughter-in-law. Mr and
Mrs. Joseph Godfrey in Rockland
Saturday.
Mrs Mildred Walcron visited her
daughter, Mrs Joseph Baum. Jr., at
South Thotna-ton Monday.
A delightful luncheon was served
to the ladies of the Spruce Head
Chajiel Society by Mrs. Mary
Broadfoot of Rockledge Inn on
Thursday, May 17. Mrs. Broad
foot was assisted by Mrs Nathan
Bard, Mrs Ava Ware and Made
line Parsons, the proceeds of the
luncheon going to the Union
Chapel of Spruce Head. A busi
ness meeting was held following
the luncheon and many attractive
articles made by thc members of
the Society for the coming church
bazaar in July were d splayed.
Guests were: Mrs. Mildred Wald
ron, Mrs. Marjorie Wall, Mrs.
Ethel Simmons, Mrs. Gladys Sim
mons, Mrs Grace Godfrey, Mrs

Grace Hatch, Mrs. James Bard,
Mrs. Mary pall, Miss Martha Hall,
Mrs. Forest Maynard, Mrs. Lillian
Heline, Mrs. Douglas Heline, Mrs.
Ava Ware, Mrs Callie Rackliff,
Mrs Margaret Tinney, Mrs Louise
Drinkwater, Mrs. Blanche Mann,
Mrs. Lila Allard, Mrs. Marion
C Iby. Mrs. Lois Elwell. Mrs. Eu
genie Godfrey, Mrs Alice Simmons,
M: Bcrothy Repplier. Mrs Helen
Wilson. !Mrs. May, Mrs. Standeven,
Mrs. Jeanie Winsley.

NORTH WALDOBORO
F. Ednah Howard and Muriel Tappen of Dorchester. Mass, were
week-end guests of Maude Mank.
Mrs. Isa Teague of Warren was a
guest Sunday of Maude Mank.
Homer Carroll of Boston ts yisit:ig his parents, Mr and Mrs.
Perl Carroll.
Mrs. Annie Miiler of Union was
a guest Sunday of her daughter,
Mrs Florence Mank
The Women's Society of the
Methodist Church wil! hold a baked
bean supper at the Red School
House Saturday night May 26.
Mrs Alfred Swanrburg spent the
week-end in Boston.
Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Virgil Morse, Sr., were Mr and
Mrs A. S. Lane, James and Ralph
Whalen and Carence Brown of
Portland, Mr. and Mrs. Vernon
Bornheimer. Mr. and Mrs Millard
Bornheimer of Yarmouth. Miss
Drucilla Bornheimer, Mrs. Louise
Etter and three children. Eleanor,
Nancy, Suzanne of Portland.

STRAND THEATRE TODAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY

Tyrone Power and Susan Hayward are the young people who find
one another when fate brings them together in a fierce encounter with
desperadoes in 20th Century Fox's suspene drama, "Raw hide,” opening
today at the Strand Theatre in Roekland. A special added attraction
will also appear on the program This i America series' latest release
“The MacArthur Story", depicting the entire life of General of the Army
Douglas .MacArthur, Shows will be held daily at: 2.00, 6.40, and 8.45.

KO DEFROST! KS
because there's never any frost in this mmet-edd refrigerator I

because you never have to shut off the cold, foods stay frozen, never tjet mushy!

NO DRIED GUT FOODS
because they stay fresh, moirt.appctam^ without lids or wrappings!

For packing shipments of fragile
merchandise, nothing is more prac
tical than old newspapers. Bundles
10 cents and up at The CourierGazette
62’aw

PURPOSE

17c

W

-TttE COOK DlDNT

'

-have what ir-m.

The Original Ham Spread

With quality, flavor

SOMETHING NEW

Bonita Fish

7c7n

25c

And smoothness to blend,

Solid Pack Light Meat
W

MIRABEL PRESERVES

Strawberry

jar

Cain's Mayonnaise caused her
Meal troubles lo end.
Now she brightens her days

39c

Using Cains Mayonnaise,

Pure Whole Fruit and Sugar

caw does it;/

ALL LEADING BRANDS

Cigarettes

DUAL-TEMP

io™,. *1.99

\

Buy a Carton for the Holiday

QINS

ALL POPULAR KINDS

'Cl CRIB*

PINT
PKG

SPRUCE HEAD

Smoothy - Spreads Lite Butter

eflfave CMutjk fa*. ike oHali&atf.

brooksib*

All patriotic organizations are
, Invited to attend the Memorial!
1 Sunday service at Union Church
! May 27 at 11 o’clock. The pastor.
Rev. W. S. Stackhouse will deliv I
er the address on ‘Religion and
Democracy.'’ Special selections wil!
be sung by the choir. In the eve-! L
...
......................
. ... J
ning the devotional service of the
An artist's conception of the superliner “United States” now
day will be held. The pastor’s sub under construction for the United States Lines at the Newport News
ject: "The Church and the Home." Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company, Virginia, which will be launched
The E OT. Dessert Club met! Saturday, June 23. This new flagship of the line is 60% completed.
Largest liner ever built in the United States, the vessel will be 990
Friday night with Mrs. Madeline feet long and capable of a speed in excess of 30 knots. She will have
Smith. Mrs. Erdine Chilles won accommodations for 2,000 passengers and require a crew of 1,000.
first honors at cards and Mrs. ■ The “United States” is scheduled for completion in the summer
Mora Thomas, second. Dessert was of 1932 and will Join the “America,” present flagship of the United
States Lines, in express service between New York and Europe.
served.
A cooked Food Sale will be held
; Saturday at 2.30 P
p. m.. in the ' R^kland of the P.T.A. will be guest
SEARSMONT
G.A.R. rooms sponsored by a com- of Mrs. Max Conway.
Mrs Charlotte Sweetland. leader
; mittee from Union Church. The
of Ghent Hill 4-H Club, accom
Olson-Whittington
proceeds will be used for cleaning
Miss Norma Whittington, daugh panied five of her members to the
the church.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Percy Whit style dress revue held in Belfast
May 17. Miss Mildred Thomas won
Mrs. Curtis Webster and Mrs.
tington, and Ivan Olson son of Mr.
a red ribbon on her dress entered
Leon Arey are attending Eastern
Star Grand Lodge in Portland this and Mrs. Oscar Olson, were united in the revue.
in marriage Saturday night at 8
Mr and Mrs. Water Aldus, Mr.
week.
o
Mr. and Mrs. Angus Hennigar are ’clock at the home of the grooms and Mrs. Lawrence Moody and Mrs.
parents, Rev. W. S. Stackhouse, Ethel Moody of Rosewood Chapter,
visiting relatives in Rockland.
The P.T.A. will meet Monday at pastor of Union Church, performed OE.S visited Harbor Light Chap
7.30 p. m.,in Union Church ves the single ring ceremony. The bride ter in Rockport, May 15.
Mrs. Mary Bryant of Moody Mt
try for installation of officers. wore a green nylon gown, with
spent
last week with Mrs. Ada
corsage
of
American
Beauty
.oses.
Officers elect are: President, Dor
Miss Mary Margaret Chilles, Howard and son, Dudley.
othy Hanson vice president, Gla
Mr. and Mrs. George Tenney
dys Nelson: secretary, Grace Pe maid of honor wore a lavender
terson; treasurer, Helen Webb; in suit with corsage of yellow roses. have moved to Sebois, where he has
stalling officer, Mrs. Pauline Tal- Willie Olson, brother of the groom employment
Mr. and Mrs. Max Lassen of
; bot of Rockland. There will be re- was best man.
After the wedding a reception Wash ngton were Saturday evening
j marks by the High School Faculty.
• Principal. Mr. Hawkes and Carl was held and lunch served which visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Mr. Lassen attended
i Holgerson, also by Mrs. Elizabeth included a large decorated wed- Bryant.
Earle. A program will be present ding cake, made by Mrs. Arthur! Quantabacook Lodge F.AAI
Brown. Many nice gifts were pre- \ Mr. and Mrs. Frank Knight and
ed and refreshments served.
sen:ed the bridal couple, who spent1 his mother, Mrs. Carrie Knight,
The Farm Bureau met Tuesday
! night at the G.A.R. rooms. A 6 the week-end honeymoon at the were recent callers on Mr. and Mrs.
Morton Camp at Calderwood’s James Robbins.
o’clock supper was served by host
Neck.
Victor Grange No 246. held its
esses Madeline Smith, Lida Ames
Those present at the wedding regular meeting May 17 with 23
and Carrie Bennett. Home Dem
and reception were: Mrs. Elin Ol members and three visitors present.
onstration Agent, Constance Coopson, mother of the groom, Mr. and E Ashley Walter, Jr., of Waldo
' er of Rockland was present. SuoMrs. Percy Whittington, parents boro gave a very interesting and
ject of the meeting, "Facts Be
of the bride. Mrs. Robert Sprague, instructive talk on insurance. Mr.
hind ihe Fabric."
sister of the bride, Miss Phyllis Walter was accompanied by Roland
Mrs. Fabien Rosen will be host Whittington, parents of the bride,
Genthner also of Waldoboro, who
ess to her club Thursday night at Mrs. Robert Sprague, sister of the
showed some very fine moving pic- .
her home. Lunch will be served bride. Miss Phyllis Wliitt'ngton
tures which were enjoyed by all.
and a social evening enjoyed.
sister of the bride, Miss Mary Refreshments of sandwiches, cake
Mrs. Herbert Patrick has re Margaret Chilles, Willie Olson, and coffee were served after the
turned to Rockland having visit brother of the groom.
meeting.
ed her mother, Mrs. Margie ChtlThe groom, a reserve in U. S.
A group of members of Rosewood
les the past few weeks.
Navy, CSG3 left Monday to join Chapter, OE.S. visited Primrose
While in town as installing offi his ship which sailed Tuesday lor Chapter, OEB. in Belfast Friday
cer
Mrs. Pauline Talbot
ol South Carolina.
night.

Large Size

Lemons

Chuck Roast

FRESH or SMOKED

DOZ 55c

Oranges

4 - 6 Lb. Ave.

Fresh FowS

lane

Telephone M

i& ’ %’

rents

AT.T.TH!

To Be Launched in June

Correspondent

f/o Belter Br^fcutf/
C fa tfewEryhn<f!

'VS

’

Pag« FM
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Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

27c

Candy Bars

99c

at 52° below freezing, safely stores

up to 72 lbs. Giant Moist-Cold

MAYONNAISE

Buy Them by the Carton

All Prices in This Advertisement Effective at First National Self-Service Super Markets in This Vicinity —
We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities

FIRST {“NATIONAL

Huge home freezer quick-freezes

the

BEST

MAYONNAISE

money can buy!

STORES
ENJOY

CA/N'S

POTATO

CHIPS

•

SWEET RELISH

Compartment keeps uncovered

foods fresh and moist indefinitely.

ADMIRAL REFRIGERATORS
BEGIN AS LOW AS

’199

95
Ijiatt

UNITED HOME SUPPLY COMPANY
"WHERE WILIOW AND RANKIN STREETS MEET"

579 MAIN ST.,

TEL. 939.

ROCKLAND, ME.

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday *

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, May 24, 1951

r Page Six

KNOW YOUR OWN SCHOOLS

CAMDEN

• THOMASTON
New* and Social Item*. Notices and Advertisement* may be sent
or telephoned to

MBS. GLADYS CONDON, ERIN STREET. TEL. 113-3

Mr. and Mrs. Edward Hastings
and Mrs. Henry Hastings received
a telephone call Sunday night front
Pvt. Henry E. Ha-tings and Mr.
and Mrs. M. T. Simmons, from
Wichita Palls. Texas
The Py'.hian Circle meets Fri
day night with Mrs. Kate Bean.
Beechwood street, at 7.30.
Mr. and Mrs. Dot,-da Vinal en
tertained at a d.nner party Sun
day to honor Mrs. Vinal’s mother.
Mrs. Joanna Dodge of Rockland
and Mr. Vinal’s father, Harold
Vinal of this town. Other members
of the families present wire, Mrs
Harold Vinal, Miss Mary Dodge
and Sumner Ward.
The Beta Alpha meets Monday
night at 7.30 with Mrs. Alfred
6trout.
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Stavey
of Hopedale, Mass., were recent
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Hastings.
Mrs. Hazel Young and daughter,
Miss Audrey Young, were in Bos
ton for the week-end.
Memorial services will be held
Sunday night 7 o'clock at the Fed
eral, d Church. It is requested all
members of the Ameri.an Legion
Auxiliary be at the hall at 6.45 as
they are to go in a body.
The Pythian Sisters held their
regular meeting Friday night af
ter which a surprise baby shower
was given Mrs. Betty Townsend,
also a Mother’s Day prog'am was
given. The table centerpiece was
a bouquet of Spring flowers The
refreshment committee, Mrs. Thel
ma Everett and Mrs. Kate Bean
Present were: Ellen John n, Grace
Andrews, Dora Maxey. Grace
Irving, Betty She.-ler. Alice Rob

ized this year by Mr. Crockett and
is giving the younger pupils a
chance to develop the skill necRocklcnd High School main tion training. Girls’ basketball, i eesary for membership in the senMISS HELEN M. RICH
Correspondent
tains a broad and varied program softball, and cheerleading consti- ! ior group.
of extra curricular activities. Ev tu'e the only physical activity , The Girls' and Beys’ Glee Clubs
Telephone 2214
ery student, whatever his talents available to them, as physical ed- ; hold we kiy rehearsals under the
nd interests may be, will find a j ucation is not now offered due to ' direction of Mrs. Ruth Sanborn
Mrs Albert Greenlaw of Cam .vhclescm > outlet for his energy insufficient funds in the school These groups appear tefore the
bridge Mass , was the guest of her and enthiusiasm in one or more of ; budget. Eighty per.ent of the girls ! public several times during the year
father, Dr. Raymond Ti.belts, over he many teams, clubs, or group.-, have no opportunity to partici and sing at the Eacca'.ureate Ser
the week-end.
pate in physical activities.
in the school.
vices during Commencement Week
The varsity spor.s program Is Several clubs are organized to
Extra-curricular activities have
M:ss Nancy Hobbs returned to
Boston Sunday after a week's va long been recognized as a power well known and need not be elab enrich the instruction in certain
cation with her mother, Mrs. J C ful force in the wholesome growth orated on here. In beys’ basketball, i school subjects, and to create enand development of young people •he junior varsity and freshman l thusiasm and interest in that
Hobbs.
Teaehers ar.d parents long ago t ams give more boys a chance to , subject.
Mrs. Julia Roper, who has been
discovered that something more play and help provide the extra
visiting her son, H. G Roper, and
Commercial Clubs
than the study of books in the years of practice required to pro
family, has returned to Portand.
The
Senior
Commercial Service
traditional high school subjects duce top quality varsity teams in
The members of the Camden was ne tied. Youth dveelop physi the future. More than 30 boys in Club, the
Commercial Service
High School Band, with their direc cally, emotionally and socially a, '.he high school received valuable Club and the ’T and A" Club are
tor, Roger Caltierwooc. wil attend well as mentally. Participation in training on these teams.
! organized by the students in he
the New England Music Festival in extra-class activities, supplements
Track, a major sport, offers business subjects. Mrs. Reta RobinBoston this week-end
the school wo. k and in conjunc about 20 boys the challenge of win (son is sponsor of the first named
Mrs. Harold Corthell and Mrs. tion with home and church helps ning individual honors on the and Mrs. Dorinda Coughlin leads
Kenneth Herr.ck are in Milford, create well-balanced, responsible track or field. Golf is becoming the latter two. The announced
Conn. to visit Mr ar.d Mrs. Ray young people who can successfully popular with a few boys, and com i purpose of these groups is to permond Mayhew
meet the challenge of adulthood petition with other schools is pro foim various services to school and
community, to enrich their class
The large number and broad vided.
The Auxiliary of the Sons of
room work in the business subjects
Union Veterans will meet at the range of the organized activities
Music
by going on field trips to othc
Grange Hall Friday night. A pic of the High School is probably not
Pupils having musical talent and schools and commercial establish
nic supper will be served at 6 generally recognized by the pub
lic. Some activities such as football. interests may play in the band or ments, and by bringing into the
o’clock.
ing in the Glee Club. Weekly re
'
Miss Lillian Wall. Founder and basketball and ba eball are well hearsals are held and these groups school various speakers during the
known
and
h
ghly
publicized
on
year.
Director of the School for Excep
appear before the public several
Members of these groups heip
tional Children in Bangor, was the account of their spectacular na- imes during the year.
tur
and
genreal
interest.
Many
out
in many ways. The seniors
guest speaker at both the Rotary
The Band is a popular activity, take turns as school secretary at
others are equally worthwhile and
and Lions Club meetings on Tues
valuable. The following activities with about 40 members. The group the South School. The Junior?
day. She spoke particulaily about
are grouped according to their was provided with uniforms a year keep the school scrapbook. All con
education for handicapped chil
general nature, and although the ago, and a bass horn has just been tribute to many school activities
dren. She al-o talked to the school
listing is not all-inclusive it gives purchased. Two concerts have been by typing and mimeographing.
teachers at a tea held Tuesday afta ra'her complete picture of the presented this year and a selected
The French Club
number will join students from
total program.
Theodore Strong and son, Theo
The French Club was reorganized
Rockport,
Thomaston
and
St
Athletics
dore, Mrs. Maurice Lermond of
George in a combined public band in 1949 by Norma Hoyle, the
Warren, Mrs. Herbert Emmons.
The athletic program for boys concert in the Community Building French teacher. In previous year?
Miss Carol Eaiong of Portland supplemints the physical educathis group had been entirely a
on May 1.
Miss Brizitta von Havene, Miss
Last year the band won the very social club; but for the pas: two
Juliette Messier all of Brunswick. ernoon at the Elm street budding
excellent rating of "B” at the yaers it has become a business or
Harry Stewart, William Eves of
Richard Chandler, son of Mr. Music Festival in Augusta and ganization for the purpose of
Brunswick, Edward Eiowe Thom and Mrs Marcus Chandler of Port
hopes to equal or better this rec raising money to finance a Spring
as, J. N. .luko, Grover Marshall. land, and formerly of Camden, at
ord
at the festival in Brewer la trip into French Canada.
John Loud, Donald Kurtz, Richard tended Rotary Club meeting as the
In June, 1950. 34- students, three,
ter in the year.
Kurtz, Erick Lundin. Prof. Russell gue.-t of Frank Morrow, Tuesday.
A Junior Band has been organ- chaperons, and one parent left for
P. Locke all students of Bowdoin Putnam Bicknell and John RichardQuebec City and a three day trip
College. Bruiswick.
ardson of Rockland also were
into old French Province. Places
guests at the lical club.
mentioned
in history books be
Chicken Pie Supper and Penny
Mrs Elmer Joyce is a medical
come alive. The language, now
Sale at Mason c Hall Saturday, 6 patient at the Camden Commun
heard all around them, is somep m. Benefit Episcopal Chur.h.
ity Hospital this week.
62-lt
Miss Alice Clancy is on vacation
from
Carleton. French & Company.
Sep the latest styles in Purs and
Cloth Coats, moderate prices, top
EVERY SATURDAY
quality, at Lucien K Green & Son.

bins, Marceline Stone. Lois Harjula. Stella Robin.-on, Amy Bracy.
Betty Towns-nd, Kate Bean and
Gladys Ring of this town; also
Goldie Hall, Mabel Durgin and
Esther Simmons of Camden.
T Sgt. and Mrs. Albert Cassidy
of Rockland were guests Monday
night of their daughter. Mrs.
Henry Hastings.
Miss Joan Young a student at
Gorham State Teachers College,
spent the week-end with her
mother, Mrs. Hazel Young. Her
guests were class mates Miss Ann
Rankin of K,ttery and Miss Jes
sica True of Litchfield.
Mr and Mrs. M. T. Simmon?
and Mrs. Katie Stavey of Rock
land returned Wednesday from
Wichita Falls Texas, where they
visited Pvt. Henry E. Hastings w,ho
is stat.oned at Shippard Air Force
Base.
The concert given by the War
ren Village Singers at the Feder
al d Church Tuesday night was
very much appreciated, also solos
by Warren Whitney accompanied
by Mrs. Betty Shesle'. After the
program lunch was served to the
-ing.rs in the vestry. The commit
tee included Mrs. Ina Keizer, Mrs.
Eernice Knights, Mrs. Thelma
Everett.
Gathrred for “Concert Coffee"

Sunday afternoon the Bowdoin
Music Artists gave a concert at
Farnsworth Museum,
Rockland,
after which a few friends and stu
dents gathered for coffee at the
home of Mrs. Juliet Lundin, Main
street, Thomaston. Guests were:
Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Hadlock.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Gowdy, Mr. and
Mrs. Frederick Hynd, Mr. and Mrs.

DANCE

thing more than foreign words on
a written page. The social value ol
the trip would in itself justify the
time and money invo.ved. The
students become ambassadors pf
gcod will between the two coun
tries.
The club works hard to earn the
money necessary for this trip. It
has sponsored food sales, dance?
the selling of Christmas cards
"gobbie hats,” and pins.
Already there are 49 people
signed up for this year's Quebec
trip which will be on June 15, It
and 17. Parents are cordially in
vited, and rates will be the same
as the students.

1-tf

MINSTREL SHGW
’KEAG GRANGE HALL
MAY 28 and 29—8 P. M.

MAICR
REFRIGERATORS
RANGES
FREEZERS
WATER HEATERS

5.00 TO 7.00.

50c AND 25c

Benefit Star Masonic Club

THEATRE

The purpose of the Latin Club
is to promote enthusiasm and pleaure in the study of the classics.
It is affiliated with the Junior
Classical League of America. Mrs.
Diana Pitts is faculty advisor.
Only the Sophomore Latin Class
may be active members of the club
Juniors and Seniors becoming au
tomatically
associate
members
On the last Friday of each month
a meeting is held. Business is
transacted and Latin games are
played. "Latin” is always a favor
ite. played like "Eeano." with Lat
in nouns and adverbs.
Two major events of the year
are (It The Ides of March Ball
when Ceaser and Calpurnia (whose
names have been drawn from the
hat) are crowned, and (2) the
Ini iation in May when the Fresh
men are initiated into the myster
ies of Ancient Rome.
A project of each Winter that
aways proves interesting and deco-

WALDOBORO—TEL. 1M
Every Evening at 8.00. Matinees
Saturday at 2.00. Sunday at 3.00

Moody’s Orchestra

TODAY AND FRIDAY
MAY 24-25
Gleen Ford, Aiveca Lindfors in
"TIIE FLYING MISSILE"

CAMDEN THEATRE

SATURDAY ONLY, MAY 26
Double Feature
Charles Starrett and
Smiley Burnette in
"PRAIRIE ROUNDUP"

WANTED
American and Swiss Watches
Chronographs, Self-Winding Au
tomatic
wrist
and
pocket
Batches, .Antique Clocks and
Modern Clocks to repair at the

lassie

“.‘"LASSIE
MUS

PAUL KELLY
BRUCE COWLING
GARY GRAY
U,
1

■L

EVERY THURSDAY

n-

NEWS..CARTOONS AND
VARIETY REELS

. 9.00 to 12.30
DOOR PRIZES WEEKLY
Music bv

TODAY

CHARLIE WOODCOCK
New and Old Fashioned Dances I
Adm. 50c tax inc.
i

2-Th-tf i

Jack Carson and Ginger Rogers
in
D

““GROOM WORE SPURS
STARTS SUNDAY

"FIGHTING COAST
GUARD”

ROUTE 1, DAMARISCOTTA

“Food At Its Best”
OPENING SATURDAY, MAY 26

THURS.-FRI., MAY 21-25
Lizabeth Scott, Jane Greer

“The Company She Keeps’

OPEN DAILY 8 A. M. TO 8 P. M.

A New Kind of Story About
Women Parolees

PHONE DAMARISCOTTA 259-2

winqs Sottc/s

REGULARLY

61-62

"FOOTLIGHT VARIETIES”
Featuring Leon Errol,, Frankie
Carle, and an all-star cast

COMING SUNDAY
"THE PAINTED HILLS”

WATCH REPAIR SHOP

THOMASTON, MAINE

? WMITF

recently opened at 79 Main St.,
Thomaston. Rings sized to fit
right. No long waiting for re
pairs.
58*&62-&-66

• OOUANO’S PAMIIT TMIATOI

THl RS.-I KI.-SAT.

Told with a blazing 44, a
burning kiss . . . and a
stinging lash!

scjper

MARKET
THOMASTOIN’S ONLY COMPLETE sft°0°rde

CHICK
SHOW.DERS
BACOI

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

DANCE

SOUTH THOMASTON
GRANGE HALL

COUNTY FAIR
RESTAURANT

NIGHT

Cuba set tourist records in 1950.

Also on the program

69-tf

RED

SUPPER MAY 28 ONLY

61-62

CHARLES E. STACKPOLE
TELEPHONE 1S4-3,

AIIM. 50c—CHILDREN 25c

WALDO

is a mural about 20 feet

long, depicting one of Ce-sers.
Gallic wars. This is drawn and
colored by tne club, representing
their own ideas on the war.
Several socials are held in the
gymnasium during the year, which
are always popular. At least one
s-tmWy program is put on in the
school year.
Latin Club projects are spontan-/
eous, and never twice the same.
Each class comes forth with orig
inal ideas. Last year he members
put on The Fall of Troy'' in song,
making up their lines and setting
them to popular tunes.

The Latin Club

East Union Pavilion

AUTOMATIC WASHERS
WRINGER TYPE WASHERS
and IRONERS

rative

FRYERS OR

EX

FANCY SLICED

LAYER PACK

The Styleline De Luxe 2-Door Sedan
(Continuation of standard equipment and trim illuxtrated is dependent on availability of material.)

r

America’s

|■

47c
lb. 49c
|J RA H
39c

Largest

ID.

FRAN KFORTS ™ lb . 49c

BANA NAS ..2 lbs . 31c
FI
Cl
B
<|P J L.79
CRISCO or SPRY
™
151.09

and Finest

0^

SVS^'

HUGH MARLOWE
DEAN JAGGER
EDGAR BUCHANAN

the scales at 3140 pounds.* You can feel Chevrolet's
big-car solidness in its steady, even way of going!
Its HEAVIEST—tipping

Car!

You'd expect to pay a little more for the largest low-priced car . . . longest,
heaviest, with the widest tread. But no! With all its extra size and weight—all its
exclusive features—Chevrolet is the lowest priced line in the low-price field.
•Styleline De Luxe 4-Door Sedan, shipping weight.

A CHEVROLET

Here’s why
we say

FINEST!

FISHER BODY QUALITY e UNITIZED KNEE-ACTION RIDE . VALVE-IN-HEAD

ENGINE ECONOMY e WIDE-VIEW CURVED WINDSHIELD e JUMBO-DRUM BRAKE

25 LB.

“The MacArthur Story”

First and finest in the low-price field

ALLPURPOSE

BAG

Shows at: 2.00—6.40—8.45

TIME-PROVED
POWER

LARD,;j-„ 22c - OLEO lb. 29c

It's LONGEST—measuring ]97*/s inches from bumper to bumper. You can see
that extra length—and feel it in the smoother ride!

It has the WIDEST TREAD — spanning 58% inches between the rear wheels.
That wider base means better roadability—helps steady the ride!

FANCY GRADE

4a

LARGEST!

Low-Priced

Also—Added Attraction
“OLD SOLDIERS NEVER DIE”

SUNDAY AND MONDAY

Here’s why
we say

SAFETY e SAFETY-SIGHT INSTRUMENT PANEL e TIME-PROVED POWER
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION. Combination of Powerglide Automatic Transmission

and
105-h. p. engine optional on De Luxe models at extra cost.

MORE PEOPLE BUY CHEVROLETS THAN ANY OTHER CAR1

Automatic Transmission

SEAVIEW GARAGE, Inc.
St«trfi»gi*
Tmtuct MAKLT tiim PEYTON

689 Main Street, Rockland, Maine

A
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Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

On Mayflower Hill

Girl Scout Awards

(Continued From Last Issue)
Rockland's Girl Scouting Awards.
Adults, 1950-51:
Troop 5 (2d grade) Leader: Marie
Studley; Ass’t., Flora Hary; com
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur J. Connolly
Miss Elizabeth Shapiro of Banand two daughters Louise French gor is spending a weeks’ vacation
The 1951 meeting of the Maine mittee; Madlene Jackson. Winona
and Mary Duff were called to with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Three-Quarter Century Club wil be j Oay, Virginia Bird, Ann Karl,
Boston Friday night by the death Samuel Shapiro. Friday she will held at Colby College's new May Dorothy Stevens.
of Mrs. Elizabeth G. Connolly, Mr. go to Portland to spend the week- flower Hill campus Wednesday. I
Connolly's moiher. They were the ' end wi h her aunt and unc'.e, Mr. Aug. 22, Guy P Butler, executive I Troop 2 (3d grade) Leader:
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Me- and Mrs. Harry Segal.
manager of the Maine Publicity Louise Cole; assistant, Alma Dow;
Kenna, 51 Pinkert street, Medford,
-----committee:
Laura
Cummings,
Bureau has announced.
Mass. The funeral was Monday
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Foley, John
Tentative acceptance of the col chairman, Jean Epstein, Edith
with Requiem Mass from St. Kath- Murphy, Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred lege’s invitat on to the club to
Billings. Josephine Rapose. Jose
erine’s Church in Charlestown. Mullen, Miss Kay Mullen, James meet there was made some time
-----Mullen, Mr. and Mrs. Benedict ago, but the working out of arrange phine Deshon.
Troop 12 <3d grade) Leader:
Dr. and Mrs. John Smith Lowe Dowling, Mr. and Mrs. Gerald ment details prevented annoncehad dinner Tuesday night w< h Margeson and Perce Foley of ment until now.
Doris Sleeper; assistant Freda
their son, John Smith Lowe, Jr., Rockland and Miss Jane Foley of
The Maine Three-Qarter Cen Perry; committee: Lina Mountford.
wife and family in Gardiner it Rockland and Portland attended tury Club, the only Statewide group
Florence Morse, Noela Simmons,
being the occasion of Mrs. Low»’s the Musical Club banquet held of its kind in the country’, was or
Madlene Jackson, Gilberta Jordan
Monday
night
at
7.39
at
Mir-Ribirthday. Little Janet Elizabeth
ganized more than 25 years ago as
Troop 6 (4th Grade), Leader:
presented her grandmother with a Mar Tea Room in Auburn. A musi a means of paying tribute to
candlelighted birthday cake, sing cal program followed the banquet. Maine’s elderly citzens and also to Neva Wiggin; assistants, Evange
The Rockland group were the point up the fact that "people live line Sylvester, Madeline Philbr ck.
ing ‘ Happy Birthday to You.”
guests of Mrs. Robie Libby, owner longer in Maine ’”
Helen Plummer; committee: Eve
Mrs. Mildred O’Donnell of Cam of the Tea Room.
Meetings were suspended during lyn Goodnow, Elinor Newbert, Le
bridge, Mass., arrives Sunday to
Word War II, but were resumed in ona Phillips, Thelma Small, Leola
spend Memorial Day at her form Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Ayer re
turned to their home in Spring- 1947 after the Maine Publicity Bu Hyland, Dorothy Bird, Ruth Davis,
er Rockland home.
field, Mass., Wedne-day
after reau had been requested to take : Alice Soule Ruth Brown. Louise
Mrs. William H. Winchenpaw of spending several days with Mr. and over sponsorship of the organiza Billings.
Annual gatherings since
Trocp
(5th Grade) Leader:
New York is a guest for a few Mrs. Knot: C. Rankin, Cedar street, tion.
then
have
been held in Portland. Rosalie Trueworgy; Junior Ass stdays at the Thorndike Hotel.
and Mrs. James A. Richan, Elm
South Portland, Bath and Brewer. ants, Ruth Tootill, Carol Russell;
street.
A surprise welcome party was
Present officers of the Three- committee: Carolyn Macintosh,
Malcolm Shapiro of Pre«que
given Miss Matilda Leo Wednesday
Pearl Levinthal Constance GrossLt. and Mrs. Charles E. Dorgan man, Mrs And-ew Demuth.
night at her apartment on Masonic Isle spent the week-end wi*h his
street. Miss Leo recently came to parents, Mr. and Mrs. Samuel and son Charles, Jr., of Biloxi,
Troop 11 (6th Grade) Leader
Miss., are visiting his mother, Mrs. ■ 00^^ MacPherson; committee
Rockland from Italy to make her Shapiro, Limerock street.
Daniel J. Dorgan. Pacific street. , Doris Scarlott, Frances Savitt Erhome with her brother Nicholas
Mr. and Mrs. Robert McCarty
Leo. She was presented many
Mrs. Arthur Eowley entertained minie Trenholm, Dorinda Coughhave returned home from Jambeautiful gifts Following a social
acia, L. I„ where they attended O. T. Club last night at her home Iin, Claire Monson. Genie Annis.
evening refreshments were served
Troop 8 (6th Grade) Leader: Elthc wedding of Mrs. McCarty’s on Talbot avenue. Honors at can
including a handsome cake made
sister, Miss Elizabeth Yarr and asta were won by Mrs. George sada Barstow; Junior Assistant,
by Mrs Charles Blaisdell and deco
committee:
Paul Doegler Saturday morning Hallowell and Mrs Francis Har- | Carolyn Harriman:
rated by Mr. Blaisdell with this in
Katheen
Harriman, chairman;
in the Church of the Holy Family. den. La’.e lunch was served.
scription “Wecome to USA." in
Elizabeth Fogg, Dorothy Childs.
Italian. Invited guests were: Mrs.
Mrs. Vera Johnson and daugh
Mrs. Elva LeOage entertained I Troop 10 (7th Grade), Leaders:
Mario Grispi, Mrs Buddie Miller. ter, Dorothy, were in the city yes the P.&P.W. Club recently honor- j Kathleen Harriman, Leona White:
Mrs. Joseph Felican‘, Mrs. Chailes terday, returning from three weeks .•ng Mrs. Frances Mosher on her j hill; assistant, Evelyn Luce; cornBlaisdell, Mrs. Anthony Anastasio, visit in Northampton, Mass. They birthday. Refre.-hments were served mittee. Lucy Stewart, Katherine
Mrs. Clinton Robinson, Mrs. Philip were accompanied by Mrs. John-1 by the hostess assisted by Miss ! Philbrook, Pauline Gray,
Ledoux, Mrs. Frank DeCaatro, Mrs. sen’s granddaugh'er. from Rhode Violet Priestu. Others present were
Troop 9 )8th Grade), Leader:
John Escorsio, Mrs Angelo Escor- Island, who will visit them at their | Mrs. Minnie Hall, Mr.-. Doris Cox. Marjorie Hybels; committee: Helen
sio, Mrs. Thomas Eagen, Mrs. home in Vinalhaven. The Johnson- Mrs. Hazel Eracke’.t, Mrs. Kuby Bray Athleen Pease.
Franklin Priest, Mrs. Arthur Do are now busy preparing for the Miller, Miss Barbara Stevens, and
Rockland Girl Scout Council,
herty, Mrs. Francis Harmon and season's opening of their Summer Miss Miriam Mosher. Mrs Mo- 1950-51: Comm ssioner, Barbara
hotel "The Downeaster.”
' sher received many nice gifts.
Mrs Winston Brannan.
Griffith;
deputy commissioner,
,- — - _
- _
__ _
_
__ _____ _____
—
_
__ ___ Phyllis Grispi; secretary Dorothy
Bird; treasurer, Mildred Cre; reg
istrar. Helen Bray
11 Committees—Organization, Nath
alie Snow, M Lucille Nason; pro
gram, Inez Ames, Florence Segal;
training, Marjorie Hybels, Louise
Salminen; public relations, Lina
Mountfort, Athleen Pease; finance.
Leforest Thurston Lawton Bray.
William Talbot, Leavitt Coffin
William Koster, James M. Pease
Dr. Edwin Scarlott: membership
Pauline Talbot; Juiette Low. Leona
Phillips; camp, Kathleen Harr man Muriel Stockwell; leaders’
representative to Council, Kath
leen Harriman.
There will be an exhibit of some
of the work done this year byRockland’s Girl Scouts in the Girl
' Scout room at the close of the pro
gram.

Social Matters

Three-Quarter Century Club
Will Meet In Attractive
Confines of Colby
Campus

SENTER ^CKANE'S

FOR

SURF

AMD

SAND

Quarter Century Club are: John L
Parker. Bangor, acting president:
Rev- Nelson Miles Heikes, Albion,
secretary; Henry E. Burnel, Yar
mouth, A. R. Clark, Bolster’s Mills.
John H Merrill, Auburn, executive
committee.

z

Ruth Mayhew Tent

Kola Klub Tour

Makes Plans For Memorial Methodists Inspect the Ce
ment Plant—Games At
Day and the Department
the Church
Convention
Ruth Mayhew Tent. D.U.V, was
busy Monday nght with Memorial
Day plans which include Church
attendance with other patriotic
bodies, water service, decorat ons
of memorials, both cemetery and
local, and convention plans.
Mrs Ada Payson, patriotic in
structor. has completed arrange
ments for the water service and
other orders are invited to donate
flowers in memory of their dead at
sea. This is a very impressive
service and takes place at Schofield
Park during a pause of the pa
rade.
Mrs. Priscilla Smith gave a sat
isfactory report on the public sup
per and Mrs. Lizzie French report
ed the card party proceeds.
June 6-7 are the dates of the
Department Convention to be held
in Portland at Boswcrth Memorial
Hall. Mrs. Evelyn H xie. Milo will
preside and the annual reception
will be held on the 7th when the
G A.R. family will be guests of the
Daughters of Union Veterans of
Civil War, '61 to ’65.
A program of read ngs was pre
sented.
Mrs. Lena Richardson
read "Today's Flowers;" Mrs. Mari
on Springer, "Don't Worry So;"
Mrs. Carrie House, "Thought Fcr
the Day; Mrs. B ssie Sullivan, “An
Advertisement:” Mrs. Lizzie French,
“Parson Brown;” Mrs- Eliza Plum
mer, “Decoration Day," written byHenry W Longfellow. Informal
discussi ,ns brought to a close this
meet ng.

The Kola Klub of the Rock
land Methodist Chureh met re
cently and proceeded to the Law
rence Portland Cement Company
for a tour of inspection John
Pcmero.v ar.d Ted Sylvester acted
as guides for the tcur.
Following the tour the group re
turned to the church vestry ar.d
enjoyed various games as planned
■ by the committee Mr. and Mrs.
Philip Newbert and Mr. and Mrs
Ted Sylvester
A short business meeting was
held by President Donald Calder
wood, at which tune the June com
mittee Wits announ ed, that being
i Mr. and Mrs Almond Pierpont and
Mr. and Mrs. Dale L ndsey. Robert

The Black Cat
(Continued frem Page One)
me a copy of "Cats’ Magazine," j
with
the
following
clipping
marked:
"Ofl the coast of Maine there is
an island of irregular beauty,
quaintness and charm, called
Vinalhaven Many New York So
cial Reg sters spend their Sum
mers here. There is one home on
Vinalhaven I am especially inter
ested in for the the very gracious
hostess has gone overboard for Red
Persians. Alice Pallazola is a
novice at breeding cat-babies but
she will not be a novice very long
Her especial love is Sherry, (Scheherezade of Vinalhaven to be
exact). Just before Easter, Alice
came in the room and found Sherry
sound asleep in the arms of her
small daughter’s big, white bunny.
Now Sherry is romanticaly in
clined—and Alice’s father tells her
that Sherry’s kittens will be bun
nies with long tails or kittens with
bunny tails.”
—One year ago: Fr. Goudreau of
St B rnard's Church was select
ed to deliver the Memorial Day adr ;e - R ckland High School won
the Knox-Lincoln track meet with
6C points—South Thomaston’s new
lire truck arrived—Rev. Roy A.
Welker, former pastor of the Con
gregational Church, died in Hadlyme. Conn. Willard A. Wyllie, 81,
died in Warren
jsiibscrii'

Gregory, ticket chairman for the
fried clam supper, presented a b 11fold to Mr. arid Mrs Donald Cal
derwood as the prize for seling the
most ticketsRefreshments were enjoyed fol
lowing the business meeting
Members in attendance were: Dr.
and Mrs. Russell N. Abbott. Mr
and Mrs Donald Calderwood. Rev.
Merle Conant, M Sgt and Mrs
Richard Ellingwood. Miss Polly
Fo.-ter. Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Greenleaf, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Gregory. Mrs. Corinne Hughes, Mr.
and Mrs J Webster Mountfcrt.
Mrs. Carl Stilphen, Mr. and Mrs.
Vernon Studley,, M.ss Patricia
Whitehill.

5.00 to 7.00

3. A. R. HALL
Auspices Anderson Auxiliary'

400 Main Street

FREE LOLLIPOPS for the KIDDIES
SALE! GIRLS’ NEW 1 &2 PC

SUITS
USUALLY S1.99 IF PERFECT
Colorful printed rayon jersey bra
top and lastex bottom. 1 piece with
printed jersey front and lastex
back.
Sizes 3 to 6x
You save because they're
slight irregulars.

GIRLS’ SHORTS
PEDAL PUSHERS

CHILDREN’S
POLO SHIRTS

Sl

Reg.
$1.69

2

Cotton denims and twills.

Shorts sizes 3 to 6x, 7 to 14.

Pedal Pushers, sizes 3 to 6x.

Gantner of California.. .. .. .. .. .. .. ........................ $5.95 to $14.95

Children’s Sizes 1 to 14.. .. .. .. .. .............................. $1.59, $3.98

PAJAMAS

M

‘1

.66

piece styles

2

rrepe

cotton.

rool

crinkle

Colorful

prints.

in

Sizes 7 to 14.

GIRLS’ 2 PC BOLERO

Court er-Q&eetU

SUN DRESSES
AT A SPECIAL LOW PRICE

THURSDAY. FRIDAY. SATURDAY. MAY 24. 25. 26

Washable

20% Discount On ALL Summer Stock
1-3 Off All Remaining Spring Coats
EXTRA SPECIAL
Name Your OWN Price
On One Rack of Dresses and Blouses

sundress
•bolero
from

pique

waffle

with

matching

jacket.

Choose

colorful

prints

$1.99

or

gay floral patterns.
Sizes 7 to 14.

SPECIAL SAVINGS For BOYS

All sizes, including Sub-teens No reasonable

offer refused.

Pajamas and Nightgowns—20% Off
Of finest quality cotton crepe

INSIGNIA “T” SHIRTS
Fine

eombed

Dresses—20% Off
Large stock of new Summer styles and fabrics—

Marine

or

Air

BOYS’ SWIM

eotton

knit with Army, Navy,

Lee Surf and Sun Suits, sizes 12 to 44........... $4.95 to $14.95

f°r

SEERSUCKER

59c each.
Short rieeve, fine
combed eotton polos.
Stripes 1
and prints.
Sizes 3 to 8 and
S-M-L.

CHILDREN’S SPECIALTY SHOP

We Have Ever Had!

Rockland, Maine

LOLLIPOP DAYS

4TH ANNIVERSARY SALE OF

'4

Newspapers, unprinted. are avail
able at The Courier-Gazette at
small cost and are useful for a
number of household chores; might
also use them for figuring your in
come tax!
1*50

Sat. Night Supper

CENTER

BARGAINS! BARGAINS! BARGAINS!

The Largest and Handsomest Line of Bathing Suits

Brownie Scout Troop 12 with
their leaders, Mrs Doris Sleeker
and Mrs. Fieda Perry, wil meet at
the Community Building Saturday
morning, at 9.45 for a picnic at
Sagamore Park. The girls will take
box lunches and fireplaces will be
available for cooking hamburgers
and hot cogs. Transportation will
be provided by the troop committee.
Any mothers, who wish to attend
are cordially invited.

YOUTH

r

-

Girl
Scouts
Newslites

Corps

Insignia. Sizes 6 to 14.

69c

TRUNKS

V2Z

including lots of sub-teens

“GIVE A THOUGHT TO QUALITY”

Play Clothes—20% Off
When We Open the Season on Bathing Suits As Above

It’s Time to Mark Down Coats and Suits

So here they are!

Children’s Coats and Suits
1/2

Price

Women’s Coats and Suits Also Marked Down

Including Shorts, Jerseys, Bathing Suits,
Cotton Skirts, Midriffs

LOOKING FOR A GIFT FOR TUAT NEW BABY?
Come in and see the Blankets. Satin Puffs and
Cuddle Nests—All Reduced 20*~BUY NOW BEFORE SALES TAX GOES ON

CHILDREN’S SPECIALTY SHOP
375 MAIN ST., TEL. 823-W. ROCKLAND. ME.
WALK I P ONE FLIGHT AND SAVE

Jr') s

BOYS’

CABANA
SUITS
Colorful
print
jacket with solid
color shorts or
solid color jacket
and
matching
shorts.

. Sizes 1 to 3.

.39

Bright cotton prints with
knit jersey support . . .

rayon satins.

Sizes 6 to 12.

BOYS’ DENIM

DUNGAREES
Regulation style
sanforized 8 oz.
denim. Sizes
6 to 14.

Tuesaay-TfiuFsBay-SaToraay
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THE WCTU COUNTY CONVENTION
White Ribboners Hear State President—Make
One Change In List Of Officers

Canadian Prints

Unnecessary Work ‘Grandma IGA’ Of ’51

Are Being Exhibited In the O.P.S. Boss Tells Retail Gro Another Popularity Contest Earle Conant, Candidate For
District Governor, and
Is Announced By Local
cers, Restaiirariters and
North Gallery Of the Art
New King Lion At
Food Stores
Gasoline Dealers
Museum
Union Present
What's
What
Competition
to
select
“
Grandma
An cxhibi:ion of prints by mem

bers of the Society of Canadian
Pa.nter-Etchers and
Engra.er:,
place for the teaching of modera will be given at the Farnsworth
(Second Installment)
The names of those »hq had tion. 85 percen- of the accidents art museum the rest of :he month.
been made Life and *\lemorial on the highways are caused direct
The exhibition is widely di ermembers this year, were given as ly or indirectly by alcohol, it
-ilied
in technique and style. Many
follows. Life members: Miss Ada costs 115 in crime and accidents for
variations
of the etching tech
every
fl
we
get
from
the
liquor
B. Young, by her sister. Miss
nique are repre en ed, as are woodAlena Young; Mrs. Isabelle Twa- 'rcffic in revenue.
dell by her daughter. Mrs. Fire
These officers were elected to cut.-. both black and white and
man Young Memorial members, serve for th einsuing year; Pres- colored. Fifty-five prints by 30
Mrs. Jeanette Dunton by her .lent. Mrs Clara Emerj Rockland; different art.sts will be d.splayed
daughter. Miss Florence Dunton , recording
e retary. Mrs. Susie and the work ranges all the way
conserva ive and realistic
Mrs. Lottie Rhodes by her daugh- , l.amb,
Rockland; corresponding from
ter. Mrs. Olive Nelson; Miss Flo secretary,. Mrs. Gertrude Oliver. examples to more distinctly modrence Hastings, by M’sses Young Friendship; treasurer. Miss Leola irn mode- cf expression. A wide
and Mrs. Mary Hastings; and Mrs Robinson, St. George; vice presi variety of subject matter is like
Evelyn B. Crockett by her son. dent
(apnointed),
Mrs.
Ora wise to be found. Imaginative and
Woodcock. Thoma-t n;
auditor. decorative treatments occur as
John B. Crockett.
The Memorial service, conducted Miss Mabel Fernald. Thomaston. well as the more usual figure stu
Mrs. Clara Sawyer, the retiring dies and landscapes.
by Mrs. Nellie Magune. paid riCanada lias, within the past
corresponding
secretary has served
bute to Mrs Hattie Hart. Mr Co
few years, developed a very active
ra Snow, Miss Helen Yorke. Mrs the Union in that office for 25
artistic movement. A number of
Amelia Johnson, Rockland; Mrs. | years—she has teen a staunch adCanadian i.ain'ers have gained
Abbie Montgomery. Mrs. Emma i vocate and teacher of temperance.
Harriet She has been a regular attendant wide recognition for originality
Willey, Thomaston; Mr
nd skill. Tt.e graphic arts like
I at S ate Conventions for many
Burgess, Appleton
wise have flourished and this ex
Dinner was served in the church, years and highly regarded by the
hibition presents characteristic ex
by the ‘Try To Help Club;" Mr executive
ample- by a group of leading Can
Mildred Rhodes chairman
A vote of thanks was given for
adian artists who work in the
At the executive meeting, the the use of the Church to the dinvarious graphic techniques.
county department direc’ors were ner commitee and all those who
Arrangements for the circula
appointed Loyal Temperance Le- fi. iped make the convention sue*
tion of a group of exhibition of
gions, Mrs Mabel Heald; Flower Ces ful.
' iheir work were made with the
Mission and Relief, Mrs. Helen----------------Public Library and Ar: Museum
Gregory; International Relations
WASHINGTON
! of London, Ontario, through the
Miss Alena Young; Health, Medical
P.TA. Installation
agency of Farnsworth Library and
Temperance and Narcotics, Miss
Installation of the local PTA Art Mu.-eum of Rockland.
Ada Young; Child Welfare, Mrs
The exhibition is being shown
was held recently with Mrs WilHope Heald, Camden; Literature,
liam Talbot, second vice presi- first at Bowdoin. This exhibition
Mrs. Ethel Colburn; Temperance
den of the Maine PTA as insta'l- during the Win er and Spring has
and Missions, Mrs. Ka ' Brawn.
i gone to a number of other New
ing officer.
Soldiers and' Sailors, Mrs. Susie
Officers installed were: Presi- England mu eunis, including those
Lamb; Speech
Contests, Press,
dent. Mrs. Myrtle Kirkpatrick; at Worcester. Pittsfield, Fitchburg.
Scripture Temperance Instruction,
vice president, Alma Jones: sec
Mrs. Clara Emery.
retary. Myra Turner: treasurer
The afternoon session was opened
Marjon Jones; new commttwith Worship Service by Ret Mel- teg chairman are as follows:
vin Dorr of Camden.
Ways and Means: Ruth Greenlaw
A service for White Ribbon Re- n,j Eliza ire h Grinnell; Publicity
cruits was conduct d by Mr chairman, Mrs. Marguerite CreamEmery. Mrs. Christie tied the White er; Hospital Chairman, Minnie
ribbon on the wrists of eleven '■mall weaver; M mbership, Phyllis Grifchildren and Mrs.
Constance fin and Harriet Eillings.
Houelle addressed the mothers. Spe lul member- of the ExecuThe children were Susan Compton, : ve Commit ee are Ma: ion Steele
Barbara Ann Marston. Mary Alice and Catherine Wellman; LegislaMarston. Pauline Nicholson. Shir- ive Advisor, Sup Lew: Gray.
Gifts were presented to Past
ley Ann Welt, Gaile Lane and
Daniel Lane; Jay Barrows. Rose President Mrs. Edna Brann. Supt.
mary Barrows, Jean Barrow 3nd -nd Mrs. L. Gray and Mrs. Tal
bot.
Jeffrey Earrows.
Refreshments were served by J.
Mrs. Mabel Heald had a fine exhibit of posters and scrapbook* Gertrude Jones Myra Turner anti

Maine retail grocers, some res
taurant operators and gasoline
dealer.- are doing a great deal ol
unece-.sury work in complying wit t
ceiling price regulat.ons, it was said
today by state OPS bjss Edmund
S. Muskie.
"Retail grccers are required to
file nohing but their registration
indicating the class of store,"
Muskie emph sized. ‘Restaurant
operators file only a report of their
food costs per della-, while gasoi.ne dealer.” do not file prices wilt
the OPS unless they take the op
tion of doing so because of low
prices that existed because of gaw -rs during their base periods."
The Marne price boss also ex
plained hat the record require
ments for grocer- ask th; m to keep
for one year after they receive
them, all their freight bills, in
voices and other records, showing
the price 'hey paid end the date
they received delivery of each
item. Further requirements ask the
grocer to how all his invoices on
reque t of any OPS representative,
a written record of his ceiling
prices in effect at any particular
time. This record, however, is kept
by the grocer and not filed with
the OPS office.
Many restauran’s have been fil
ing menu prices with the distri t
office. “This, too, is unnecessary.’
said Muskie.

IGA" of 1951—third in a series of
four popularity contests—gets un
der way May 28 at the local IGA
Food Stores in this community.
The contest will be conducted
in two phases: (1) A popularity
election in each IGA Store from
May 28 to June 16. inclusive, to
elect the three most popular
Grandmothers; followed by ‘2<
Filling out a contest entry blank
stating "I’m proud to be a grand
mother because" which will be an
entry in a play-off to dete-mme
regional and
national w.'nneis
from among thousands of store
•sinners throughout the Uni ed
States.
Any woman having a grandchild
before May 28. 1951 is eligible to
compete. To become a candidate,
the woman must have her name
written cn the sales receipt of an
IGA Store and deposited in the
ballot box. One vote will be cred
ited lor each penny in the total
down on the receipt. Final results
of the store contests will be an
nounced on or about June 26.
The national winner will receive
500 in cash and a free all expense
trip for two persons to New York
lie week of August 27. occasion of
the IGA Silver Jubilee Convention
to be held at the Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel.

IT'S "ACTVIATIV"
The Most Powerful Gasoline
Your Car Can Use
INSIST ON SHELL PRODUCTS-

‘BE THERE’ WITH SHELL PROGRESS

A. C. MCLOON & CO.
DISTRIBUTOR
62-Th-tf

Two Lions in embryo were an
nounced at the Lions meeting,
Wednesday, following congratula
tions for their parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Neil Novicka and Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Soffayer.
Special guests yesterday were

Earle Conant of Oakland, former
Rockland boy who will be a can
didate for district governor in the
forthcoming convention; and Rob
ert Norton, who was elected king
lion of the new Union club, or
ganized Tuesday night. Noitcn’s
home is in Union but he is con
nected with the Internal Revenue
service in Rockland.
The new Union club has 22 char
ter members, and a promising out
look. Meetings will be held on
the second and fourth Mondays,
probably in the Grange hall at
East Union.

Guest speaker Wednesday was
Dr. Harry Karl Puharich of the
Round Table Foundation, origin
ally from Chicago, but now located
at Warrenton Park. He gave a
learned discussion on the subject,
'The Extra-Sensory System of
Man."

To learn typing, plenty of prac
tice is necessary and also, plenty
of paper. For exercises in touch
typing, newsprint will serve the
purpose excellently and economi
cally. For sale at The Courier-Ga
zette, 15 cents a package.
1*50

...Year after Year >vore
Graduates receive

The most popular watch in America.. •
America's greatest natch value!

Newcastle Disease

A veterinary medical bulletin re
Portland, Rockland and the Uni ports that research veterinarians in
Egypt have had encouraging results
versity of Maine.
with a vaccine treatment for chick
See the latest styles in Furs and ens sick with Newcastle disease.
Cloth Coats, moderate prices, top The treatment is credited with re
•juality, at Lucien K Green & Son ducing death losses nearly 50 per
1-tf cent. It is not yet known whether
the technique would be useful
against the American form of this
disease.
Egyptian investigators
also have found that they can save
the lives of many infected chicks
simply by good nursing and handfeeding. Due to the weakness and
nervousness accompanying a No
castle attack, many chicks are un
able to get to feed and water tro- ;
under their own power. The result
is that some of them die of starva
tion and dehydration ra’her than
from the effects of the disease

ktani

HERE’S CASH MONEY
IN YOUR
POCKET

made by the grade pupils in West Ma, eijn M:Iler

Rockport, which she explained.
The table was prettily decorated
Mrs Houelle National Secretary with a Maypole and dolls that were
of* Loyal Temperance Leg.on Clubs m de by pupils of Hodge School.
for children, gave a very inspiring
Mrs. Kirkpatrick.
Mrs. Alma
talk saving that our young -annie
peopi. Jones and Mrs. Marguerite Cr< imtalk, saying
a
attended the P.T.A. Convention
haw n vision of ideals in living
“a'e a
,
. hi] h Id in Lewiston. A complete and
Thev want the best for their chilH
mej ““1
'nfermative report was given at
dren. She urged that
<
meeting by Mrs. Alma Jones
mothers be organized in Iota lg {o
other members,
mas (auxiliary of the W C. T I
An Executive Board Meeting is
that they may learn how to use p]anne(j t0
held jn june fiate to
their ballot for the prctec..on o.
.announced later,
their homes, to know what is bepjan.s will be made also for an
ing taught in the schools, what is
Time county Fair.”
being done in the legislatures, ’ake
the Union Signal and read the
WINSLOW’S MILLS
Washington Letter by Elizabeth Rev. James D. Pointer To Speak
Smart. It is well worth the price
Rev. James D. Pointer, missionof the subscription.
Get the children in L.T.L. clubs; ry of the Methodist Church in
,„ r-a-.ii
give them .uthings to do. tv
The
chil- Portuguese East Africa for 37 -years,
*_
.................
to be and
wlU eager
guest-speaker
at the Wins
dren
are ready
to be
low’s Mill- Methodust Church on
used. We want 100,000 boys and
May 28 at 730 p. m.
girls to sign the pledge and sing
Mr. Pointer is a native of
our songs, and have them repre
Memphis. Tenn He was educated
sented at the National Convention
at Southern Univers.ty, Greensboro.
in Boston, Aug. 7-13.
Ala., Birmingham College, Ala . and
The brewers want 100,000 boys
, . , . . , ..
,
, .. Asbury College of Wilmore. Ky.
and girls to take the place of the
alsoholics who die. “Have you a
por social items in The Courierboy or girl to spare?" There is no Gazette. Phone 1044. Cltv
tf

Rockland Lions

Miuff Johnson Shoes
346 Main St.. Rockland. Me.

PRICES ARE LOW AT

BOBILL’S
Store Hours—Open from 8.00 A. M. t o 9.00 P. M.
Including Sundays.

Native Fowl, Pete Edwards’ ... lb. .52
Pork Chops.................... ... lb. .59
Pig’s Liver .................... ... lb. .39
Armour’s Bacon.............. ... lb. .47
Broken Sliced Bacon ....... ... lb. .23
Smoked Shoulders, 4-6 lbs. ... lb. .49
Plenty of Western Beef. Come In.
Baked Beans, No. 2^2 can .. 2 cans .39
Bohili’s Coffee-Why Pay M ore? lb. .77
Tea Bags, 48 count.......... ........... 29
Oleo............................. . 2 lbs. .59
Za-Rex .......................... .. bot. ,29
All Reg. Size Soap Powders .. pkg. .31
Bessey Apple Jelly....... 2 jars for .25
Tomatoes, No. 2^2 can . ... ... can .29
Potatoes ........................ ... pk. .47
Large Cukes ................. . 2 for .29
Bananas ........................ . 2 lbs. .27
Lettuce, Iceberg ............ . head .18

Act and Save, or Wait and Rave! I Sell Every
thing Below Truman's Ceiling. Washington, D. C.,
May Freeze Prices. But It Takes Oniy Kaler at Wash
ington Not D. C. But Maine, to Thaw Them Out. Now
the Most Ridiculous Tax Ever Imposed On a Labor
ing Man. Passed By the Politicians at Augusta, and
Most of Your Knox County Delegation Voting in
Favor of Same (The Sales Tax)—2% on All
Purchases After July 1. Again You Can Save Money on All Major Purchases, If You Buy Before This Rotten
Piece of Legislation Takes Effect.
Have Just Received 25 Deep Freeze Electric Refrigerators, Made To Sell For $289.99. I am going
to Sell These Refrigerators for $249.95; they are 9 ft. Cap., Brand New, Ceiling or No Ceiling, but the Sales
Tax Will Increase Them Exactly $5.00. I Have Been Told That the Powers To Be At Augusta Are Almost
Ready To Send Out Questionnaires with Three Simple Questions: 1. How Much Money Have You Got?
2. Where Is It? 3. How Long Will It Take To Get It All In One Pile, and Forward Same To Augusta?
I am like all dealers loaded with Stock, and good buys are in the Making, and Right Here in Wash
ington, Maine, at KALER’S: Estate. Monarch, Allen, Majestic Electric Combination Stoves, Oil, Coal and
Wood Stoves, Apartment Size Gas and Electric Stoves, as well as Cabinet Models. The Entire Line of Gibson
Electric Refrigerators, and Electric Stoves. International Harvester, Admiral, Deep Freeze Electric Refrig
erators, Gibson, Deep Freeze Home Freezers. Electric Sewing Machines, R.C.A. Radio Combinations, Arvin
and R.C.A. Table Models, The Glenwood Stove Line, Fairmont and Other Lines, Gas and Oil, Coal, or Wood,
Electric Washing Machines, Thor and Speed Queen.
Youngstown Cabinet Sinks, Briggs and Detroit Cabinets, Chrome Breakfast Sets, Sherwin-Williams
Paint, it’s going to be scarce, better get some when you can; Blue, Green and White Bathroom Sets Complete,
Plenty of Them. Electric Hot Water Heaters, Fairbanks-Morse, L. H., Duo-Therm. 30-40-52 Gal., .HamiitonBeech Electric Mixers. Electric Plates, Fans, Toasters, Flat Irons. By Far, Eastern Maine’s Largest Appli
ance Store, And As I Have Told You Before, No Store, Chain or Otherwise Can Compete With My Prices. It’s,

HAROLD B. KALER
Washington, Me.

Tel. 5-25

Open Sundays.

Low Prices, Free Delivery, Service and
Satisfaction Is Our Motto.

You Can Have Y'our Orders Delivered For 25c, within City Limits
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

National Shawmut Bank of Boston Finance

BOBILL’S MARKET

Route 17-220 From Rockland, 25 Miles.

Corner Broadway and Pleasant Street

55-T&Th-tf

TELEPHONE 1218

%

Invented Tramp Chair
Kennebec County Man Given
Gold Medal—Monument
On Grave
Oakland people when they see a
monument in a small burial plot on
the west side of Oak street, Just
north of the junction with High
street, recall the fame of San
ford J- Baker, an Oakland man
who Invented a chair for caging
tramps and for a time achieved
considerable fameBaker, an inventive genius, said
to have rather an eccentric mind,
came to the rescue of his town
when the place was plagued, as
were other communities in past
years, with tramps.
Oakland, being on a railroad
line, often entertained these gentry
as they dropped off the fre ght
trains in their travels from place
to place. The town had no jail
to speak of and the undesirable
visitors presented a problem
The
rolling jail or tramp chair was the
answer.
Baker began working on the
chair in 1898. He made a model of
it, about 18 inches high and 12
inches wide. The chair was on
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wheels and was made of latticed
iron with no cushion on the seat
Two iron braces were on the front
so that the chair could be hauled
about.
After the chair had met with the
approval of the town officers.
Baker had it patented and set
about making the real thing. Oak
land was the first town to use the
chair, but other communities fol
lowed.
It is said that when news of the
tramp chair was spread, tramps
disappeared and drunken persons
were less apparent on the streets.
Oakand town officers on March
12. 1900, presented Baker with a
suitably inscribed gold piece. The
designer and members of his family
are buried in the plot near the
corner of Oak and High streets, not
far from Oakland's business center.
Baker, the last to die. never
would allow a member of his fam
ily to be buried in a public ceme
tery and his last wish, that his
body be buried with his kin, was
carried out He also decreed that the
monument be left untouched, which
accounts for the untidy appearance
of the lot and markerBaker, born Dec- 28, 1838. died
April 24, 1906.
The $20 gold piece which the

WEDDING AND SHOWER GIFTS
MADE BY MAINE {RAFTSMEN
Also

OTHER WELL SELECTED GIFTS
WORKSHOP LINCOLNVILLE. MAINE

* A Year 'Round Shop *
ON ROUTE 1 MIDWAY BETWEEN CAMDEN AND BELFAST
9.00 A. M. - 5.00 P. M. DAILY
56*62

For Your Building or Repair Needs
JUST RECEIVED!

Carload Insulated Siding, No. 2 grade
Also One-Half Car Left

Double Overlap Roofing, $2.45 roll
FAIR SUPPLY NAILS AT $13.00 keg.
We Offer a Good Variety of Farming Supplies:
Seeds. Poultry Equipment, Garden Tools
FERTILIZER
DUST
5-10-10
$2.20 bag 5% DDT
6.50 cwt.
5-8-7
2.05 bag Fermate 10%. 9.75 cwt.

MAINE BLUEBERRY GROWERS, INC.
TEL. CAMDEN 2 585

WEST ROCKPORT, ME.

61-62*65

six of our ponds in the first hall
of 1951.
Those who heard Deputy ComI missioner Earle Bradbury when he
told the K.C.F.G. Association that
the new Palermo hatchery' would
mean bigger and better fish tor
; this area are not to be disap
pointed. The vouchers I received
Saturday from the Department in-}
dicate that brook trout for the
first half of 1951 will not be under
10 inches for ponds, and brown
trout will be nine inches or over.
Such brook stocking as we may.
expect for the Spring planting nas
already been completed.
Recommendations for stream infBy Ralph W. Tyler
provement and fertilization ol
It seems incredible tat a person I the telephone.
some waters will probably follow |
the present biological survey ol I
living in Rockland within a quart
er of a mile of the city dump 1 President Hodson of ths Megunti State stocked waters now being1
would take a bag of refuse, waste cook Fish & Game Association, conducted in Knox County.
and garbage to the shores of one whose pride in the purity and ap
If you are an artist with a dry |
of Knox Countys most beautiful pearance of the lake Is likely to rly and find the trout rising
bodies of w’ater and throw it just lead to further action un the mat you can catch the brown trout j
off the highway into the lake
ter.
which have been stocked m at’
Maybe they didn't, but that’s the It is a violation uf State law, ar.d least seven Knox County ponds i
way it looked to one of Knox persons responsible for dumping over the last few years. Mature,
County’s mast tireless ''clean wa waste and garbage in any Maine fish released in 1948 are now av
ters” boosters who came across waters can be prosecuted under eraging 1 1-2 pounds and some'
the disgraceful mess while on a Chapter 387, P. L. 194& for this say a great many will go 2 pounds;
fishing trip to Megunticook Lake offense.
or over.
one day last week, and he at once
Both the Knox County and tne The biggest browns I have seen I
delayed his fishing to probe the
Megunticook Fish and Games As were at Lermond in East Union
scat’ered refuse among wnich he
sociations are ever alert to keep and Johnson’s in Appleton.
found several envelopes and gro
ing our waters clean, in which These fish can also be caught
cery slip.'- bearing a Rockland fam
they get fine co-operation from on worms and wet flies or nymphs,
ily name and address.
the Warden’s Service and the but the fishing would probably be
“It just ruined my whole trip,’
State Department of Health and slow. Just after sundown appiears
he explained in relating the Inci
to be the most productive time ot
Welfare.
dent to me a short time later over
Here is the very latest report of day.
the present fish stocking policy We went into Johnson’s last
town fathers had made into a
for our area under the administra Sunday morning and where a year
medal for Baker, is in the posses
tion of new Commissioner Roland ago we saw 50 rising at once there
sion of his nephew, Ross R Baker.
Cobb, and it will very likely be were only three seen in as many
393 Oak street Oakland.
the pattern for the whole centra! hours. Conditions were not favor
Ross’ son Kenneth Baker, has
able as it was foggy and raw and
coastal area of the State.
the original model of the tramp
there were no fly hatches in pro
It appears that three small ponds
chair. The Oakland chair was
gress.
given to Albert Smith, a New- of Knox County will be reclaimed Browns are a very wary and will
Hampshire magician, who was by the State biologists and crews “beat it” to cover if they become
The procedure is to remove all
credited with making an escape
aware of a fisherman about, and
from the contrivance. WLiether undesirable species by the use or will stop rising abruptly at any
the chair is still in existence is a Rotonone and then plant trout unusual noise or splashing in the
exclusively.
mystery.—Waterville SentinelWith our trout stocking program
already augumented with several
new and very satisfactory small
ponds this makes our fishing fu
The Selectmen and Committee ture look brighter for at least
will accept sealed bids on or be the trout fisherman.
fore May 25, 1951, on a five year
The salmon stocking program
contract for the removal of snow
in the town of Appleton, with will, from all indications, remain
the privilege of rejecting any or unchanged.
Wu raflW.
all bids.
Megunticook has apparently ''een
-A‘c • V* X „
Per order of Selectmen and selected to receive three-fourhs ot
Committee.
the Knox County allotment, the
balance to be placed in Alford RESISTS
TOWN OF APPLETON Lake.
60-62
Brown trout will be released in ALL KINDS Or WEATHER

Bids For Plowing

matup

PICK A

IODGE

Endurance

HOUSE PAI!
New, improved lough-film for
mula, in a whiter white lhai
withstands extreme
75
weather hot or
cold. Self-cleaning.

$5
wJIVggL

tOirknf il 5

A DOUBLE CELEBRADON

Bertha Luce, Mrs Glenys Merri
field. Miss Jackie Reynolds,’ and
M.ss Grace Pushaw.

GROSS NECK

Mr. and Mrs. Harrv Pushaw whose silver wedding anniversary was
observed by South Hope Grange.

Members of South Hope Grange
gave a really successful surprise
party at the hall Tuesday night
honoring the birthday of their
Worthy Master, Everett Crabtree,
and the 25th wedding anniversary
of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Pushaw.

Callers Mothers Day at the home
of Mrs. Matilda Eugley were Mr.
and Mr- Ralph Eugley and grand
son. Mr . Irvine Genthner,
Ernest, daughter. Lois of West
Waldoboro. Mr. and Mrs. Virgil
'.Vinch«nba.h, Mrs. Villa Morse,
Herbert Morse, Donald and Donna
Turner of the Village. Mr. and
Mrs. Donald Flagg end, daughters
cf Jefferson. Mr. and Mrs. Ernes;
Eugley and family, Mr. and Mrs.
Lloyd Foster and family, Mrs. Ar
thur Poland and two sons.
Mrs. Ralph Eugley of West Wal
doboro was a caller at lea Waltz
Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Theriault
of Waterville visited Sunday with
her
grandmother, Mrs.
Alden
Waltz.
Mrs. Arthur Poland and two
sons have been recent Damaris
cotta visitors.
Harry W.
Creamer returned
home Saturday after visiting his
sister and brother-in-law. Mr. and
Mrs Sidney Rines at Woolwich.
Mrs. Villa Morse of the Village
spent Saturday with her mother,
Mrs. Matilda Eugley.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Foster and
family were in Rockland Saturday
Mrs
Melvin Genthner
and
daughter called on Miss Edith and
Miss Agnes Creamer of West
Waldoboro Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Foster and
family and Mrs. Ma.ilda Eugley
called on Mrs. Villa Morse and
family at the village Saturday eve
ning.

Each of the honor guests thought
the party was to be for the other.
A birthday cake, made by Mrs.
Lucy Crabtree, and gifts were given
Mr. Crabtree, and the 100 or more
guests sang “Happy Birthday.”
Mr and Mrs. Pushaw were pre
sented an eectr:c coffee percola
tor, a combination waffle iron and
water. When young they are toaster, a corsage of violets with 25
largely insect
and underwater streamers having dimes attached, a
nymph feeders. When older they1 sum of money, and a large wedding
For social Items in The Couriertake to minnow’s and other swim cake made by Mrs Dorothy Childs. Gazette. Phone 1M4. City.
tf
mers. That’s when they fall Ior
Entertainment consisted of songi
streamers.
hy Harlan Robinson of Camden;
I believe in Johnson’s Pond they duets by Evelyn and Catherine
WATER PIPES
feed largely on leeches and caddis Guyette and Evelyn and France
at this time of year, when not Guyette of East Union; several
SEWER WORK
feeding on surface flies.
solos by Catherine Guyette in cosKaler’s pond in Waldoboro has! tume; accordion solos by Joan Nor
SEPTIC TANKS, CESSPOOLS
given up a few browns this year in wood of Rockport; piano solo by
CEMENT WORK
the three pound class. Sheepscott. Wendy Dow of Rockport; and evCELLAR WALLS REPAIRED
China and Georges Lakes are also, eryfoody sang "Irene” with accorcoming along well in brown dion accompaniment. Music for
trout.
| dancing was supplied by Wendy
S. E. EATON
The new Summer heading for Dow at the piano, and Harlan RobROCKLAND,
ME. TEL. 1187-B
this column scheduled to make its j inson and Billy Gould, trumpets,
appearance with the descriptive
The hall was decorated with apparagraph in last Saturday’s issue pie blossoms, tulips, bleeding heart
of The Courier-Gazette failed to and tissue flowers made by Peter
show up from the processing stu- \ Hart, Grace Pushaw and Jackie
FACTORY ENGINEERED
dios in stride with the write-up. J Reynolds.
Refreshments
were
PARTS
The change at this time of year served by Mrs. Mildred Berry’. Miss
For
All
Chrysler
Make Cara
was a little premature anyway as Claire Crabtree. Mrs. Lucy CrabSummer comes in officially June' tree, Mrs. Marion Hart, Mrs
Dodge-Plymouth-Chrysler
21I--------------- ------;------- —- -----DeSoto
You will be seeing it soon and
ARTESIAN WELLS
Also Dodge Job-Rated
it will be at the head of this col-; DRILLED AND GUARANTEED
Truck Parts
umn until around the last of; We Have Been Drilling Since 1912
September.
NELSON BROS. GARAGE
Get set for striped bass. This is J LEWIS HERBERT & SON
515 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
ISLESBORO
about the time of year they cross: TEL. 74-3,
t-tf
55-tf
the State line into Maine waters. | ________
George Kimball of the Kenne- bee River Striper Club in a letter
last week has agreed to notify me
SEE THIS WONDER BARGAIN AT
when they get into the Kennebec.
For such fish as are caught in
Knox County waters no special salt
water equipment is required.
CENTR 1JAAAINE
Fly purists are still using stream
rowti
?0MFA N V
ers of light colors or white, and
average weight flyrods for these
tasty scrappers, but I feel more
secure using plug casting or spin
ning rod tackle with black nylon
line of around 12 to 16-pound
test.
The snapper blue fish are an'
ideal fish for the flyrod fishermen
and a 1-2 pound blue ffch will ' out |
scrap" any 1 1-2 pound trout ev
er caught.
Hugh McCorrison of Appleton
got a fine catch of large whit ?
perch just above Sennebec last
week. The fish all averaged over
one pound.
Warden William Snow says many
fine “whites” have been caught!
from the Seven Tree bridge in
Union recently.

GE “Speed Cooking” RANGE
for only s115° monthly

cash: s20995 after down payment

Sjarihuarc
509 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
MADE
BY

Dodge Trucks offer
gyrol Fluid Drive!

ONLY

Before you buy any pick-up. let us give
you a demonstration in a Dodge with
Fluid Drive! You’ll discover driving
ease, convenience, load protection, and
safety offered by no other pick-up.
Only Dodge has it! This Dodge exclusive— available on b£-,
J^-, and 1-ton “Job-Rated" trucks—saves wear and tear on
more than 80 vital parts. It reduces repairs . . . lengthens truck
life. It makes driving easier . . . protects your load, lt helps
avoid wheel-spinning . . . increases tire mileage.

’FIRST in Load Space!
Haul more payload with a Dodge Jjton pick-up. Take your choice of a lowside body with 31.41 cu.-ft. capacity or
an optional high-side body with 44.16
cu.-ft. capacity—more load space than
any other popular pick-up of compara
ble wheelbase. These trucks also have
lower loading heights to save work. time.

WINNER in Visibility!
Drive in safety—with the biggest wind
shield of any popular make! Enjoy wide,
clear, forward vision through an area
of more than 900 square inches. You’ll
get a good close-up of the road—with
the new, lower hood line. You'll have
excellent side- and rear-visibility, too!

515 Main Street
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in Easy Handling!

ftehotA""

It’s a cinch to maneuver, park, and
drive these piek-ups in traffic! They turn
sharper than comparable trucks—be
cause Dodge gives you cross-steering,
wide front tread, and short wheelbase.
They steer easier, too, thanks to the
worm-and-roller steering gears and a
new, more comfortable steering wheel
angle. Try ’em and see!

TDK

Come In for a thrilling demonstration of this budget-priced,
full-sized General Electric Range!

in Plus Features!

Only Dodge gives you all these extra-value features: Revolu
tionary new “Oriflow” shock absorbers for matchless riding
comfort on any road. Four-ring pistons with chrome-plated
top ring for dependability and economy. Exhaust valve 9eat
inserts to reduce valve grinding. Moistureproof ignition. Wide
running boards for safe footing. 45-ampere generator. Independ
ent hand brake. Two fuel filters. Heavy-duty radiator.

.pectawr m

smooth 'w.de wvlth
X

< out stores A
t most of white
1 blue and *h

Many

FOR THE RIGHT DEAL AT THE RIGHT PRICE! EASY TERMS!

NELSON BROTHERS GARAGE
P\

Glidden

LEADER RANGE

Tel. 720

Rockland, Maine

346 MAIN STREET.
ROCKLAND. MAINE

‘.Le

fwoplo5

Sumn*'

^ndicoU Johnson Shoes

You can have all the joys of “Speed Cooking”—easy,
fast, better meals, and shining cleanliness!
HI-SPEED CALRODS UNITS—with five exact cooking speeds! u
BIO MASTER OVEN—bakes, broils, roasts—with electrical accuracyl
BIO THRIFT COOKER—6-qt deep-well cooker for easy, economical
meals!

Come

in today I It’s a real buyl

CENTRAIWAINE

'
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To Europe

By Tape Union Juniors To Show “Spooky Tavern” Friday

Recordings Made By Towles
In Luxembourg Played In
Rockland Classes

Inc.
■d CROSLET present the

REW SHELVADORS* fer ’51!

enth Grade, won the Knox Coun
ty spelling championship Saturday,
which qualified her to participate
in the State finals, May 26, in
Portland City Hall.

The Union High School Junior class will present the comedy “Spooky Tavern” at Town Hall Friday evening. The play, which is the
last of Ihe school dramatic productions in the county this year, is coached by Miss Donna Shaw of the faculty. Rehearsals for the mystery
show have been going on for some lime and have brought the cast to the point where they promise an excellent production. In the cast and
sound effects crew are the Juniors shown above. Left to right. In front are: Fdric Day, Herbert Harding, Marshall Payson, Gordon Grinnell,
Gerald Torrey and Kenneth Bartlett. In the rear are: William Doughty, Velzora Savage, Rachael Spear, Ginnie l'pham, Faye Robbins, Sadie
Gammon and Alis* Donna Shaw, the coach.

North Haven Invasion By 22 Newton High
Boys and Girls Expected To Be Real
Experience For Students, Parents

Itara'i ostbat
It—Om way
SfesfvMor Ratittariton Utroxt tha
2 ta M tnuntosl

North Haven will be host to 22
j students from Newton High School
! next week. The visitors will arrive
I in Rockland in time to take the
Monday af'ernoon boat to the
island where they will spend a
full week.
The visitors will be no strangers
House-Sherman, Inc. to the North Haven student body
142 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME. as a group of 21 from North Haven
TEL. 721

Tea and Program Features Farnsworth Before Social
Studies Class For Talk
Of Affair Tendered the
On City Government
McLain School Faculty

Thomaston—Julie Sheffield of 1
the Thomaston High School Sev- !

Aatoaatic Defrosting!

tau tau
M
HtM HaeMW ta

Thomaston—The biology class, j
accompanied by Mr. Lbby, visited ;
Silsby's greenhose Monday.

Thomaston—Thursday, May 11,
the Seventh Grade put on a musi
cal play called “And the Stars
Heard ” It was held before the
P.TjA at the Thomaston High
School. The parts in the play were j
played by Michael Mayo, Kath
erine Sheffield, Miles MacMillan,
Richard Feyler. Ronald Achorn,
Michael Brooks, Julie Sheffield.
Dolores Whitten, John Aho, Sandre Butnam. and Jack Marks The
remainder of the class composed
the chorus.

NEWTON GUESTS DUE MONDAY
HRh “Care-Free"

Teachers FT A Guests Manager RHS Guest

Thomaston — Last Friday the
Seventh Grade held a dance in thc
gvmnasium of the Thomaston High
School. Although the attendance1
was small everybody had fun.

On Monday, May 14, Mr. Hybels
played a tape recording for all his
classes It was a recorded inter
view between him and two of his
friends, Mr. and Mrs. Philip Towle
who have returned recently from
six months In Europpe.
The recording was made espe- !
dally for the students on the
school's own recorder during a
week-end visit by the Towles, as
the best possible substitute under
the circumstances, for personal ap
pearance and showing of colored
sides.
A yaer or so ago, Mr and Mrs
Towle showed slides of Holland to
the student body.
Last Spring they flew to Luxem
bourg, where they set up house
keeping in a 1000-year-old castle
Their job was to help American
tourists, who came in by plane, to

House-Sherman,

Notes All Schools

The members of the Future
Teachers of America recently held
a tea in the High School library'
honoring the McLain school teach
ers whose guests they have been
several t mes a week. Students have
observed in the classes and done
practice teaching under supervi
sion..
Sandwiches, cakes and punch were
served from a beautifully-appoint
ed table Tulips and Spring flow
ers were used as a centerpiece
Senior High and Junior High
teachers were special guests.
A program introduced by Law
rence Hatch was presented. Those
taking part were: Nancy Stone.
John Ware, Janet Stone, Maynard
Bray Jeannine Leach, Marcia

Mr. Farnsworth, city manager,
spoke to a group of 60 social
studies Freshmen on May 16. He
listed the city departments and
outined the duties of each.
He emphasized the importance of
equality and economy in the direc
tion of civic affairs and stressed
the value of building soundly for
the future.
Lindquist and Marion Cole.
Committee Chairman was Ber
nard Staples. He was assisted by
the Senior members. Mrs. Pitts is
facuty advisor
Thomaston—The physics Class
recently visited the Maine Central
engine house to inspect steam and
diesel locomotives.

KNOX COUNTY EMPLOYERS
ATTENTION

Thomaston—The members of the
Seventh Grade enjoyed a visit to
Montpelier, the home of General
Henry Knox, Monday afternoon.

THE BOYS AND GIRLS OF

Thomaston — The Senior Sea
Breeze is on sale at the High
School and at McDonald's and
Brackett's.

Rockland High School, Class of ’51

features will entertain the guests
MARTINSVILLE
of the island high school.
Recent guests of Albert Winslow
Thomaston—The Senior Class is
The Newtonites will attend class
were his daughter, Mrs. Paulding going to have a picnic, June 8 in
es in North Haven High School
Cushing.
and will parade in both North and a friend of Hanson, Mass.
Miss Myra Marshall and Miss
Haven and Vinalhaven on Wed
of Somersville, of Boston are passing a few days
nesday. A visit Vo Hurricane Island i Martha Smith
Mass.,
are
spending
two weeks at at their new cottage near Martins
is in the plans for the week as
well as movies, boating and base ; Miss Marshall's home 'Sunny Mea ville Beach.
dows."
ball.
A Fellowship supper is being held
Trips are planned to the St. Re I Mr. and Mrs. Paul Hannemann ’ at the Ridge Church Vestry Wedgis paper mill at Bucksport and J were at Bangor for several days ! nesday night.
the Camden Shipbuilding Company I this week.
| Mr. and Mrs. Frye ol BowdoinCapt. Lelan Hart has returned ■ ham were week-end guests of Rev.
as well as the Knox Woolen Mill
and General Seafoods fillet plant heme after spending several weeks and Mrs. John Sawyer.
at the Marine Hospital at Port I The Ladies Circle meets Thurs
at Rockland.
The visitors will find a warm wel land. He is much improved.
day afternoon with Miss Marjor
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hupper ie Hupper and Miss Myrna Cope
come in North Haven homes where
they will stay with the boys and 1 spent Sunday at Livermore Palls land.
girls who were their guests in with friends.
Dr. and Mrs. Arthur Watzinger Advertise in The Courier-Gazette
Newton a short time ago.

Want An Opportunity To Work and Grow
With Rockland and Knox County
There Are Available—

Typists
Business Apprentices
Stenographer Trainees
Trade Apprentices
Clerks
Specialty Sales Clerks
We may have the people you need in your husiness.

High School were guests in Newton
for a week, earlier in the month.
The entertainment which will be
afforded the Massachusetts stu
dents will differ considerably from
that they arranged for the North
Haven boys and girls. However, it
will all be as new, and as inter
esting to them as places and events
were in and around the Massachu
Thomaston—Tne Junior Class has
setts community.
Clam digging, a feed on the taken over the sale of the ice cream
5-Th&S-tf make a gradual adjustment to Eu shore, a trip with a lobsterman, at recess. This was previously
ropean ways.
deep sea fishing and many other done by the Seniors.

An interview for a present or future opening

will be most welcome.

Call GUIDANCE DEPARTMENT
Phone 1338, Rockland
flOpl&62&64&60pl
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All over New England there’s abundant electric power . . t

which New England's skilled workers use in abundance to make a huge share
of America’s goods. In addition there’s plenty of electricity for

commercial and home uses. And the reason New England has plenty of electric
You’ve never known Ihe flnett performance your car can deliver

until you've driven with Ihe NEW CALSO. This superior motor fuel
is the product of the world's newet*, most modern refinery.
Il brings you a balanced gasoline that is better on every
count. So expect more—get more—with the NEW CALSO

power is because New England business men made it their
business to build huge new generating units as fast as possible after
World War II. They are still building — so as to serve tomorrow

as amply as today.

gasoline. More ease of starting. More speedy pick-up.

More steady power. More carefree mileage. Get a lankful today

at any CALSO station—wherever you see the familiar big red sign.

electric light and power companies

Discover why CALSO is the New Big Name in gasoline)

OF NEW ENGLAND
FREE BOOKLET!

Ty-

"CAR CARE during the Emergency." Ask
for your copy 'it your CALSO dealer’s.

CENTRAL
FOWER

© Q
PSOOUCTSOP
THI CAUKMNIA (ML COMPANY
Trademarks "CALSO" ond
Off.

RPM"

by MARITIME OIL COMPANY, rockiand, maine
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RHS LIBRARY IN STRONG GAIN

THEY’RE TOP SPOT RIVALS

COMMENCEMENT PLANS NEARING COMPLETION
of the class and Cora Rowling the
salutator.an. A total of 87 Seniors
will receive their d plomas.

Camden and Thomaston Are Fighting It Out
Use Of the Library Facilities Up 10 Times Due Week Of June 10 To Be Busy Period In the
Coastal High Schools As Class Of 1951
For the League Championship
Latin Club Initiates
To Added Numbers and Range of Books
Prepares To Enter New Life Ahead
Twenty- - Eight Freshmen
(B Bob Mayo)
Mills, .236; Skeet Henderson. .235;

Tlrs year more stdents have used
the High School library than ever
before in the recent past The rate
of borrowing has increased about
10 times so that for several months
now it has been normal to have
about one-third of the student
body charged out with books The
library room is almost constantly
filled with browsing, inquisitive
students; from Junior High as well
as the Senior High. Many come to
read or look at the newspapers,
magazines, and pamphlets; others
come to “shop” for a book.
The new books purchased this
year are probably the principal
reason for the library’s new popuarity. Approximately 85 clothbond books were bought last Fall;
20 more were acqured through
gifts from the teachers and public.
Without a doubt, the most popu
lar additions to the book co'Jection
have been 200 paper-covered pock
et-size books. The titles were care
fully selected for literary value
(that is to say: how closely a book
imitates life); most of them are
reprints of classics and best-sellers
with a message for youth Since
paper-covered books are not built
to last a rental system of five cents
for a two-week period was set up,
making it posible to replace worn
out books without loss to the school
department. In this way the High
School library has been able to add.

at an insignificantly small cost to
the taxpayer, 200 much needed
books to its colection, which nownumbers close to 1500.
Mr. Hybels. the librarian this
year, has written an article de
scribing his methods for promoting
the use of Rockland High School s
library. It will be published in the
October issue of the "Maine Teach
er’s Digest.”

Commencement week plans are
the major subject in the 10 High
Schools of the area as graduation
day draws near. The majority of
the schools have set the week of
June 10 for the activities which
will complete the High School years
of the class of 1951.
The forthcoming final exami
nations plus last minute arrange
ments for baccalaureate, gradua
tion. the graduation ball, class days
and alumni have created a whirl in
Teachers College Toured By most schools which will not sub
Future Teachers In RHS side unt 1 the middle of June.
The planned activities of the
Senior Class
several schools are given below,
Teacher-Conference Day was
as nearly as present plans will per
held at Gorham State Teachers’ mit.
College on Tuesday. Mrs. Pitts
Union
took several members of the FuBaccalaureate service Sunday,
tre Teachers of America to the June 10. at the Methodist Church
conference. Those making the trip with Rev. Lyle Calhoun of the
were: Charlotte Brackett, Ellen Nazarene Church as the speaker.
Sulides, Patty Griffith, Manley
Graduation exercises will be held
Hart, Lawrence Hatch, Barbara in the High S hool gym Thursday
Ilvonen, Janet Stone, George Hoop- June 14, and w.ll be followed by the
er, Clifford Perry-, Arthur Perry, graduation ball.
Marion Talbot, Arline Miller, Ga.l
Alumni activities have not as yet
Grant, Carol Stratton, Dolores been announcedGaliano, David Scarlott, Virginia
Valedictorian of the Class of ’51
Economy, Bernard Staples, Bea is Sylvia Farris with Carlene Han
Reed, Carl Butler, and Percy Clark sen as the salutatorian. F.rst hon

F. T. A. Visits Gorham

Waldoboro

Rev. Aaron B. Kelley of the First
Baptist Church will conduct the
baccalaureate services in
the
church at 7.30 p m on SundayJune 10.
Graduation exercises will be held
: in the High School gymnasium
Wednesday evening June 13
Class Day is scheduled for Mon
day June H
The graduation ball will be held
in the school gym Thursday eve
ning June 14.
Sarah Newbert will deliver the
valedictory at graduation and Joan
i Robinson the salutatory.
Camden

Rev. Haig Nargesian of St.
i
Thomas Episcopal Church will
, conduct the baccalaureate services
! at the Opera House on Sunday,
June 10. Clergymen of other faiths
in Camden will participate in the
services.
The Class of '51, comprised of
55 students, will receive their diplo
,
mas in exercises scheduled to be
held in the Opera House Thursday.
June 14 Charles Massalin is the
valedictorian and Christine Plaisted the salutatorian'
The annual Alumni Association
meeting is now planned for Tues
Thomaston — The
Sophomore ors go to Eaine Robbins.
day evening at the Opera House.
! Class held a successful cooked food
Rockport
This arrangement tentative at the
sale Thursday.
Baccalaureate is to be held at moment.
the Methodist Church with Rev.
Thomaston
John Sherburne conducting the
Baccalaureate
services will be
services, on Sunday June 10.
Graduation will be in Town Hall held in the Baptist Church Sunday••
Wednesday evening June 13. Vale evening June 10
Cool Sandal
Graduation is schedued for 8
dictorian is Viola Starr w.th Caro
p m. Wednesday June 13 at Watts
lyn Richards as salutatorian.
at a
The graduation ball wil be held Hall. Honor pEirts will be taken byA cool, snow-white elk
Thursday evening June 14 in Town Sally Gillchrest, Audrey Young,
play sandal for misses.
Jean Williams and Paul Starrett,
HallComforting
Sizes 8»/2 to 3. Also, in
There are 23 members of the Class.
ftiost of our stores, in
The alumni banquet and ball will
brown or red.
be held Thursday- June 14.

FdtMtMM.

I
I
■
I’

Endicott
Johnson

|I
ROCKLAND TRAVEL BUREAU

346 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND,

STATE NEWS COMPANY
PHONE 563-R

MAINE

Rockand
Baccalaureate services will be
held in the Community Build.ng
auditorium at 7.30 p m. Sunday
June 10- Rev. Charles R. Monteith
of the Congregational Church will
be the speaker.
Last assembly will be held at 10
a. m. Tuesday June 12 and class
night at 7-30 p. m. in the audi
torium.
The Senior banquet will be held
in the school gym at 6 30 p. m. on
Wednesday June 13.
Graduation exercises will be held
in the Community Building at 8
p. m. Thursday June 14
The annual alumni meeting and
reception will be at the High
School Friday evening June 15 at
7.30.
Richard Robarts is valedictorian

Taken Into Rockland
Club On May 15

Freshman Latin students were
initiated into the R H.S Latin Club
on May 15 with ceremonies which
lasted all day. The initiates wore
Roman togas to classes throughout
the day- and then underwent initia
tion in the evening.
The program of initiation start
ed at 6 p. m and continued to an
entertainment and social evening.
After a program of Latin plays
and songs, refreshments of sand
wiches, cake and punch were
served All then went to the au
ditorium where the play, Let’s
Study Lath," was presented by
the Sophomores.
A dance followed in the gymna
sium with Mrs Johnson at the
piano
Thoe taken into the club were
Mollie Barter, Nadine Burpee,
Eddie Hodman, Blaine Cousens.
Sonia Curry, Nancy Post, Lanta
Preston, Helen Ranta, Gloria
Shafter. Gloria Venezia, Tommy
Leadbetter John Black, John Boyn
ton. Edward Baxter, William Bra
zier. Robert Crie, Janice Fickett,
Dolores Galiano, Gail Grant. Roger
Grindie. George Hooper, Barbara
Knowlton, Arlene Miller, Clifford
Perry, Karl Spyrou, Judy Staples,
Carol Stratton and Marion Talbot.
On the Sophomore program Eind
in the floor show were Ronnie
Marsh and Joan Talbot, Estelle
Say-ward, and Mike Levinthal.
Characters in the play were
Charlotte Brackett, Ellen Sulides,
Vivian Burpee, Patsy Cuthbertson,
Patty Griffith and Barbara Boyn
ton. Helping with the initiation
were also Pat Emery, Norman
Ames and John Anderson and
Charley Sewall- President of the
club is Joan Talbot- Faclty spon
sor is Mrs. Pitts.
Thomaston—The High School was
entertained at an assembly bySamuel Russell Eves. He played a
selection of folk tunes, both on the
piano and accordion and sang bal
lads of our country.
Your Doorway Needs This!

YOU'LL SEE THE AMAZING
NEW INVENTION THAT MAKES
AI.VMI
•
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MADE
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70

LEWYT
VACUUM CLEANER

FOR

MAINE FOLKS
Write DURO, BOX 424
ROCKLAND, ME., TEL. 1213-M
53*Th*59

GREAT NEW ROCKET 80 FEATURES
GREAT NEW BODY BY FISHER!

A CARPET SWEEPER
TOO!'

•

No. 101

Jimmy Hall, .175; Doug Miller,
.171; and Dixie Walker, .138—that
Thomaston-Lincoln game was one
of :h06e awful things; Lincoln was
dreadful in the early innings but
improved as the game progressed,
while Thomaston started well but
got progressively worse. It was a
question of which team would
fumble the most—for my money
Camden's A1 Bennett is the player
of the year in this league. He is
one of the few High School pitch
ers who use his head out there
and never gets rattled and he is
a good hitter to boot.
Two K-L coaches found it nec
essary Monday to remove players
from the game for lack of hustle
and poor thinking—the come back
of the week belongs to Lincoln
player Hodgkins; as he went to
bat against Jimmy Hall he was
urged by coach Ed Lewis to “Move
around in there and get him ner
vous,” to which Hodgkins replied;
“Gosh coach, I'm the one that’s
nervous!’—Gary “Suitcase” Seavey
seems to be the only one of the

NOTES FROM SOUTH SCHOOL
Grade One, Miss Tillock
steins, and roots this week in con
We had our best representation nection with a science lesson.
at the last P.TA. meeting with 12
Margaret
McClure,
Lorraine
mothers and friends present.
(Continued on page twelve)
Ruth Brewer recently celebrated
her seventh birthday.

PRICES

Grade One, Mrs. Parsons

Rodney Humason of East Waldo
boro has joined our class
Our Grade won the P.TA. at
tendance banner again and the $5
attendance award. Carol Escorsio,
Sharon Keefe, and Wesley Nichols
acted as filmstrip narrators re
cently.
Everyone has enjoyed the records
brought to school by Jeanne Foley,
Richard McKusic, and Frank Post.
Grade Two, Miss Russell
Robert Fields brought some poliwogs for class inspection and discssionGrade Two, Mr. McLellan
One of the best exhibits of the
year has been the display of sea! shells, coral, clams, starfish, and
1 snadls. The following have con
tributed to this exhibit: Barbara
Bohn, Stephen Craig, Kathryn
Kunesh, Jo-Ann Sullivan. Deborah
Hary, Gloria Kavanaugh, Robert
Lord, Margaret Boothby, Donna
Pitts and Robert Brewer.
Grade Three, Miss Kimball
We are glad to have four pupils
with dental certificates: Karen
Beal. Raymond Wall, Randal and
Robert Achom.,
Harlan Pease has made an espe
cially good crayon drawing of a
blue heron.
Grade Three Miss Gordon
Donald Humason is a new pupil.
Donald Cunningham and Leslie
Harvey made drawings of leaves,

ARE

LOWER
AT

KILROY’S

ARMY NAVY STORE

FACTORY REJECT
SHOES
Men’s $3.49, Boys’ $2.90
SPORT JACKETS
All Colors

$3.95, $4.45
PLASTIC RAINCOATS
$2.98
WHITE TEE SHIRTS
59c
SWEAT SHIRTS
$1.39
CHAMBRAY

WORK SHIRTS
$1.49
WORK PANTS
$2.98
CAPS, 59c
All Colors

PAINT, $2.95
Outside or Inside. Satisfaction
Guaranteed.

Some Colors $3.15

combination
Rug Nozzle*
• DESIGNED FOR DOUBLE DUTY!
•
•
•
•

Bigger! Wider! Smarter than ever!
New
New
New
New

As time runs out and the screws
tighten
in
the Knox-Lincoln
league race it is still Thomaston
and Camden in a top spot tie with
the other four teams also tied for
third but with no chance of fin
ishing higher. On Thursday Cam
den goes to Newcastle to iace Lin
coln Academy- and Jimmy Belknap
a gcod pitcher whose efforts have
often been nullified by poor de
fensive play, a- at Thomaston on
Monday.
The fine job turned in by Cam
den’s
Freddy
Davis
Monday
against Waldoboro will allow the
(Mustangs to go with their ace,
A1 Bennett, well rested.
Thomaston meets Boothbay Har
bor at Thomaston where JimmyHall is expected to toe the slab
with either Travis Paine or Mike
Marshall as his opponent. The
Harbor team is composed of a
bunch of murderous hitters and
are very tough to beat when they
get the pitching. Thomaston won
over them 10-3 in their previous
meeting but have been on a rocky
road since. In the other Thurs
day game Rockland is at home to
| Waldoboro.
• • * •
Splinters from the bench—at
least one K-L coach thinks that
i Whit Garland, rugged Boothbay
outfielder, is the best hitter he has
seen all year—story on the Morse
forfeit is this; in the eighth inn
ing a Morse batter fouled off the
first pitch, took a ball, and then
missed one. Mike Levinthal, on the
mound for Rockland, asked the
ump what the count was and was
told 1-1,
whereupon Levinthal
called his attention to the foul
strike. He got no sympathy and
appealed to Mike DiRenzo, who
was told that the indicaior showed
a 1-1 count, though he admitted
there were two strikes on the batI ter. He refused to change it and
DiRenzo, feeling that Morse had
i enough batting practice for one
i day, took the team off—leading
J Thomaston batter is Red Demnior.s
w-ith .369; others are Dick Stone,
.333; Sumner Ward, .304 Johnny-

Tigers who makes an opposing
pitcher get the ball over. He sel
dom goes after a bad pitch.
Why writers go gray depart
ment; I have known for a month
that Chuck Robarts had won a
Bowdoin Alumni Scholarship but
kept it out of the paper because
Bowdoin wanted to release it first
so what happens? Why Blaine Da
vis has it in his column on Mon
day-Bernard
Staples,
football
tackle and ace student, headed for
Ba:es—Paul Starrett of Thomas
ton, four years a basketball play
er, also will head for Bowdoin—
Gump Sprague will catch for the
Waldoboro team this Summer—
Jimmy Belknap and Andy William
son to play- with the Damariscotta
Legion team—the failure of the
Rockland Tigers remains the num
ber one mystery of the season, with
the only explanation apparently
being that they just don’t care.
• • • •
The Rockland High School golf
team took its seventh match in
eight seasonal starts Tuesday as
they nipped Morse 4 1-2— 4 1-2.
Emery Howard, Jr., over Dick
Torrey 8-6.
Charlie Howard (M) over Fred
Korpinen 4-2.
Rockland won best ball by 5-3.
Dave Bird halved his match with
Dick Poster.
Danny Flanagan over Bob Shaw
4-3
Rcc-si.rd won best ball 1 up.
Everett Wirta over Bor Annis 5-4.

styling! All-new’ beauty from every angle!
room! Plenty of room for plenty of people!
view! New wrap-around rear windows!
comfort! Luxurious new interiors, front and rear!

Ouldoant conventional vacuum cloanoct!
Outdoant old-fathionod carpet tweepertl
Empties ittelFI Adjusts itself!
About ft the usual weight!

ATTACHED TO THE LEWYT, it’s the
world’s first high-suction vacuum
cleaner with a rerolring brush! Its
pick-up of embedded dirt, threads,
hairs will astound you!
DETACHED FROM THE IEWYT, it’s the
world’s most amazing carpel
sweeper! Crumbs, litter, tobacconothing escapes it! Empties auto
matically when used as a vacuum
cleaner!

thing?
SOME

,®fclNG
To find who buys, sells, rents

or repairs —quickly and

easily — turn to the

CLASSIFIED
TELEPHONE

NO DUST BAG TO EMPTY
TnTtTiVYiome‘supply’co7"S

579 Main St., Rockland, Me.
Plea»- bring me the FREE RAVEL PER
FUME. 1 would like a demonstration ol
the LEWYT in my home.
Address—

Oldnmobile Super "88” 4-Door Sedan. * Hydra-Matic Drive optional at
extra coat. Equipment, accestoriet, and trim subject to change without notice.

State_

City__________

Telephone No..

Outside—inside—from etnrv side, it’s ALL-NEW! It's Oldsmobile's all-time

great Super "88" featuring a brilliant new Body by Fisher! Brand new beauty!
Brand new comfort! Brand nrtc room and rieu! Anti that's not all that’s new!
The Super "88" has an all-new chassis—a new engine—a new transmission!
In fact, ererv major feature is new in the Super ''83"! Just try that super
smooth "Rocket Ride”—feel that swift, sure response! It's the new gas-saving
"Rocket” and new Ilydra-Matic Drive*! Check all these all-new features!
Then you’ll decide: It's smart to drive the Super "88"—smart to own an Olds!

SEE

YOUR

NOTICE

BLBSBIBBILE

NEAREST

OLDSMOBILI

The Factory Representative
Will Be Here Starting
* GDttMl MOTOIK VllOt

DEALER

FIREPROOF GARAGE COMPANY, WINTER STREET

Saturday, May 26
At 9 A. M.
UNITED HOME
SUPPLY CO.
“Where Willow and Rankin
Streets Meet.”

TEL. 939
579 MAIN ST,

ROCKLAND, ME.

DIRECTORY

Yellow Pages

TuesW-TWsHaY-SaTor®?
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“WILL I EVER FORGET WHEN”
Fred Simmons, Man Of Marvelous Memory,
Recalls Rockland Schooldays
(Second Installment)
The Broadway ball ground would
be no stranger to the above threats
of violence, as the old timers must
remember, as there was man}- a
close decision made, in many a
close contest, and many a visitor
got the Bronx cheer, just to get
his goat, as for instance the, "Poor
Old Gramp!” This was on a Fourth
of July, and Gramp was well enter
tained the night before at a social
gathering Gramp was good, andi
had a very effective, fast one. as a
special, as pitcher for the Murphy's
Balsam team- His catcher. Allie
Brackett, later worked for me at
Gorham, and said it seemed that
Gramp would almost lift him off
his feet with the fast one
In my youth I had played around
sand lots enough to know a sensa
tional play of "snaring" grounders,
line drives, and hard to get flies.
The Black Cat often mentions
letters, or personal visits, from
some former fellow-player of his
youth, and casually mentions the
fact that he used to play shortstop,
as if he was there just so the team
would have its quota of nine men.
Fie upon such modesty! I will un
mask him!
I have many memories of Frank,
as a shortstop, and easily recall
many sensational plays he made,
and recall his "spearing,” what
looked to be impossible line drives,
and hard to get, close clinging to
the ground, grounders, which called
for quick motion almost before the
crack of the bat!
My memory of the Broadway ball
park takes me back to the days
when
Tommy
Nagle
was
catcher, and up behind the bat for
the fourth strike (I think) only,
or with a runner on base. A piece
of raw beef was used in the the
left makeshift glove, and fingers

Girls lily-white elk
camp moccasin. Sizes
4 to 9. Most of our
stores have this style
also in red or brown.

cut from the right, with a very
light padding only. Fielders’ gloves
were unknown and some caught a
high fly on the chest, as we used
to say- The late Major Herbert
Lord, as editor of The CourierGazette, playing right field, was
one of these and Johnny Doherty,
playing left at the YMCA,
grounds on Holmes street another.
The fly to center belonged to
Denny Chaples, and Frank was
backing him up, as we used to say.
Denny muffed, and Frank grabbed
and caught the ball.
One of the earliest pitchers I
remember was Ralph Blackington.
a student at U. of M, the catcher
being the late Major John Bird, as
this was before the famous GraySimonton battery.
I seldom see a name, connected
with my younger days, without re
calling a story of their past, which
takes us back to school days in the
80’s.
Ralph Blackington and "Dingy”
Kalloch got mad at each other
while in Grammar, and a challenge
issued—the weapons chosen to sat
isfy honor were the "dukes,” so
over behind the little schoolhouse
we went. For some reason I
hitched my wagon to Dingy’s star,
probably because he chewed to
bacco, therefore tougher, but I am
not positive about his being a Rob
ert Reed direct, or an anti-Robert
at that timeThere were no chips to be
knocked off the shoulder, as
blocks only were to fall. Need
less to write I was Dingy's hatrack. and reverently accepted each
piece discarded for the fray,collar,
tie. coat, vest, cuffs, and finally the
derby hat.
As each piece was discarded a
new set of resolutions was de
clared, as to what each would do

Johnsen
Wt

346 Main St., Rocklad, Me.

South School

“YOU HELD THE UNE WELL”

■ Rogers had art work on the bullej tin board

(Continued from page eleven)
Grade Six, Miss Bowen
Roland Achorn and Vincent CanRobinson, and Louise Achorn are
have provided tadpoles in three
room helpers.
different stages of growth.
Grade Four, Miss Sleeper
In the softball game last week.
We are making a collection of Mary Sullivan’s team won from
Chinese articles. Marcia Foley, Yvonne Selman’s.
Flavilla Billings, and Dorothy
A flower contest is to be con
Childs have drawn a large pic ducted in our room. Verda Duncan
ture of Chinese women gathering was eleeted recorder. Judy Maloney
tea.
and Charlene McAuliffe are on the
Fred Ripley, David Hamalainen. identification committee.
Billy McKeen, and Joseph Terrio
Grade Six, Mr. DuPlissi
have finished an excellent drawing
Of the five baseball games thus
of the "Queen Mary” as an out
far played between Miss Bowen’s
growth of our transportation les
boys and ours we have won two.
sons.
Grade Seven, Mr Lush
In science we are making experi
Two skits acted by members of
ments to show results of heat, cold,
electricity, air movements, and 1 the class were presented during our
other forces. These pupils have 1 club period Friday.
Those taking part were as fol
done fine experiments in front of
the class: Janice Phillips. Sandra lows: Ronald Woodbury, Robert
Sylvester. Elizabeth Sulides, Pris Merriam, Donald Mosher, Dana
Duncan
and
cilla Smith, Barbara Philbrook, Merrill, Joseph
Sandra Minot and Ernest Watling. George Phillips.
Grade Five, Miss Buttomer
Darlene Weiss and Bernard LeCroix are the inspectors for the
health contest.
The following pupils passed in
excellent dotation papers: Bev
erly Davis, Jean Lunt, Nancy Met
calf, Josephine Vasso, Tommy
Smith Judy Smith. Carol Rice. Le
land McCluskey. Mary Bodman,
Darlene Weiss, Barbara Snowdeal,
and Bernard LaCroix.
Mary Bodman, Steven Duncan,
David Hall, Albert Dinsmore, Judy
Smith, Carol Rice, and Sandra
to the other, which was very
thrilling!
I found, later in life, that we,
who fought for love and honor, in
those days, were sadly lacking in
expletives to hurl at the enemy,
as we were limited, almost entirely
to, "Oh yeah!’’ and, “Do tell!"
Later we could have used horsefeathers, baloney, you’re telling
me, but, "You and who else!” would
have caused the most belligerent
to pause and think!
This latter would have been a
classic, in pugilistic literature in
my time, as it embodies both sar
casm, and contempt, and no call
for an appendix, as to meaning—
Boy! What I would have done to
that in the Elocution Class! I was
five-star at sarc, and con while in
High. Our instructor, Miss Bar
rett had given at least six a
screening on, "What! Has a dog
money? etc. (Merchant of Venice).
Even Miss Barrett joined in the
laughter at the masterful manner
of my efforts, and came out boldly,
right before the whole class, and
said it was tarnation good, but
thought it a trifle overdone, was
it not?
The middle knuckles were prop
erly fixed to the satisfaction of the
contestants, and proudy displayed
to the non-paying gathering, and
each took their favorite stance.
Had I been a betting man, I
would have gladly placed at least
two marbles on Dingy, as his
knuckles looked to be the more
deadly of the two—hands were
properly spitted, and the fight was
on—almost! a roar went up; not
from the gathering# but Janitor
Colson, and the fight was off, never
to be finished I think.
So memories are allowed to wan
der; back to days of youth; to days
of yore; to thoughts of, Will I Ever
Forget When—

Gov. Payne Tells Legislature It Earned Ever
lasting Gratitude For Meeting Problems

Grade Eight, Mrs. Harjula

Wayne DeLong cut his finger
while helping to improve the api pearartce of the school grounds
Others who have helped outside
are: Earle Widdecombe, Edgar
Robinson, Donald Drake, Frank
Taft, and Kenneth Thompson.
We had several interesting sci
ence experiments performed by
Jan Adelman. Richard Connell
and Alvin Naum.
This week’s news was written by
Ruth Whitman and Marion Young.

TENANT’S HARBOR
Mrs- Mae D. MacFarland, Presi
dent of Rebekah Assemby of Maine,
Mrs Constance MacPhail, Warden
of Rebekah Assembly; Mrs. Addie
Brown, District Deputy President
of District 16. and her marshal
Mrs. Ethel Perry of Rockand were
guests Thursday of Puritan Re
bekah Lodge. The degrees were
conferred on Mrs. Mary Davis of
Port Clyde, and Mrs. Gadys Mills.
A certificate of merit was presented
the Noble Grand. Jane Marriott,
and her staff of officers for per
forming the degree in an excellent
manner; 45 members and guests
were present. Buffet lunch of cof
fee, cake and ice cream was served
at the close of the meeting, with
the following hostesses: Madeline
Wood, Lillian Bryant, Virginia
Bryant, Meda Holley. Mrs. Jane
Marriott was presented the cer
tificate of perfection at the Dis
trict Meeting in Camden .Friday
night. The next regular meeting Is
May 24.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Johnson of
Bennington. Vt, who were recent
visitors at their hotfie, have retmed, accompanied by their daugh-

j

the challenge of providing for our
children, the aged, the sick and
the needy. Your decision to enact
a sales tax guarantees that there
will be no decrease in assistance
which we, the state, now afford
those less fortunate than our
selves.”
Here are some of the major ac
complishments of the Republican
dominated 95th Legislature:
It enacted a 2 percent sales tax
expected to yield $11,000,000 a
year in revenue. The same measure
also takes the state out of the
property tax field next year.
It approved a record $51,000,000
budget, almost $10,000,000 more
than for the past two years.
It passed a $27,000,000 bond issue
bill—which the people must ap
prove—to finance an accelerated,
seven year highway building pro
gram on 1,600 miles of roads.
It approved a record $40,000,000
highway budget, almost $5,000,000
more than for the past two years.
This money comes from gasoline
tax and motor vehicle license and
registration receipts.
It enacted a new streamlined ed
ucation subsidy program through
which the s’ate will distribute
about $6,000,000 in the next two
years to needy communities.
The Republican governor told the
legislators that by removing the
state from the property tax field
they took a “forward step.”
"By your decision,” he added
“municipalities In the near future
will be enabled to establish sound
values on property for purposes of

A Legislature tha: set records
for taxing and spending completed
the longest session in Maine’s his
tory Monday night.
Final adjournment came at 4.53
p. m. (EST) after solons heard
praise from Gov. Frederick G.
Payne for their support of his fi
nancial program for the next two
years.
The session ended on the 83d
legislative working day, three more
than the previous record set In
1947.
Adjournment was reached af
ter the Legislature took responsi
bility for saying tax receipts would
be enough to cover appropiiations for the next two years.
It was this issue that blocked ad
journment Sunday morning. The
Governor had refused to sign some
spending bills until the Legislature
said it believed revenues would
match expenditures.
‘ The 95th Legislature is deserv
ing of the everlasting gratitude of
the people of Maine for its forth
right approach to and solution ef
numerous problems of state gov
ernment,” Gov. Payne said in a
message:
"You met the issues fairly and
squarely, and solved them realis
tically, always having the welfare
of the majority at heart.”
Referring to the new two percent
sales tax which becomes eilective
July 1, Gov. Payne said:
"It is not an easy task to adopt
a major tax measure, for no per
son likes taxation in any form. Yet,
this 95th Legislature was equal to

ter. Mrs Richard Falla and son.
Floyd Singer is ill witih pneumo
nia at Knox Hospital.
Mrs. Ruth Fullerton ls having a
week’s vacation from her duties
at the telephone office.

Applied
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All Jobs Guaranteed.
Terms If Desired.

KENNEBEC ROOFING
AND SIDING CO.

,

TEL. 1135, ROCKLAND
P. O. BOX 513

42 and 44-ThS-tf

WE

OFFICE HELP
WANTED

Roofing and Siding
JOHN’S-MANVILLE
CERTIFIED CONTRACTORS
Free Estimates.

taxation. Resultant income will j Differences between the Senate
provide the means to improve gov and House over a "magic formula"
order raising estimates of state
ernment on the local level.”
(Repeal of the state property tax revenue to balance the budget were
means the state, after this year smoothed out by a compromise
will no longer take $5,509,000 a Monday. It was this disagreement
that prevented adjournment Sun
year from municipalities.)
"You held the line well,” the! day at dawn.
Chief Executive said, “in not un-1 The Sunday order said reveune
dertaking, at this time, new and estimates were too low. And it di
expanded services of government rected the finance commissioner to
which would further increase oper raise them by $600,000 a year. The
ational costs, during a period when Senate had passed it but the House
more and more of our resources refused. Then the lower branch
are being mobilized at the nation adjourned until Monday.
al level.”
Identically worded but separate
He said many proposals they j orders were passed by the House
considered had merit. But, he and Senate Monday, expressing
added their "decision to consider confidence that $61,000,000 worth of
only those deemed essential and general fund appropriations for the
vital to the progress of our state next two years do not exceed reve
nue. They directed the finance
at this time was noteworthy.”
commissioner to indicate this in
He added:
"The major steps taken by this his records.
95th Legislature including x x x
Rugs wear better if they are
providing for the early improve based on newspapers. Bundles 10
ment of our highways, constiutute tents and up at The Courier-Ga
the most constructive and progress zette.
62‘aw
ive approach to problems of gov
ernment since adaption of the ad
ministrative code in 1931.”
Personal
A subdued Legislature—wearied
by a marathon session from 9 a. m.|
To Women With
Saturday to 3.30 p. m. (E5ST) Sun
Nagging Backache
day in what they expected would be
the final day of the sess'en—heard j
Nagging backache, loss of pep and energy,
the Governor praise its courage. j headaches and dizziness may be due to slow
down of kidney function. Doctors say good
He tola them he didn't exper, a kidney function is very important to good
When some everyday condition, such
special session would be needed un health.
as stress and strain, causes this important
function to slow down, many folks suffer nag
less “major emergencies arise.”
backache—feel miserable. Minor blad
The governor signed 722 measure^! ging
der irritations due to cold or wrong diet may
cause
up n ights or f requent passages.
and vetoed two. Both vetoes were1 Dongetting
’t neglect your kidneys if these condi
sustained. The Legislature con tions bother you. Try Doan’s Pills—a mild
diuretic. Used successfully by millions for
sidered 2,115 measures in all. Tnis over 50 years. It’s amazing how many times
Doan’s give happy relief from these discom
compared with 2,539 in 1949 and a, forts
—help the 15 milesof kidney tubes and fil
ters
flush out waste. Get Doan's Pills today!
record 2,956 in 1939.

And there are fine openings for
competent young people. A year
al a good business school will be
the chance for YOU—and you
don't have to be a 1951 gradu
ate! We have had many young
men and women who have re
turned to school after a lapse of
several years and have prepared
for important positions.
Write Us For a Catalog,

GUARANTEE

ROCKLAND SCHOOL
OF COMMERCE

Wilbur Shaw thinks so much of this new Chrysler, he has selected it as Pace Car for the 1951 Indianapolis 500-mile race.

Tve/ust
driven the

most

powerful

PRICES
DOWN!

cnr*in
the US?
WILBUR SHAW, AMERICA'S MOS1 FAMOUS DRIVER, DRIVES NEW 1951 CHRYSLER—REPORTS TO
ON REVOLUTIONARY FIREPOWER ENGINE AND HYDRAGUIDE POWER STEERING
Here are Wilbur Shaw’s reactions—in his own
words—as taken down by a recording machine
in the car:

SALE

“The ’51 Chrysler has it! With this new engine and
power steering, the first on any U.S. car, it’s a whale
of an automobile.

“I'm completely bowled over by the ease of steeringl

“This steering combined with the automatic trans

A Clean Home Makes a Happy Home.
Wallpaper helps make a Clean, Restful Home.
To Help You in Our World of High Prices,
We Offer You This Unheard of SaleBuy One Roll Regular Price, Second for

mission ... is the nearest thing to an automatic
pilot for a car I can possibly imagine.

“This engine ... I can’t get over the amount of power
and snap m this engine . . . it’s incredible!
“I drove 111 miles with the feeling I had expended
no more effort than in driving around the block.
“When Mrs. Shaw drove, her comments just about
squared with mine. Here's what she thinks of the
1951 Chrysler . . .”

YOU

Mrs. Shaw: “At first I could hardly believe the ease
with which I could turn the wheel. That’s important
. . . especially in the summertime.

“Often after I have parked a car in the average park
ing space, I feel I should taxi home, shower and get
dressed again. But with Hydraguide Power Steering
I parked it with one hand. It practically drives itself.”
Wilbur Shaw: “It’s hard to describe this new Chrys
ler without going off the deep end ... it has it in every
department.

“In fact, I think so much of this car, I’ve selected it
as Pace Car of the 1951 Indianapolis 500-mile race!”
(Mr. Shaw’s comments are reprinted through the
courtesy of Popular Science Magazine.)

•Mr. Shaw refers of course to standard passenger
cars—not racing cars or special models.

b al-teufiWj

SEA COAST PAINT COMPANY
TELEPHONE 801-W
440 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
62-63

Shaw inspects FirePower, the greatest new
engine in 27 years.

Smartly styled Chrysler convertible to pace
Indianapolis 500-mile race.

CHRYSLER
finest engineered cars in the world

SMITH’S [GARAGE, Rockport,JMe. O
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